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Dear Members of AIOS, friends,

I consider it my honor to address the meeting , that too the 75 th 
anniversary of AIOS. My sincere thanks to all the AIOS  members , 

who in 2015 decided to abstain from contesting elections against me!

Dignitaries on and off the dais and dear Members of AIOS, friends 
and Family 

I consider it my honor to address the meeting , that too the 75 th 
anniversary of AIOS. My sincere thanks to all the AIOS  members , 
who in 2015 decided to abstain from contesting elections against me!

Bharath varsha, as this land has been known for over 10000 years, 
freethinking is the soul of this land. Anyone who is a free thinker 
and strives after the truth is considered as a Bharatiya or Indian, in 
this Land 

Presidential’s Address
Dr. K.S. Santhan Gopal
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We have had universities for over 2800 years! Over a dozen of the 
famous universities were destroyed 1000 years ago! Literally burnt

We have had universities for over 2800 years! Over a dozen of the 
famous universities were destroyed 1000 years ago! Literally grounded 

The All India Ophthalmological society is the largest society of 
registered life member ophthalmologists, over 19000. We started in 
1930 and we have been holding annual scientific meet every year, 
except a few years during war and independence struggle. This is 
the 75th scientific meet, an historic moment for my  members and 
me . Happy to announce a lot of our members have won prizes and 
awards all over the world for their pioneering  ophthalmic work. 
We will be recognizing their work and honoring them 

All subspecialty topics are covered in 14 halls, over 3 and half days! 
Preconference day is entirely devoted  to the  postgraduate teaching 
, covering basic aspects of ophthalmology! There are poster sessions 
and OPL sessions, interactive sessions to add to the spice. All these 
intellectually stimulating exercises are available to all the registered 
members , free of any additional charges. There will be breakfast 
sessions to the preregistered delegates and lunch time sessions too
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Plans for the future of AIOS

Scientific content of AIOS is second to none. With so many internationally 
recognized AIOS experts in all fields of ophthalmology, contributing 
voluntarily, for the benefit of members and delegates. But the lack 
of proper infrastructure viz convention centre, in many states , causes  
a lot of inconvenience to the delegates. We do have convention centres 
of high quality in many We do have excellent convention centres in 
many places in India. I propose, henceforth, we hold the meeting in 
the following places which have an excellent convention centre. 
Ahmedabad , Jaipur, Coimbatore, Hyderabad, Indore, Cochin,  Mumbai, 
Delhi, Kolkata, Bangalore   ( convention centers will be ready soon) 
and as and when more convention centres are built In other places. 

As far as the distribution of the surplus funds generated from the 
meeting, the earlier system of only the regional state societies getting 
the benefit of the conference is sought to be  replaced. We hope to  
distribute the surplus funds to all the affiliated state societies and 
the funds should be utilized by the state societies to further the 
ophthalmic education in their state. The number of the AIOS members 
attending the annual meet, from the various state societies, will decide 
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amount received by the state societies. This can vary from 500 to ` 
2500 per member/per aCount Of affialated state societies

Maharashtra 2562

Karnataka   1465

Uttarpradesh 1441

Tamilnadu 1430

Affiliated state society 

This way smaller societies also benefit immensely. Otherwise the 
smaller societies will never have a chance to hold the AIOS meet or 
benefit from the AIOS meet. Now all are beneficiaries, no matter 
where the meeting is held in India 

online voting this year has reached all time high of 8237! Record for 
our society. What started  as  a humble attempt, in the middle of 
resistance, has now become inseparable.

Dr. K.S. Santhan Gopal
President, AIOS 2017-18.
president@aios.org
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Editorial
Dr. Arup Chakrabarti

Dear Esteemed Colleagues,

Greetings from the office of the Editor Proceedings AIOS.
Please find the Proceedings Book containing the best Free Papers 

of the AIOC 2017, held in Jaipur between 15th and 19th February 
2017.
In deference to the “Go Green” initiative of AIOS this year onwards 
all the contents of the AIOS Proceedings will become available soon 
on the AIOS website. The project is ongoing and will soon be integrated 
with the central server. The AIOS office is getting centralised in a 
very significant development and the editor proceedings website 
which was standalone till 2017 is in the process of integration.  The 
Wordpress CMS has been adopted to ensure that the content management 
has been made easy.
I am sure the online contents are going to be far more useful and 
readily accessible for AIOS members. The contents for AIOC 2017 
which were already recorded were made available to me after I took 
over and will be formatted into Invited Programmes (Symposia, 
Updates, Current Concepts etc), Instruction Courses, Free Papers, E 
posters, and Film Festival.
May I also request you to update your current address, e-mail and 
cell phone number with the AIOS by e-mailing to aiosoffice@aios.
org. I would also encourage you to pass on this information to your 
friends and colleagues.
I will be getting in touch with you at frequent intervals for updates. 
Initiatives are being taken for capturing high quality contents of the 
presentations for the AIOC 2018 in Coimbatore.
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with me for any queries. Let all 
of us take AIOS to greater heights.

Yours sincerely

Dr. Arup Chakrabarti
editorproceedings@aios.org
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Novel Altered Critical Intracellular 
Singnaling Events in Keratoconus & It’s 
Therapeutic Potential
Dr. Natasha Pahuja, Dr. Rohit Shetty, Mr. Anupam Sharma,  
Dr. Arkasubhra Ghosh

INTRODUCTION

Oxidative stress has been associated with several human diseases 
including KC1,2 Environmentally induced oxidative stress in the stroma  
of KC patients causes an increase in Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) 
and decrease in levels of antioxidants at a cellular level which results 
in degradation of the extracellular matrix and subsequent thinning 
of the corneal stroma.1,3 Autophagy is an evolutionarily conserved 
mechanism which causes the degradation or clearance of long lived 
and misfolded proteins and damaged cellular organelles.4  The failure 
of autophagy induction or autophagy flux (dynamics) due to oxidative 
stress can disturb the adaptive response and lead to autophagy 
mediated cell death.5, 6 Although, genetic and environmental factors 
are involved in the pathogenesis of KC, the underlying molecular 
mechanism of progressive corneal ectasia remains unknown. Therefore, 
we investigated the regulation of autophagiclysosomal pathway in 
the pathogenesis of KC with respect to oxidative damage in patients’ 
corneal epithelial tissue and in-vitro experimental conditions using 
human corneal epithelial (HCE) cells under chronic hyperoxic stress.

PURPOSE

To study inflammatory cytokines and autophagy related markers. 
In addition to determine whether autophagy deregulation is only 
restricted to the diseased or ‘cone’ area in keratoconus

METHODS

Clinical examination included slit lamp examination with topographic 
and pachymetric evaluation on the Pentacam HR (Oculus, Germany) 

Dr. Natasha Pahuja, M.B.B.S; D.O.M.S; PhD Scholar, M.B.B.S; 
D.O.M.S; PhD Scholar, Cornea-Refractive Services, Eyelight laser 
& Eye care PhD Scholar, Maastricht University, Jr. Clinical & research 
scientist, GROW Laboratories, Narayana Nethralaya, Natasha Eye 
Care and Research Center, Sai Saheb Bldg A, Shiv Sai lane, Pimple 
saudagar, Pune 411027

This Paper was conferred with the AIOS - COL. RANGACHARI 
AWARD for the BEST PAPER of ALL Sessions. This paper was also 
judged as the BEST PAPER OF CORNEA Sessions.
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Figure: mRNA levels of autophagy markers in cone vs periphery from epithelium 
(keratoconus)

and the Orbscan (Orbtek, Bausch&Lomb). Clinical grades of KC were 
determined as per the Amsler-Krumeich classification. Total epithelium 
from 8- 9 mm of the cornea was debrided from the cases (keratoconus) 
undergoing corneal collagen cross linking (CXL) or topo-guided 
photo refractive keratectomy (T-PRK) followed by CXL and controls, 
undergoing photo refractive keratectomy(PRK) for myopia or myopic 
astigmatism.Gene expression from epithelium of KC (n=60) and 
normal cornea (n=18) from cone (ectatic) and peripheral (non ectatic) 
regions was studied.Differential expression of autophagy related 
biomarkers (LC3, LAMP1) in the cone and periphery epithelium of 
KC. Total ribonucleic acid (RNA) extraction was done for cells and 
tissues using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s 
protocol, and quantified using a nanodrop spectrophotometer 
(NanoDrop 1000, Thermo Scientific). 1ug of total RNA were converted 
to cDNA using the Biorad iScript™ cDNA Synthesis Kit.Quantitative 
real-time PCR was performed using 4 ml of 10-fold diluted cDNA in 
a final volume of 10 ml using the SYBR Green master mix 2X (Biorad) 
according to the manufacturer’s instruction.

Results: The expression of autophagy signaling pathway related genes 
LC3A, LC3B, ATG5, ATG7, RAB7 and LAMP1in clinical grades (I to 
III) of KC patients’ epithelium along with the inflammatory mediators, 
collagen and lysyl oxidase (LOX) . The mRNA transcript and protein 
level expressions of the cone (ectatic) and peripheral (non-ectatic) 
regions in KC and control (PRK) corneal epithelium were compared 
and are shown in figure below.

CONCLUSION

 The results suggest an oxidative stress associated defective autophagy, 
as one of the pathogenic mechanisms in KC. Use of topical medications 
(that are currently available in the market for other indications) that 
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induce autophagy can be an effective alternative strategy in the 
management of KC.
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Donor Demography and Influence of Post 
Mortem Cold Storage on Corneal 
Endothelium – HCRP Based Study
Dr. Rekha Gyanchand

INTRODUCTION

Corneal disease is one of the major cause for blindness in India.1 It 
is estimated that there are approximately 1.1 million bilaterally blind 
people due to corneal diseases.2  The yearly addition to this backlog 

Dr. Rekha Gyanchand, MBBS, MS, DOMS, CORNEA CONSULTANT 
BW LIONS SUPER SPECIALITY EYE HOSPITAL, BANGALORE 
 Address: H.SIDDIAH ROAD.,OFF J.C ROAD 

This Paper was judged as the for the BEST PAPER of 
CORNEA II Session.
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is between 40,000 and 50,000.3 It is expected that the number of 
individuals with unilateral corneal blindness in India will increase 
to 10.6 million by 2020.2  The largest barrier to reducing corneal 
blindness is the widespread lack of availability of donor corneal 
tissue. There is marked disproportion between the demand and supply 
of corneal tissue. Performing 1 lakh corneal transplant surgeries would 
be desirable that would help to clear this huge backlog of corneal 
blindness. Going by the experience of the eye banking systems, meeting 
this demand would require double that number i.e., 2 lakh donor 
corneal tissues annually.4 Eye donations are either voluntary or 
motivated. Poor general public awareness and lack of initiative has 
lead to fewer number of voluntary eye donations.5 Still, a major 
drawback of voluntary eye donation is that most of the donors are 
over the age of 70 years with poor corneal tissue quality. Overall 
quality of tissue obtained from voluntary eye donation has left much 
to be desired for.

The eye banking in India is changing, from voluntary donations to 
hospital cornea retrieval system(HCRP). Hospital Cornea Retrieval 
Programme (HCRP) was initiated as a method of motivated corneal 
donation to reduce the gap between availability of good quality donor 
corneal tissue and large backlog of patients awaiting corneal 
transplantation.The HCRP has contributed to a great extent by 
providing quality donor corneal tissue with a significant contribution 
from younger age group.6  Un natural cause of death in young population 
has a devastating effect on the relatives of the departed. The process 
of counseling the next of the kin, preliminary enquiry and legal 
verification of nature of death by the authorities would take more 
time than usual. Cadavar preservation or Cold storage (CS) in mortuary 
may help to maintain the vitality of corneal tissue at this precious 
moment,especially when the family requires time or if a delay in 
clearance from the police. This might have a direct influence on the 
number of viable donor corneal tissues available for transplantation.

AIM OF THE STUDY 

Is to analyze

1) The influence of cadaver refrigeration or cold storage preservation 
on the morphology of donor corneal endothelium. The cadaver 
preservation need to be done within 6 hours of death,

2) Comparing the endothelial morphology of the cornea in the 
Preserved  cadavervs non-preserved cadavers .
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

The source of the donor tissue was restricted to a hospital mortuary 
at which the cornea retrieval programme was being carried out by 
the Lions International Eye Bank (LIEB). Eye donation counselors 
trained in HCRP were stationed at the mortuary premises.HCRP 
done by LIEB was an integrated process and was monitored by the 
Eye bank manager & Medical Director. As most of the cases were 
medico legal, consent from the relatives the police & mortuary chief 
was obtained. All details regarding time & cause of death (Refrigerated)
cold storage temperature at the mortuary noted.(Cold storage temperature 
was maintained between 2 and 8 degree Celsius). In indicated cases,enucleation 
was done and preserved in moist chambers. At the Eye bank, serology 
testing and lab in-situ excision of the corneoscleral button was done 
and preserved in McCarey Kaufmann (MK) media or Cornisol media. 
A slit- lamp grading and specular microscopy analysis was done. 

In the initial 30 cases the corneo- scleral rim was sent for bacterial & 
fungal culture in only the cold- storage group after utilization of the 
cornea

 The Donor records& transplantation details were analyzed retrospectively 
for a 21 month period (from July 2013 to March 2015). Variables 
analysed included donor demographics (age, gender), donor cause-
of-death, preservation media, death to cold storage time, death to 
preservation interval, preservation to utilization, specular microscopy, 
corneal-tissue-suitability for transplantation, corneal-tissue-utilization  
and  reasons for non utilization. 

RESULTS 

Duration 21 month study period, 373 donor 
corneal tissues were retrieved from 187 donors. 
Number of eyes from male and female donors 
were 277 and 96 respectively. 62.4% of eyes 
were retrieved from donors with post-mortem 
cold storage  [Fig 1] 

The overall mean donor age was 37.8 
years ±17years. It was 33.49 years and 44.8 
years among eyes with and with no cold storage 
(NCS) respectively. Most common age group 
of the donors was 21- 30  years (114 eyes: 30.5%) 
followed by  31-40 years (78 eyes: 21%), 41-50 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Figure 3 

years (55 eyes: 14.8%), 11-20 and 51-60 years (36 eyes each: 9.7%), 
61-70 years (32 eyes: 8.5%) > 70 years (16 eyes: 4.2%) and 0-10 years 
(6eyes: 1.6%). Youngest and oldest age of donor was 4 years and 85 
years respectively. 21 - 40 years was the most common age group of 
donors from both the cold storage and no cold storage groups. [Fig 2]

Overall the most common donor cause-of-death was hanging (183 
eyes: 49.5%), followed by accidents (91 eyes: 
24%), poisoning (52 eyes: 14%), cardiovascular 
causes (CVA) (34 eyes: 9.1%) septicemia (12 
eyes: 3%), and malignancy (2 eyes: 0.5%). Hanging 
was the most common cause of death from 
both the cold storage and no cold storage groups. 

Average death to cold storage time was 2.1 
hours. In 85% of donors the total storage time in cold storage was 
less than 12 hrs & mean time less than 7.9 hrs Mean death to preservation 
time was 10 hrs in cold storage and 5.2 hrs non- cold storage groups.
respectively. Mean death to preservation into MK medium was 14.69 
hours and 10.57 hours respectively. Mean preservation to utilization 
time was 40.56 hours in both the groups.

SPECULAR MICROSCOPY

Of the 373 eyes collected, specular microscopy was recordable in 215 
eyes (57.7%). Among the CS and NCS groups it was recordable in 
156 eyes (67%) and 59 eyes (42%) respectively. Mean endothelial cell 
density was 3124 cells/mm2. It was 3149 cells/mm2 and 3099 cells/
mm2 among eyes with and without cold storage. Overall 55% (205 
eyes) of the corneal tissues had endothelial 
cell density (ECD) of >2500 cells/mm2 followed 
by 08 eyes (2%) that had ECD of 2001-2500 
cells/mm2 and 02 eyes (0.5%) had ECD less 
than 2000 cells/mm2 (0.5%). Among the two 
groups majority of the eyes had ECD of more 
than 2500cells/mm2 (96% each) [Fig 4a]. 

Specular microscopy 
could not be done in 64(17.15%) eyes due to 
poor tissue quality.

Hexagonality was analyzed and found to be 
as follows: CS and NCS :> 50 % in 83% and 
77% eyes respectively [Fig 4b]  

Figure 4b 

Figure 4c 
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Co efficient of variation was found to be between 30 and 40 % in 72% 
and 76% of CS & NCS groups. [Fig 4c] 

CULTURE REPORT

The initial 30 cases the corneoscleral rim after utilization of the cornea 
was sent for culture sensitivity for bacterial & fungal. This was done 
only in the  cold storage group.No growth was identified 

UTILIZATION DETAILS 

260 eyes (Total utilization rate - 70%)

Keratoplasty procedures, Optical keratoplasty [187 eyes, 72%] ), Deep 
anterior lamellar keratoplasty [9 eyes: 3.4%], Descemet’s stripping 
endothelial keratoplasty (DSEK) [4 eyes,1.5%], Therapeutic keratoplasty 
[55 eyes: 21%], Corneal patch graft and Tattoo [4 eyes: 1.5%].

Utilization rate was higher in the eyes with cold storage vs no cold 
storage (83% vs 48%). 

Not Utilized: 113 eyes were not utilized (30%).

The most common causes of non utilization were poor quality of 
tissue (64 eyes), followed by donor septicaemia (18eyes), Infected 
donor corneal tissue (5eyes ) exceeded time for tissue preservation 
(23 eyes) Cancer and Miscellaneous (3 eyes).

POST-OPERATIVE FOLLOW UP

At 6months report showed, graft success in 257 (99%) cases. Primary 
graft failure in 3(1%) cases in cold storage group, cause of death was 
hanging. No case had post-operative infection either of the groups

DISCUSSION

The increase in transplantable corneal tissue collection in the recent 
years is attributed to the success of HCRP and well trained Eye 
donation counselors. The rules of the state here in India unfortunately 
require certain formalities and documentation to be completed by 
appropriate authorities and to give a go ahead to the eye bank staff 
for eye donation. In many instance there was an understandable 
delay in obtaining this clearance which lead to increased death to 
enucleation time in considerable number of cases. Cold storage or 
refrigeration of the cadavarat the mortuary helped to break this barrier 
and provided the additional time during which the vitality of the 
donor corneal tissue remained unaltered.
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A comprehensive analysis was made from the data collected and 
results arrived were as follows. Two major groups of donors, Preserved 
cadavers in cold storage (Refrigerated) and non preservedcadavars 
were compared and confounding factors identified. The mean age 
among eyes with cold storage was 33.5 years compared to eyes with 
non preservedcadavars were 45 years. Overall the mean age of donors 
was 37.8 years. Ranjan et al reported a mean donor age of 52.3 years 
with majority of donor tissue sourced from hospital.7 Younger the 
age of the donor tissue better is the morphology of the corneal 
endothelium.8 The donor-age distribution in our study, majority of 
the donors are between 21 and 40 years age-group. It is in contrast 
to Dasar et al9 and Ranjan et al7 where majority of donors were above 
40 years age group with cardiac arrest as most common cause of 
death. Higher number of suicides and accidents in our study could 
be the reason for younger donor age group. 

As the eyes were initially enucleated & then at the eye bank preserved 
in MK media, Mean death to preservation to MK medium was 14.5 
hours and 10.5 hours in CS and NCS groups respectively. The mean 
preservation to utilization interval stood at 40.56 hours in both groups. 
This is similar to another study from eastern India.7

Overall the specular microscopy details was recordable in 58% (215 
eyes) of eyes. It was recordable in 67% (156 eyes) in CS group compared 
to 42% (59 eyes) in the NCS group. Poor tissue quality was an important 
cause for non- recordable of specular microscopy data in this group. 
The mean ECD of donor corneal tissue was 3124 ±551 cells/mm2. 
The two groups did not show a marked difference in the mean 
endothelial cell density (3149cells/cumm and 3099 cells/mm2 in the 
CS and NCS groups respectively) 55% of corneal tissues had ECD > 
2500 cells/mm2. Percentage of eyes with ECD > 2500 was also similar 
in both groups. Hexagonality of the cells, also an indicator tissue 
quality and graft survival was found to be 83% and 77% in CS and 
NCS .

Overall utilisation of tissue was at 70% which was higher than Dasar 
et al and comparable to Ranjanetal. Among the two groups a difference 
in utilisation rate was identified, eyes with cold storage having 82% 
utilisation rate as against 49% in eyes without cold storage. This 
could probably be due to more number of tissues unfit for use and 
poor quality in the no cold storage group. Direct preservation of the 
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tissue into MK media may give a distinct advantage than initial 
preservation into moist chamber, thereby increasing the yield of 
better quality tissue.7

CONCLUSION

Cadaver stored in cold storage which maintains a temperature of 
2-8 deg has no adverse influence over the morphology of corneal 
endothelium. The quality of corneal tissue is comparable to the eyes 
collected from non- preserved cadavers were the eye retrivel was 
done with in 6hrs of death.

 The mortuaryeyes would give us a large number of young donor 
corneas with endothelial count more than 2500 cells/mm2.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE

It is best  to do HCRP in a hospital with a ideal mortuary setup with 
cold storage facilities. 

CRITERIA FOR COLLECTION FROM PRESERVED CADAVER

Donor should be shifted to cold storage within 6hrsof death and eyes 
to be done  with in 15hrs from the time of death.
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Terminal Chop: New Technique for Full 
Thickness Nuclear Segmentation in Hard 
Mature Cataracts
Dr. Rajendra Prasad

PURPOSE

Several techniques have been defined and compared for chopping 
nucleus in hard mature cataract but still many surgeons report difficulty 
with full thickness division of hard leathery nucleus. We aim to 
describe a new technique to chop hard mature nucleus, which has 
enabled a successful full thickness nuclear division through the 
posterior plate in 100 percent of the attempted cases with ease and 
safety. This technique unfolds a whole new dimension in mechanics 
of nuclear segmentation.

SETTING/VENUE

The concept of terminal chop technique evolved with extensive clinical 
experiments performed on the extracted hard nucleus procured from  
extra capsular cataract surgery in our clinical set up.

METHODS

A one year, non-randomised prospective series of 108 eyes of 79 
patients (33 males, 46 females) underwent elective Terminal chop 
phacoemulsification and IOL implantation. The average age was 
68.3 ± 6 years. The cataract was graded according to the Lens Opacities 
Classification System III (LOCS III) and eyes with Nuclear Opalescence 
(NO) grade IV, V and VI was included.

The mechanics utilized in this technique involves creation of a short 
central shallow trench of phaco tip diameter deep and broadto engage 
and impale the nucleus directed towards the equator parallel to the 
pupillary plane to achieve a firm grip at the periphery of the nucleus.

This Paper was judged the BEST PAPER of 
CATARACT - I Session.

Dr. Rajendra Prasad MBBS MD Cornea, cataract and refractive 
surgeon 
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A blunt tipped chopper is then engaged around the thin and softer 
peripheral nucleus and while drawing the chopper into the nucleus 
create a small full thickness nick adjacent to the phaco tipwhile 
simultaneously achieving firm hold of the nucleus without any 
horizontal excursion of the chopper. Once both the instruments have 
achieved firm grip of the nucleus at the equator, chopper and phaco 
tip are then separated 90° laterally to initiate the nuclear tear from 
the initial nick given at the equatorial edge of the nucleus. The force 
vector of 90 degrees lateral separation is then continued until splitting 
the entire nucleus from the equator to equator through the centre 
into two complete clean halves.

RESULTS

The terminal chop technique was successful in achieving a full thickness 
nuclear segmentation in all 108 eyes operated. No intraoperative or 
postoperative complications were noted.

CONCLUSIONS

Terminal chop is a very simple, safe and effective surgical technique 
utilizing the advantages of unique mechanical forces segmenting 
the entire nucleus into two clean halves with minimum use of ultrasound 
energy, and least manipulation within the capsular bag. Mechanical 
forces utilised in terminal chop is unfolding a whole new dimension 
in mechanics of nuclear segmentationwithout penetrating deep into 
the centre of the nucleus, terminal chop technique ensures a complete 
nuclear segmentation including the posterior plate in first attempt. 
The mechanics utilised in this technique is highly efficient and safe 
unfolding a whole new dimension in the history of phaco cataract 
surgery. Terminal chop has several advantages over the other techniques 
currently used to ensure less endothelial cell loss and less postoperative 
inflammation leading to a faster recovery and maximal visual 
rehabilitation. Complete nuclear segmentation achieved with terminal 
chop propagates quick and safe nuclear fragment emulsification with 
least manipulation and minimal use of phaco energy resulting in 
highly satisfactory postoperative results.
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Outcomes of a Management Strategy in 
Eyes with Corneal Irregularity and Cataract
Dr. Tejal S.J., Dr. Mathew Kurian, Dr. Rohit Shetty, Dr. Luci Kaweri

ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate the outcomes of a management strategy in 
patients with irregular corneas and cataract. 

Methods: Six eyes of four patients presented for cataract surgery 
with irregular corneas following corneal refractive surgery. 
Topo-guided ablation regularized the cornea, followed by 
phacoemulsification and intraocular lens implantation. Zonal 
keratometric coefficient of variation (ZKCV) measured structural 
changes and visual quality metrics measured functional  improvement. 

Results: The mean duration after corneal refractive surgery was 
7.83 ± 2.40 years. The logmaruncorrected distance visual acuity 
(0.67±0.25) and the corrected distance visual acuity (0.38  ±0.20) 
improved to 0.34±0.14 and 0.18±0.10 respectively. The changes 
in the standard deviations of the zonal keratometry values 
and the ZKCV were statistically significant in the 2, 3 and 4 
mm zones. The changes in the Strehl ratio (ANOVA  p=0.043) 
was also statistically significant. 

Conclusions: Corneal regularization followed by phacoemulsification 
resulted in lower residual refractive error with improved visual 
quality metrics. This strategy is a viable option in patientswith 
symptomatic cataracts and irregular corneas. 

INTRODUCTION

Since its birth 25 years back, laser assisted in-situ keratomileusis 

Dr. Tejal S.J. Completed my basic medical education from Vydehi 
Institute of Medical sciences, Bangalore. M.S Ophthalmology with a 
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This Paper was conferred with the AIO - SANTE VISION AWARD 
for the BEST PAPER OF CATARACT Sessions.
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(LASIK) has been using excimer laser ablation to reshape the cornea 
and correct refractive errors.1 Those patients who underwent LASIK 
in early days, are now presenting with age-related cataracts. Surgeries 
done in early years when the nomogram was being revised, had 
resulted in few cases of irregular corneas. 

Small or decentred optical zones, irregular ablations and central 
islands are associated with high corneal higher order aberrations 
(HOAs).2, 3  Obtaining optimal optical outcomes with cataract ( surgery 
in such cases is difficult. The dilemma of regularizing the cornea first 
followed bycataract surgery or vice-versa is also unresolved.

Topography guided Customised Ablation Treatment (T-CAT) outcomes 
improve visual acuity and quality in irregular corneas.4 Refractive 
surgery complications, such as post-LASIK ectasia, decentered ablation, 
small optical zones, have been successfully treated with this modality.5 
We hereby describe a method of customising the cataract surgeries 
in irregular corneas by doing a topo-guided ablation to reduce corneal 
irregularity, assessing stability of keratometry and irregularity, 
followed by cataract surgery. 

METHODS 

This was a prospective interventional case series adhering to the 
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki with institutional ethical board 
clearance. Patients presenting with symptomatic  cataracts and history 
of laser in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) in the same eye after giving 
informed consent were included.

Exclusion criteria included pre-existing ocular or chronic systemic 
disease, pregnant or nursing women and one-eyed patients. All 
patients underwent refraction, slit-lamp examination, indirect 
ophthalmoscopy and topography using the Pentacam HR (Oculus 
Optikgeräte GmbH). Axial length measurements were by immersion 
biometry when optical biometry was not possible.

Eyes with post LASIK corneal irregularities, no evidence of ectasia 
on Pentacam HR and with minimal corneal pachymetry of 400 microns, 
underwent corneal regularisation using the topography-guided 
customized ablation treatment (T-CAT) software linked with the 
Allegretto Topolyzer system (WaveLight Laser Technologie AG, 
Germany). Adjunct corneal collagen crosslinking was not planned 
for this  subset patients as the predicted minimum pachymetrywas 
more than 380 microns in all cases. An average of eight maps with 
atleast 90% data was taken by Allegretto topolyzer system. The optical 
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zone diameter was restricted to 5.5 - 6.0 mm after defining the target 
asphericity (Q-value) within a range 0 to -0.6. Under topical 
anaesthesia (proparacaine 0.5%; Alcon Inc.,Fort Worth USA), the pre 
existing flap was raised, the planned laser ablation was performed, 
followed by balanced salt solution irrigation of the residual stromal 
bed. Post-operative regime was prednisolone acetate 1% (Pred Forte® 
prednisolone acetate  ophthalmic suspension, Allergan, India) eye 
drops four times daily tapered weekly,moxifloxacin( 0.5% eye drops 
(Vigamox®, Alcon Inc., Fort Worth, USA) four times daily for one 
week with lubricating eye drops (Optive®, Allergan, India) four 
times daily. 

The IOL power was calculated after achieving keratometric stability 
defined as change of 0.2 dioptre or less in standard deviation of mean 
K over three consecutive visits. The IOL power chosen for implantation 
was the minimum IOL power obtained on American Society of Cataract 
and Refractive Surgery (ASCRS) post LASIK calculator.6 Patients 
underwent phacoemulsification by a single surgeon (MKK) using a 
temporal clear corneal incision.

ASSESSMENTS

The Holladay’s equivalent keratometry reading (EKR) map on the 
Pentacam presents the mean equivalent keratometry readings and 
their standard deviations in zones around the corneal apex. We derived 
the Zonal Keratometric Coefficient of Variation (ZKCV) (dispersion 
of data points in a data series around the mean) from the zonal 
standard deviation and the zonal Mean Keratometry as follows:ZKCV= 
zonal keratometric standard deviation / zonal Mean Keratometry x 
100 

Efficacy assessments were the improvement in structural and functional 
parameters and safety was the percentage of eyes with loss of two 
or more lines of CDVA.7 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

SPSS version 17 was used for statistical analysis. The Shapiro-Wilk 
test checked normal ( distribution of continuous variables. Comparisons 
between groups were 2-sided to a significance of 0.05. 

RESULTS 

This study included six eyes, three right and three left of four patients, 
one male and three females, with a mean age of 41.25 ± 9.95 years. 
The mean duration after LASIK was 7.83 ± 2.40 years while the mean 
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duration between T-CAT and cataract surgery was 1.5 months. (The 
logmar uncorrected distance visual acuity (UDVA) at the time of 
presentation was 0.67 ± 0.25 (95%CI 0.404 to 0.929) and following 
TPRK and cataract surgery showed a statistically significant improvement 
(Paired Samples Test p=0.006) to 0.35 ± 0.14 (95% CI 0.205 to 0.495). 
The corrected distance visual acuity (CDVA) improvement from 0.38 
± 0.20 (95%CI 0.169 to ( 0.598) to 0.18 ± 0.10 (95% CI 0.080 to 0.287) 
was not statistically significant (Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test p=0.066). 

The mean thinning in pachymetry after TCAT was 33 ± 16 
microns at pupillary centre, 36 ± 17 microns at apex and 32 
±17 microns at the thinnest corneal thickness on Pentacam 
HR. Predicted Minimum pachymetry after treatment was 407 
± 16 microns with thinnest pachymetrybeing 380 microns. The 
RMS difference in the mean K showed a change of 2.12 D in 
the 1mm  zone and 1.40D in the 4 mm zone. The mean reduction 
in the astigmatism (EKR 65% astigmatism) and the standard 
deviations of the K values were statistically significant from 
the  2mm to 4mm zone. The ZKCV showed a statistically 
significant reduction in the dispersion of measured keratometric 
data points around the mean keratometry for the 1 and 2 mm 
zones (Table 1). The changes in the Strehl ratio (ANOVA p=0.043) 

Table 1. Mean ± standard deviation (95% Confidence Interval for Mean) of the 
baseline (variables, post topoguidedcustomised ablation treatment (T-CAT), 
change from baseline and p-(values (paired sample tests) (K-Keratometry, 
EKR 65- Equivalent Keratometry reading in 65% area, SD - Standard 
deviation. 

CV- Coefficient of Variance 
 Baseline (Mean Post T-CAT 
 ± (Std. Deviation  Mean ± (Std. 
 (95% Confidence Deviation (95%  p value 
 Interval for Confidence  Change from (Paired Samples
 Mean)  Interval for Mean)  Baseline   Test) 
1 mm mean K  34.56±4.08 34.97±2.94  
 (30.28-38.84)   (31.88-38.06) 2.12±2.50  .844
2 mm mean K  34.33±3.62  34.74±2.85
 (30.53-38.13)   (31.75-37.72)  1.84±2.27  . 834 
3 mm mean K  34.61±3.23  34.57±2.73
 (31.23-38.00)  (31.71-37.43)  1.72+1.65  .980 
4 mm mean K  34.97±2.67  34.55±2.55  
 (32.16-37.77)  (31.87-37.23) 1.40±1.21  .791
1 mm Astig 0.93±0.53 0.47±0.44
EKR65  (0.37-1.49)  (0.01-0.93)  0.55±0.51  .133
2 mm Astig 1.40±0.37  0.62±0.42
EKR65   (1.01-1.79)   (0.30-1.07)  0.82±0.37  .007 
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3 mm Astig  1.41±0.43 0.59±0.30
EKR65  (0.95-1.86)  (0.27-0.90)  0.82±0.45  .003 
4 mm Astig  1.48±0.41 0.67±0.30
EKR65   (1.05-1.91)  (0.35-0.98)  0.81±0.47  .003 
1 mm SD  0.84±0.44 0.42±0.14
 (0.38-1.30)  (0.27-0.57)  0.46±0.44  .051 
2 mm SD  1.28±0.54 0.71±0.24 
 (0.71-1.84)  (0.45-0.96)  0.58±0.46  .040 
3 mm SD  1.66±0.76 0.87±0.29
 (0.86-2.46)  (0.57-1.17)  0.79±0.62  .038 
4 mm SD  2.03±0.97 0.99±0.38
 (1.01-3.0)  (0.59-1.39)  1.04±0.77  .035 
1 mm CV  2.45±1.24  1.21±0.40
 (1.14-3.75)  (0.79-1.63)  1.36±1.27  .042 
2 mm CV  3.84±1.76  2.06±0.79
 (2.00-5.69)  (1.23-2.88)  1.81±1.57  .047 
3 mm CV  4.98±2.58  2.56±1.03
 (2.28-7.68)  (1.48-3.64)  2.42±2.16  .058 
4 mm CV  5.99±3.19 2.94±1.34
 (2.64-9.33)  (1.53-4.35)  3.05±2.56  .056

was statistically significant while the change in mean HOAs 
(Friedman test p=0.115) and area under the curve of the MTF 
curve (ANOVA p=0. 356) was not. 

The mean IOL power used was 15.25 ± 3.52 D. In four of six 
(66%) eyes where the IOL  power could be calculated pre and 
post T-CAT the root mean square (RMS) change in the ( ASCRS 
calculator minimum IOL power was 0.63D and in the maximum 
IOL power was 1.30D. The procedure was 100% safe as none 
of the eyes had loss of two or more lines of vision. Two of six 
patients were within 0.5 dioptre sphere (DS) and fourof six 
patients were within 1 DS. 

DISCUSSION 

Patients with myopic LASIK present with cataracts early as compared 
to general population.8 Similar to the study done by Iijima K et al, 
our patients presented with cataract at an average age of 42 years. 
Incidence of post-LASIK cataract is low, almost 1 in 100 cases of 
normal cataracts.8 Those with irregular astigmatism post LASIK and 
cataract is even rare and to the best of our knowledge no study has 
reported the management strategy in such cases. 

Topographically irregular astigmatism has been classified as regularly 
irregular (asymmetric bow-tie or angled bow-tie or nonorthogonal 
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astigmatism) and irregularly irregular (no recognizable pattern).9  
Irregular astigmatism after LASIK depends on the amount of surgery 
the eye received, the time since surgery, the size and centration of 
the optical zone and the occurrence of any intraoperative complications.10 
Irregularity is measured by assessing Zernike (HOAs or Fourier 
irregularity whichdoes not give a measure of the variability of the 
keratometrywith it. Therefore a cataract surgeon has to estimate the 
impact of the pre-existing corneal ( irregularity on the mean keratometry 
values needed for IOL power calculation. We describe a (novel method 
of quantifying the corneal irregularity from the detailed Holladay 
Report by (assessing the mean zonal keratometric coefficient of 
variation. We analysed the values only uptothe 4 mm zone assuming 
that as the mesopic pupil diameter. Because of its unique therapeutic 
benefits in treatment of highly irregular corneas, TCAT was our 
treatment of choice.11 All our patients showed improved regularity 
of cornea after T-CAT as there was 45% reduction in astigmatism, 
52% reduction in standard deviation of K values and 51% in ZKCV 
till the 4mm zone and this improvement was reflected in the improved 
EKR histogram (FIGURE 1). Following stabilization of keratometry, 
cataract surgery was performed with IOL implant power selected 

Figure 1. Equivalent K reading (EKR) histogram to demonstrate the improved outcome 
(following T-CAT. (A) EKR histogram of case 3 is shown pre-operatively with broader 
baser (extending from 37D to 43D with two peaks. (B) Post-operatively the EKR 
histogram shows a tall (peak with a narrow base extending from 37D to less than 
40D. (C) The EKR histogram of case 6 ( is shown pre-operatively with broader base 
extending from 28.5D to 42D. (D) Post operatively (the EKR histogram shows a narrow 
base from 32.5D to 36.5D with two peaks. 
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using the online ASCRS calculator targeting emmetropia.12 In eyes 
with a central island T-CAT would result in a relatively steeper central 
cornea resulting in a myopic shift in IOL power requirement and in 
eyes with decentred ablations T-CAT would result in relative central 
flattening cornea resulting in a hyperpic shift in IOL power requirement

Our study is limited by its small sample size and no randomized 
comparison group. We also limited the duration post TCAT to average 
6 weeks because of the need for early visual rehabilitation. Possibility 
of corneal remodelling for longer duration persists. In absence of 
standard guidelines, we waited for 3 consecutive follow ups showing 
stability in terms of mean K fluctuation. Conventionally, a secondary 
LASIK or surface ablation has been the procedure of choice for post 
cataract refractive surprises.13 However, the alteration in the mean 
keratometry values by the TCAT would induce an unpredictable 
myopic or hyperopic shift in refraction depending on ( the nature of 
pre-existing irregularity and treatment plan. Our strategy of treating 
the cornea by TCAT first followed by cataract surgery is a safe and 
effective way of optimising results in these cases. It is a relatively 
rare situation case series and also case series to propose a novel 
sequence of performing the procedures. 

Numbers are bound to increase with time as more of the baby boomers/

Figure 2. Two eyes with irregular corneas after LASIK. (A) The patient’s cornea shows 
(incomplete ablation with steep areas in the pupillary zone. (B) Intra-operative ablation 
profile	(	used	for	treatment	during	topography-guided	customized	ablation	treatment	
(T-CAT).	 (C)	Post	operatively	 there	 is	flattening	at	 the	center	of	 the	cornea	 in	 the	
pupillary	zone.	(D)	The	patient’s	cornea	with	decentered	ablation	showing	both	flat	
and	steep	areas	in	the	(	pupillary	zone.	E)	Intra-operative	ablation	profile	used	for	
treatment during T-CAT. F) Post- (operatively there is steepening at the center of the 
cornea in the pupillary zone. 
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early LASIK patients and those with complications will require cataract 
surgery. So we are putting the results for peer ( review and will 
expand the study to a case control / randomised control trial (RCT). 
If this strategy is seen to work in RCT / case control trial then can 
consider as an option for irregular astigmatism of all etiologies with 
cataract. 
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Hybrid Optic New Design Multifocal 
Intraocular Lens (IOL) – Initial Results
Dr. Rushita R. Kamdar, Dr. Jagadeesh Kumar Reddy K., Dr. Neeraj 
Shah, Dr. K.S. Siddharthan

ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate distance and near visual outcomes and photic 
phenomena of a hybrid optic multifocal IOL. 

Methods: A prospective, non-randomized clinical case series was 
performed wherein 40 eyes of 36 patients with senile cataract 
were implanted with hybrid optic IOL, an IOL with refractive 
optic for distance and a single, small, central diffractive optic 
element for near, after phacoemulsification. Visual acuity, 
sSpectacle independence, presence of photic phenomena and 
patient satisfaction were assessed post-surgery.

Results: 40 eyes had BCVA for distance 20/20 and near vision with 
distance correction N6. UCVA of 36 patients is 20/30 or better, 
4 patients is 20/40. 40 patients had UCVA for near N8 or better 
and 34 had UCVA for near N6. All the patients were satisfied 
with their subjective visual quality and only one of them reported 
photic phenomena on questioning. 36 patients achieved spectacle 
independence. 

Conclusion: This IOL successfully restores both near and distance 
vision without any photic phenomenon. It eliminates the visual 
disturbances associated with diffractive optic design IOL for 
distance vision.

INTRODUCTION

Modern cataract surgery with an intraocular lens (IOL) has the potential 
to improve a patient’s acuity and refine the refractive error to a given 
target. But, presbyopic correction sans spectacles still remains the 
Holy Grail post cataract surgery. By design, monofocal IOLs are 
limited in range, typically achieving distance, intermediate, or near, 
but rarely encompassing all distances. The “ideal” IOL would restore 
the patient’s vision without visual compromises and allow the patient 
to regain his or her ability to see at all distances. 

This Paper was judged the BEST PAPER of CATARACT - III 
Session.
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Since long time, different approaches to IOL design have evolved in 
an effort to address the impact of presbyopia, and new strategies 
and technologies will continue to appear. The multifocal IOLs are 
designed with refractive and/or diffractive optical properties, which 
focus light on multiple foci and allow the patient to see both near 
and distant objects.1-11 Since the light energy is distributed between 
more than one image and some energy is lost to useless foci, each 
primary image produced by a multifocal IOL is thereby fainter and 
defocused at any given pupil aperture, compared to monofocal or 
accommodating IOLs that do not split up light in this manner.1,2 
Diffractive multifocal IOLs provide good levels of distance and near 
visual acuity independent of pupil diameter, but they are associated 
with reduced efficiency at intermediate distance and decreased contrast 
sensitivity for distance and significant dysphotopsia in the form of 
glare and haloes.2

The fact remains that neither monovision, nor multifocal IOLs nor 
accommodating IOLs offer a suitable solution.We describe our initial 
results with a hybrid intraocular lens which provides optimum vision 
at two focal planes – distance and near both without the occurrence 
disturbing photic phenomena.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Ethics Committee approval was obtained. Informed consent was 
obtained from all patients enrolled between Feb. 2015 till Jan.  2016. 
The study cohort comprised presby opicametropic patients in the 
age group 40-65 years with cataract. 40 eyes of 36 patients were 
enrolled in this study. They under went standard phacoemulsification 
with implantation of this Hybrid Intraocularlens with 3.5 D near 
addition. Four patients had bilateral implantation of the lens. Patients 
were enrolled after careful selection and screening. Exclusion criteria 
were a history of glaucoma, retinal detachment, corneal disease, 
cornealsurgery, ocularinflammation, neuroophthalmicdisease, macular 
degeneration or retino pathy, keratometric cylinder greater than 1.00 
diopter(D) and senilemiotic pupils, patients withtraumatic mydriasis 
or iriscoloboma. All patients had apreoperative examination that 
included autorefraction, tonometry, uncorrected and corrected distance 
visual acuity (UDVA, CDVA),  near visualacuity,  biometry (IOL 
Master 500, Carl Zeiss Meditec AG), subjective and cycloplegicrefractions, 
slit-lampe valuation and dilated fundus evaluation. Visual acuity 
was measure dat distance and near vision with a Snellen visual acuity 
chart and converted to log MAR scores. Axiallength (AL), anterior 
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chamber depth (ACD), and keratometry values from the IOLM aster 
were used for IOL  power calculation. Alleyes were targeted for 
emmetropia. UDVA and CDVA, uncorrected near visual acuity and 
distance- corrected near visual acuity (UNVA and CNVA), were 
evaluate dat 1 week, 1 month, 6 months and 10 months later. Spectacle 
independence for the operated eye and patient satisfaction was also 
analyzed.

Intraocularlens-The IOL is a single piecehy drophobicacry licfoldable 
13 mm lens with anoptic of 6 mm. Ithasa symmetric biconvex design 
with an anteriora spheric profile. The IOL  has  an  unique design  
wherein  its  refractive opticharboursa central small Diffractive 
Opticelement (DOE) segment of + 3.5 dioptresadd. This would translate 
to an add of 2.57 Dat the spectacle plane.

Surgical Technique -The surgeries were performed by a singlesurgeon.
The pupils were dilated with Tropica mide + Pheny lephrine and 
Cyclopentolate. Proparacaine (0.5%) and Lignocainejelly (4%) was 
applied. Lensextraction was performed using a standard phacoemulsification 
technique through a 2.8 mmincision. Allincisions were made on the 
steepest corneal meridian to neutralize corneal astigmatism. After 
phacoemulsification, the hybrid foldable Intraocularlens was inserted 
through a 2.8 mm corneal incision using the  injectorinto the capsular 
bag ensuring adequate centration. Postoperatively, patients were 
asked to in still Gatifloxacin (0.3%) with Loteprednoletabonate (0.5%) 
tapere dovera monthalong with Nepafenac (0.03%) for 60 days.

RESULTS

The mean follow up of these patients was recorded as 12.25 months 
(8-18 months).The mean patient age was calculated to be 55 years 
(46-64 years).16 were males and 24 were females. Postoperatively, 
all patients had a well centred IOL within the capsular bag with a 
normal anterior chamber. Figure 1 and 2 depicts post-operative anterior 
segment photograph of a patient with this IOL.

All 40eyes(100%) had BCVA for distance 20/20 and near vision with 
distance correction N6  which was well maintained till their last 
follow up (Figure 3)

UCVA  of  36  eyes (90%)  is  20/30  or  better and  remaining 4 eyes  
patients  is  20/40. (Figure 4)

Mean UCVA for distance is 0.145. Mean BCVA for distance is 0.0 
(Figure 5)
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40 patients (100%) had UCVA for near N 8 or better and 34 (85%) 
had UCVA for near N6. (Figure 6)

All the patients were highly satisfied with their subjective visual 
quality and only one reported any photic phenomena on questioning 
(p=0.025).

36 patients achieved spectacle in dependence in the operated eye. 
All  four  patients  with bilateral implantation  of  this  new design 
IOL  had  excellent  spectacle  free  vision for both distance  and  near. 

DISCUSSION

In our study, eyes with the hybrid lens implantation had a mean 
UCVA for distance 0.145 and mean BCVA for distance 0.0.In other 
studies implanted with the ReSTOR IOL, 99.3% achieved 20/40 or 
better visual acuity.11 (100%)  had  UCVA  for  near  N8  or  better  
and  34 (85%)  had  UCVA  for  near  N6. In comparison, binocular 
uncorrected near visual acuity results demonstrated that 96.7% of 
the ReSTOR patients achieved 20/40 or better, with 40% having 
20/20 or better vision. 12

The excellent visual acuity at two focal planes- distance and near is 
provided by its novel design.The IOL is a single piecehy drop 
hobicacrylicfoldable13 mm lens with anoptic of 6 mm. Ithasa symmetric 
biconvex design with an anterior asphericprofile. This refractiveI 
OL’ sopticharborsa centrals mall Diffractive Opticelement (DOE) 
segment of + 3.5 diopters add. This would translate to an add of 2.50 
Dat the spectacle plane. The central segment focuses rays from the 
near object on to the retina. The central small segment provides 

Figure 4

Figure 1

Figure 5

Figure 2. Post dilatation

Figure 6

Figure 3
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increased depth of focus due to its pinholes imulating effect. The 
peripheral area of the refractive optic direct slight to a distance focal 
point and is dedicated to distance vision. However, during distant 
work the effect of the central segment is negligible due to its small 
size which in turn would lead to a super imposition of an insignificant 
blur of the near image on the distant image.13  The human brain must 
adapt to this process of simultaneous imaging.14

Refractive multifocal intraocular lenses are pupil dependent, incorporating 
different refractive zones to create focal points at varying distances.14  
DiffractiveI OLs, though pupil dependant, achieve multi focality by 
creation of multiple ring steps of variable heights on the optic.14 This 
design however creates a perception of glare or haloes around the 
distant imagedue to superim position of near image blur. The design 
of this hybrid IOL potentially avoids the secompromises to offer a 
better quality of vision.

This novel lensis dependent on pupilsize, to its advantage. Inastate 
of ambient light conditions when the usual pupil size would be 
3.5–4 mm, majority of the light energy is focused for distance with 
only 9% focused for near. At night inastate of pupillary dilatation, 
the quanta of energy directed for distance proportionately rises to 
80% with a meagre 4% energy passing through the central DOE 
preserving good contrast sensitivity and minimizing the incidence 
of glare, haloes, ghosting of images. This is incontrast to all Diffractive 
Multi focal IOL’s where a  significantly large percentage of the light 
energy would be focused for near distance resulting in intolerable 
glare and haloes.1,2  During near work, the pupil size reduces resulting 
in proportionate increase in the energy focused through the central 
small DOE (nearly 40%) resulting in optimum near visual acuity.

Although the oretically a perfectly clear andin-focus retinal image 
is present only when it is precisely optically conjugate with the retina 
it self, as lightly defocused image will also be interpreted in this way 
by the brainas long as it is positioned within the optical exten to the 
depth-of-focus. As long as atargetre mains within the depth-of-field 
in object space, its retinal image will likewise remain with in the 
depth-of-focus in images pace, and hence clarity of the targer will b 
perceived.13 Since this IOL utilizes the principles of refraction, diffraction 
and extended depth of focus, it would be apttocallita hybrid  iol.

We utilized a self-made questionnaire, inquiring the incidence of 
glare, haloes, difficulty in night driving, satisfaction with visual quality 
and if they would suggest this IOL implantation to other patients. 
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Only one patient complained of difficulty of driving at night. All 
patients were satisfied with this IOL and were willing to sugges tthe 
implantation of this lens to their acquaintances too.

Theoretically, fewer optical side effects of the new IOL should be 
expected because there are no rings egments in the optic for refraction 
or diffraction and the embedded near segmen treflects only aminimal 
quanta of energy. The presence of only asingle transition zone between 
the refractive optic and central DOE will definitely reduce the source 
of scattering and aberrations, minimize glare and haloes and improve 
contrast sensitivity.

Though our initial results with the new design IOL have been  extremely 
gratifying , we need further follow up with a larger sample size. 
Another limitation would be we did not have a control group to 
determine whether multifocal IOL implantation is associated with 
better satisfaction/visual function compared with monofocal IOLs. 
Also, we focused only on self-reported satisfaction and visual  function. 
Future studies in our population are needed to examine the effects 
of multifocal IOLs on both distance, intermediate  and  near visual 
acuity and contrast sensitivity.

CONCLUSION

This hybrid IOL successfully restores both near and distance vision 
without any photic phenomenon. It eliminates the visual disturbances 
associated with diffractive optic design IOL for distance vision. With 
careful selection of cases and preoperative patient education, the 
hybrid IOL may become an important tool in the present day cataract 
surgeon’s armamentatarium. However, long term studies and a large 
sample size is needed to validate this product conclusively.
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Femtosecond Laser Assisted Cataract 
Surgery (Flacs) Vs 2.2 mm Clear Corneal 
Phocoemulsification
Dr. Ranjini H, Dr. Praveen Ramachandra Murthy, Dr. Gowri Jaydev 
Murthy, Dr. Vinay R. Murthy

INTRODUCTION

Phacoemulsification is the surgical procedure of choice for cataract 
routinely providing excellent visual and safety outcomes. Nevertheless, 
it is not a perfect procedure and room for improvement exists.1 The 
femtosecond laser is now commercially available to perform three 
steps in cataract surgery: Capsulotomy, lens fragmentation and corneal 
incisions. 

There are four platforms available for femtosecond assisted cataract 
surgery:

Lensx, LensAR, Catalys(Optimedica) and Victus (Technolas)

In this study, an attempt is made to compare the outcomes of femtosecond 
laser-assisted cataract surgery using LenSx Femtosecond laser to 
standard 2.2 mm clear corneal phacoemulsification. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

To compare the outcomes of Femtosecond laser assisted cataract 
surgery to standard 2.2 mm clear corneal phacoemulsification. The 
study is based on evaluation of following outcome variables:

Primary outcome variables

1. UCVA and BCVA at 4 weeks in Femtosecond laser cataract group 
and Control group.

Dr. Ranjini H., DNB Ophthalmology, MBBS, DNB, Prabha Eye Clinic 
and Research Centre, Bangalore, 106, Sri Lakshmi Residency, 
Kathriguppe Main Road, Banashankari 3rd Stage, Opposite to Adyar 
Anand Bhawan, Bangalore - 560085
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2. Specular microscopic endothelial counts pre-operativevspost-
operative at 4 weeks.

3. Pachymetry pre-operative vs post-operative at 4 weeks.
4. Fluid used intraoperatively in both the groups.
5. Mean absolute error between both the groups.
6. Comparison of incidence of complication.
7. Wound integrity as assessed by Seidel’s test after the surgery in 

both the groups

Secondary outcome variables

1. Comparison of AC depth pre operatively vs post operatively in 
both the groups.

2. Comparison of circularity of the capsulorhexis.
3. Comparison of capsular overlap over the edge of the IOL optic.
4. Comparison of de-centration of the IOL.
5. Comparison of effective phacoemulsification time.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study is aimed at comparison of Femtosecond laser assisted 
cataract surgery and standard 2.2 mm clear corneal Phacoemulsification 
conducted over a period of two years in Prabha Eye Clinic and Research 
Center, Bangalore.

Inclusion criteria

Patients with visually significant cataract undergoing cataract surgery.

Exclusion criteria

Patients with co-existent retinal pathology, glaucoma, non-dilating 
pupils, subluxated lens/zonular weakness, with pre-operative 
endothelial counts less than 2000 cells/mm2

Study group 

55 eyes of 55 patients undergoing FLACS

Control group

55 eyes of 55 patients who were matched for grade of cataract with 
study group and recruited prospectively, after fulfilment of inclusion 
and exclusion criteria and undergoing 2.2 mm clear corneal 
phacoemulsification.
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Both surgeries of study and control group was done by the same 
surgeon.

Preoperative documentation

1. BCVA as assessed by Snellen’s chart
2. Grade of cataract as per the LOCS III classification
3. Fundus examination
4. Biometry with third generation formulas
5. Specular microscopy: To record endothelial cell count and 

pachymetry
6. Slit lamp photograph – Retro illumination and slit
Intraoperative documentation

Effective phaco time, volume of fluid consumed and any complications 
during the surgery were recorded.

Postoperative documentation

Seidel’s test was done at the end of procedure, at end of one hour of 
surgery and at first postoperative day.

At first postoperative day, visual acuity and anterior segment examination 
of the operated eye in both procedures was assessed.

At postoperative 4th week, in both procedures, following were assessed:

1. UCVA
2. BCVA
3. Anterior segment examination
4. Residual refractive error: It was analyzed using the mean absolute 

error, MAE, i.e. the difference between predicted and achieved 
postoperative spherical equivalent refraction.

5. Documentation of AC depth by Lenstar / Pentacam.
6. Specular microscopy: To assess endothelial cell count and pachymetry
7. Dilated slit lamp retro illuminated photograph of the patient to 

assess circularity of capsulorhexis, capsular overlap and de-
centration of IOL

Digital retro-illumination photographs were taken 4 weeks after 
surgery with dilated pupils. Photos were imported into Adobe 
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Photoshop CC 2014 version (Adobe 
Systems Inc., San Jose, California) 
to measure the circularity, capsular 
overlap over the edge of the IOL 
and decentration of the IOL. The 
above parameters were measured 
in Adobe Photoshop in following 
way:

Circularity

Circularity is a parameter used to determine 
the regularity of the shape of the 
capsulotomy according to the following 
formula: Circularity=4π X (area/perimeter2). 
Values of 1.0 indicate a perfect circle/
superior circularity.

Capsular overlap

It was evaluated whether the capsulotomy 
shows uniform overlap over the edge of 
the IOL optic. Capsular overlap is the ratio 
of the shortest and longest distance between 
the edge of the capsulorhexis and the edge 
of the IOL optic.(Distance Min/Distance 
Max).A value close to 1 indicates a superior 
capsular overlap.

De-centration of IOL

De-centration of IOL is the distance from 
centre of pupil to centre of optic of IOL. 
It is measured in dilated pupil.

Statistical Tools

The study was analysed using analytical and descriptive statistics. 
Statistical software used for analysis was MINITAB Release 14 Statistical 
Software. For all statistical tests, the significance was taken as p<0.05. 
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Graph 1 Graph 2

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Primary outcome variables

a) UCVA at 4 weeks

Table 1: Comparison of Uncorrected Visual Acuity (UCVA) at 4 weeks

 Median
 (Snellen equivalent) Mean±SD

UCVA 4 Weeks  (Femtosecond) 0.176(6/9) 0.2127±0.1972

UCVA 4 Weeks (Control) 0.176(6/9) 0.2337±0.1465

Data was not normally distributed in both the groups and Mann 
Whitney test was conducted to compare the UCVA at 4 weeks.

Graph 3 : Graph showing comparison of UCVA at 4 weeks.

It was found that there was no significant difference between the 
UCVA at 4 weeks in both the groups as p-value was 0.2548.95% 
confidence interval for the difference in UCVA after 4-weeks was 
found to be varying between 0 to 0.1250.
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b) BCVA at 4 weeks

Table 2: Comparison of Best Corrected Visual Acuity (BCVA) at 4 weeks

 Median
 (Snellen equivalent) Mean±SD

BCVA 4 Weeks (Femtosecond) 0(6/6) 0.0648±0.1018

BCVA 4 Weeks (Control) 0.176(6/9) 0.1069±0.1133

Mann Whitney test was conducted between both the groups as the 
data distribution was not normal.

Graph 4: Graph showing comparison of BCVA at 4 weeks.

It was found that BCVA at 4 weeks was statistically significant between 
both the groups (p = 0.0294). We may conclude that BCVA in the 
femtosecond group was better than BCVA in the control group at 4 
weeks with 95% confidence interval (-0.00001, 0.00002)

c) Specular microscopic endothelial count at 4 weeks

Table 3: Comparison of Specular microscopic endothelial counts pre 
op vs post op

 Mean±SD- Mean± Mean % decrease 
 PreOp SD-4W change in cell in mean cell
   density count

Cell Density
Femtosecond 2307.9±246.3 1975.6±323.7 332 14.4

Cell Density
Control 2310.3±223.7 2073.7±236.6 237 10.2Graph 5

Post-operative endothelial counts decreased in both the groups.

Sample test was conducted between the groups to compare the 
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postoperative decrease in the endothelial 
cell count in both the procedures to 
know which group produced more 
decrease in specular microscopic 
endothelial count.

It was found that the cell density 
decreased more in the femtosecond 

group (4.2 % more) than in the control 
group as shown in the table above (p=0.032)

d) Pachymetry

Table 4: Comparison of Pachymetry pre op vs post op

 Mean±SD Mean± Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum
 (Pre-op) SD(4W) (Pre-op) (Pre-op) (Post-op) (Post-op)

Femto- 571.71± 575.45±
second 41.23 49.24 462 677 441 685

Control 567± 571.04±
 31.29 32.48 500 648 490 660

Paired t test was conducted in each group to compare pre-operative 
vs post-operative (4 weeks) pachymetry. 

It is found that there is no significant 
increase in the post-operative 
pachymetry values in each group as 
p value was 0.784 in femtosecond 
group and p value was 0.845 in the 
control group as shown in the graph 
below:

Graph 6

e) Irrigating Fluid (BSStm) consumed intraoperatively

Table 5: Comparison of fluid used intraoperatively

Fluid consumed Mean±SD Minimum  Maximum

Femtosecond 153.31±68.52 71 409

Control 168.3±74.9 61 373

The amount of fluid which was consumed intra operatively for cataract 
surgery in both the groups was compared using two sample t test.  

Graph 5
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It was found that there is no significant 
difference in the fluid consumption 
in both the procedures (p=0.277) as 
shown in the pie chart below:

Graph 7: Comparison of fluid used 
intraoperatively.

f) Mean absolute error

Table 6: Comparison of Mean absolute error (MAE)

 Mean±SD Mean±SD 
 (Predicted) (Actual) MAE

Femtosecond
Refractive error 0.0909± 0.2977± 0.2068± 
(in Diopters) 0.1383    0.3085    0.355

Control Refractive 0.0885± 0.2359± 0.14735±
error (in Diopters) 0.0503   0.3157    0.327

Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was conducted for both the groups to 
compare the predicted refractive error from the achieved refractive 
error in each group.

It was found that actual refractive error was deviating away from 
the predicted value in both the groups (In Femtosecond group at 
p=0, In Control group at p=0.004)

Graph 8: Histogram showing distribution of MAE.

Since the data was not normal, Mann-Whitney test was conducted 
on MAE between the groups to compare the residual refractive error. 

It was found that there is no significant difference in MAE between 
both the groups as p value was 0.3051 with 95% confidence interval 
(-0.1700, 0.0400) as shown in the box plot below:
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Graph 9

g) Comparison of incidence of 
complications like posterior capsular 
rent, capsulorhexis run off and 
nucleus drop Chi square test was 
done to compare the incidence of 
complications in both the groups. 

It was found that the incidence of 
complications is independent of the method of surgery as p value 
was 0.647

h) Wound integrity

There was no need to perform statistical analysis for wound integrity 
as there was no wound leak found in any of the patients in our study.

Secondary outcome variables

a) Anterior Chamber Depth

Table 7: Comparison of Anterior chamber depth (ACD) before and 
after surgery

 Mean±SD Minimum Maximum

*ACD_Diff_Femtosecond(mm) -0.9795±0.4074 -1.97 -0.36

*ACD_Diff_Control (mm) -0.9122±0.4690 -2.02 -0.05

* ACD_Diff_Femtsecond: The difference in the ACD before and after 
femtosecond cataract surgery

* ACD_Diff_Control : The difference in the ACD before and after manual 
cataract surgery

The preoperative and postoperative ACD was recorded in both the 
procedures.

Two Sample t test was done between both the groups to compare 
anterior chamber depth before and 
after surgery.

The change in the anterior chamber 
depth was not statistically significant 
(p=0.829) in both the groups as 
shown in the boxplot below:

Graph 10
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b) Circularity of capsulorhexis

As evident in the table below, the mean circularity in the femtosecond 
group is superior as compared to the control group because circularity 
in femtosecond group is closer to 1

Table 8: Comparison of circularity of capsulorhexis.

  Mean±SD

 Circularity (Femtosecond) 0.9082±0.0277

 Circularity (Control) 0.8482±0.0261

ANOVA (Analysis of variance) was done between the groups to 
compare the circularity. 

It was found that there is a 
significant difference in the 
circularity of capsulorrhexis 
between both procedures (p=0). 
It was superior in femtosecond 
group as shown in the box plot 
below:

Graph 11

c) Capsular Overlap over the edge of IOL

Value of 1 indicates an absolute regularly overlapping anterior capsule 
on the optic of the implanted IOL.

ANOVA was done between the groups to compare the capsular 
overlap over the edge of IOL.

It was found that there is significant difference in the circular overlap 
over the edge of IOL between two procedures (p=0)

As evident in the table below, the mean overlap in the femtosecond 
group is superior as compared to the control group because it is 
closer to 1.

Table 9: Comparison of capsular overlap over the edge of IOL.

  Mean±SD

 Overlap_Femtosecond 0.371±0.102

 Overlap_Control 0.263±0.137
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d) Decentration of IOL 

Table 10: Comparison of decentration of IOL

 Mean±SD Minimum Maximum

Decentration_Femtosecond
(in pixels) 17.361±6.069 6 31.401

Decentration_Control
(in pixels) 20.581±4.608 0 27.803

ANOVA was done to compare decentration of IOL in both the 
procedures.

It was found that the analysis was statistically significant (p=0.002). 
As shown in the table above, decentration in the femtosecond group 
was less as compared to the control group.

e) Comparison of effective phaco time in both the procedures

For analysing the effective phaco time in both the procedures, in all 
grades of nuclear cataract, the sample size was divided into 3 cataract 
groups. This was done based on the LOCS classification of nuclear 
sclerosis (Nuclear opalescence NO1-NO6, Nuclear colour NC1-NC6).

Cataract Group 1 includes NO1 
NC1 to NO2.9 NC2.9

Cataract Group 2 includes NO3 
NC3 to NO4.9 NC4.9

Cataract Group 3 includes NO5 
NC5 and NO6 NC6

Graph 12

Table 11: Distribution of patients in the cataract groups

Cataract  Femto-  Grand Femto- %
Groups second Control Total % second Control

Cataract 
Group 1 13 4 17 24% 7%

Cataract 
Group 2 29 33 62 53% 60%

Cataract 
Group 3 13 18 31 23% 33%

Grand 
Total 55 55 110 100% 100%
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Effective phaco time was recorded in both the procedures

General Linear Model was used for analysis and it was found that 
there was significant difference in the phaco time used in both the 
procedures. (p=0).

Table 12: Comparison of effective phacoemulsification time.

  Mean ± SD (in sec)

 Phacotime(Femtosecond) 49.61±38.87

 Phacotime(Control) 96.43±65.36

It was found that femtosecond group utilizes less phaco time for 
similar grade of nuclear sclerotic 
cataract as compared to control 
group as shown in the multivariate 
chart below:

Graph 13: Multivariate chart 
showing comparison of effective 
phaco-time.

We would like to thankMr.
HaridasAcharya, Professor, Indian Statistical Institute, Bangalore, 
for his sincere effort and guidance towards this study.

DISCUSSION

Our study showed that the two procedures were similar when UCVA 
was compared but the outcomes of BCVA at 4 weeks was found to 
be better in the femtosecond group. The amount of difference and 
statistical significance however is not very high (p=0.0294). ESCRS 
study on long term clinical outcome after femtosecond cataract surgery 
also showed only a slightly better mean postoperative BCVA in the 
femtosecond group.2 (96.37% vs 93.55% achieving 6/12 or better, p 
= 0.07)

The specular microscopic endothelial counts were decreased 
postoperatively for both the groups but the percentage of cell loss 
in the femtosecond group was found to be higher (14.4% cell loss in 
the femtosecond group and 10.2% in the control group, p=0.032) as 
compared to the control group. This slightly higher endothelial cell 
loss in the femtosecond group in our study may be due to the following 
factors: -

1. The fact that the incisions in the laser group tend to be more 
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corneal, could have caused the drop in the central endothelial 
cell count due to turbulence of the fluid. The extent to which 
corneal incisions were into clear corneal from the limbus have 
not been analysed in our study.

2. Jong Hwa Jun et al 3 concluded in their study that the pupil area 
decreased significantly after femtosecond laser pre-treatment of 
cataract surgery. The intracameral use of adrenaline in patients 
with miotic pupil could have caused the loss of corneal endothelial 
cells in the femtosecond group. 

 Although the endothelial cell count had decreased postoperatively, 
it was seen that pachymetry was not significantly affected between 
both the groups. This shows that the reduction in the endothelial 
count in both groups was not significant.

 In our study, there was no significant difference in the MAE 
between the femtosecond and the control group.  In a study did 
by Tamas Filkorn et al 4 at 6 weeks after surgery, MAE was 
significantly lower in the femtosecond group as compared to the 
control group (p=0.04). This difference is possibly due to more 
precise capsulorrhexis, resulting in more stable IOL position.

 Intraoperatively, both the groups did not have any significant 
difference in the incidence of complications. Robin G Abellet 
al5also had similar results in their study. 

 The change in the anterior chamber depth postoperatively is a 
surrogate for lens positioning. In our study, it was found that 
both the procedures did not have any significant difference in 
the anterior chamber depth change. We could therefore infer 
that effective lens position post operatively would be similar in 
the two groups.

 The findings in our study and other published reports do substantiate 
the fact that femtosecond cataract surgery results in a more 
consistent capsulorrhexis and IOL centration with more ideal 
overlap of rhexis margin over the IOL. This fact could also have 
contributed to the better BCVA in the femtosecond group.

 The overall mean effective phacoemulsification time was significantly 
lower in femtosecond group (49.61±38.87 secs) as compared to 
the control group (96.43±65.36 secs) for similar grade of cataract. 
ESCRS study2 also showed that effective phacoemulsification 
time was reduced by 85% in the Femtosecond.As stated in ESCRS 
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study2, at current cost to patients and utilizing real comparative 
cohort data, femtosecond laser pre-treatment does not represent 
a cost-effective addition to conventional phacoemulsification 
(H”$3500 AUD cost/QALY for Conventional Phacoemulsification) 
We in our study, have not done the cost effectiveness analysis 
of the femtosecond laser pre-treatment. 

 We have also not included the fidelity of the corneal incision as 
a variable to be studied. The number of times a corneal incision 
failed to open or was placed in a position which was different 
than where it was intended could be studied and we feel that 
this aspect needs to be improved in femtosecond laser.

CONCLUSION

The femtosecond laser assisted cataract surgery is probably a better 
alternative as compared to manual cataract surgery. BCVA is superior 
in the femtosecond cataract surgery although the difference of 
significance is not very high. Thesecondary outcome variables are 
definitely superior in the femtosecond group and hence may translate 
into a better visual outcome for the patient. What difference the 
increase in BCVA makes to the quality of life and vision for the 
patient and if this justifies the extra expense associated with femtosecond 
laser cataract surgery, needs to be studied further.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

1. UCVA_4W_F Uncorrected visual acuity at 4 weeks in femtosecond group.
2. UCVA_4W_C Uncorrected visual acuity at 4 weeks in control group.
3. BCVA_4W_F Best corrected visual acuity at 4 weeks in femtosecond group
4. BCVA_4W_C Best corrected visual acuity at 4 weeks in control group
5. CD_F Preoperative cell density in femtosecond group.
6. CD_C Preoperative cell density in control group.
7. CD_F_4W Postoperative cell density in femtosecond group at 4 weeks.
8. CD_C_4W Postoperative cell density in control group at 4 weeks.
9. MAE _Femtosecond Mean absolute error in femtosecond group
10. MAE_Control Mean absolute error in control group.
11. ACD_Change_F Anterior chamber depth change in femtosecond group.
12. ACD_Change_C Anterior chamber depth change in control group
13. Circularity_F Circularity of capsulorhexis in femtosecond group.
14. Circularity_C Circularity of capsulorhexis in control group.
15. Overlap_Femtosecond Capsular overlap over the edge of IOL in femtosecond 

group.
16. Overlap_Control Capsular overlap over the edge of IOL in control group.
17. Decentration_Femtosecond Decentration of IOL in femtosecond group.
18. Decentration_Control Decentration of IOL in control group.
19. Phaco_Time Effective phacoemulsification time.

From Concept to Economic Impact: A New, 
Indigenous, Low-Cost, Infant Camera for 
Retinopathy of Prematurity Screening in The 
Community
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INTRODUCTION

In India 3.5 million babies are born premature every year. This is  
higherthan any other nation. With improving neonatal care, survival 
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of these infants and the burden of retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) 
are increasing. In India, with a greater proportion of these premature 
deliveries occurring in the remote and rural areas, the unmet challenge 
of unscreened ROP has added to the burden of preventable childhood 
blindness. However, the health care delivery systems in the country 
today, are incapable of handling this burden of screening. With less 
then 100 ROP specialists across the nation, screening for ROP is an 
important public health challenge.

The traditional gold standard of ROP screening was the binocular 
indirect ophthalmoscope but this has been challenged even in the 
West. In countries like India, the lack of ROP specialists, makes this 
even more unfeasible. Since 2008, wide-field imaging as an alternative 
for ROP screening performed by trained and accredited ‘non-
physicians’using a tele-medicine platformhas been developed, validated 
and reported from India (KIDROP.org).  In 2015, an Australian report 
evaluating this model based on the CDC guidelines, observed that 
any ‘deviation from the wide-field imaging and photodocumentation 
could be fraught with the danger of suboptimal care’ thereby firmly 
establishing imaging as the preferred mode of ROP screening in 
India.  This has resulted in Government of India accepting wide-field 
imaging for screening for ROP as a model and has invited cost-
effective alternatives to fill the current gap. 

The purpose of this study is to report an indigenously invented novel, 
low-cost, wide-field infant retinal camera for the purpose of ROP 
screening; its need-based evaluation, clinical validation, rural deployment 
and economic impact for retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) screening 
in rural India.

METHODS

This novel low-cost infant ROP screening camerahas been named 
the “Neo”. It was developed in India by Forus Health, Bangalore, 
an ophthalmic imaging device company. The research and development 
(R&D) for the device was initiated in 2012 and evolved through four 
prototypes with inputs from ROP specialists of KIDROP. The device 
was enrolled for a safety assessment study at our Institute. The study 
was accepted by the Institute Research Board (IRB) and the Institute 
Ethics Committee (IEC) after the manufacturer provided a device 
safety compliance report for electrical and light safety respectively. 
The device was tested initially on healthy, adult volunteers before 
being enrolled in this study on infants.
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STUDY COHORT

The study cohort comprised of consecutive Asian Indian preterm 
infants enrolled for ROP screening under the KIDROP program. All 
study infants were  born< 2000 grams and / or < 34 weeks gestational 
age and were < 30 days of life when first screened, as per the current 
national guidelines. The KIDROP program provides ROP screening 
for 107 neonatal intensive care units across 30 districts of Karnataka. 
The study cohort comprised of the rural, semi-urban and urban zones 
of this program.

The systemic adverse effects were investigated for in a pilot period 
(2015) and were submitted to the Ethics committee following which 
multiple Neo devices were deployed in various zones of rural Karnataka 
for comparison with the RetCam Shuttle (currently in use in KIDROP 
since 2008). A comparison between the Neo and the RetCam to detect 
Type 1 ROP (treatment requiring ROP) and Type 2 ROP (ROP that 
needs follow up only) was evaluated. The teams that operate the 
Neo were the same as the RetCam and have been accredited and 
certified for imaging infants as per previously published guidelines.

Both cameras were used on each study baby alternately, one baby 
with the Neo first and the subsequent baby with the RetCam first, 
to prevent device induced plus disease or artifacts that may alter the 
outcome. Images of the Neo were cropped to resemble the aspect 
ratios of the RetCam, so that the source of the device could be masked. 
All babies underwent imaging of the anterior and posterior segment 
as per standard published KIDROP guidelines.

Two ROP specialists were chosen to evaluate the images. They were 
provided with anonymized images of the two devices (masking the 
source). Only the study number, birth weight, gestational age and 
postmenstrual age (PMA) at the time of imaging were provided with 
each image set. The experts were asked to grade the quality of the 
image set, and decide one of three possible outcomes 1) no disease 
(i.e. immature retina) 2) any stage of ROP (and specify the stage, the 
zone and the plus disease) and 3) mature retina. The experts were 
also asked to decide whether they would like to a) discharge b) 
follow-up c) treat the baby based on the both eyes status provided 
in the study set.

Costing Benefit Analysis (CBA)

To assess and compare the cost benefit analysis between the two 
devices in a working, real-world setting of KIDROP, we used previously 
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audited financial and logistic statements as a ground truth. All costs 
that were required for the operational continuation of the program 
were computed. Some of the CBA parameters that were used for 
comparison were: cost per screening (assuming approximately 6000 
screening sessions performed each year), cost of the import and 
shipping of the device, insurance costs (both one time and recurrent)
warranty (costs incurred in the case of loss or damage), training costs 
(costs that would be incurred to train the manpower to effectively 
use the device) and other indirect costs.

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive analysis was performed for means of continuous variables 
and proportion for categorical variables.Repeated measure one-way 
ANOVA was used to  see if there was a significant overall difference 
between any two groups. Vassarstats was used for analysis and 
G-Power for sample size calculation. 

RESULTS

The study introduces a novel, indigenously manufactured, infant 
wide-field retinal camera. Some of the novel features compared to 
the current gold standard camera (i.e. RetCam, Clarity MSI, USA), 

is the illumination system 
which is LED, a liquid lens 
focusing system, relatively 
light weight (310 grams), more 
compact and portable with 
a unibodyhand probe with 
an attached 120 degree lens 
that cannot be detached. The 
RetCam on the other hand 
has a 130 degreelens 
(detachable) a CCD camera 
and a rectangular sensor. The 

current version of the Neo camera is depicted in Figure 1.
The camera is a product of 4 years of R&D between Forus Health, 
Bangalore and KIDROP. The prototype has evolved from a large 
handpiece unit to its current form (Figure 2) 
The specifications of the camera are summarized in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Summary of technical specifications of the Neo
The sample image set comparing the images of the same eye of the 
same infant on the two cameras is depicted in Figure 4

Figure 1. The	Neo	–	the	Indian	made	wide-field,	
portable, infant retinal (ROP) camera. Left panel 
is the camera and light source and the right panel 
in the footswitch.
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The study cohort distribution between the two study periods is 
depicted in Figure 5

Figure 2. Evolution of the Neo from a larger device to the current lightweight version.

Figure 5.  Case distribution between Phase 1 (pilot) and Phase 2 (outreach) periods 
(n = 1011)

Figure 4. The upper panel is from the Neo and the 
lower panel is from the RetCam.Figure 3
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ANALYSIS

Figure 6-9: summarize the statistical analysis that compares the Neo 
with the gold standard in predicting disease, predicting follow-up, 
accuracy, prediction of accuracy in different prevalence conditions 
(FagansNormogram) and the inter-observer agreement. 

The cost benefit analysis (CBA) between the two devices is summarized 
in Figure 10.

Figure 6. Validity comparing Neo with the 
Gold standard

Figure 7. Validity comparing Neo with 
the Gold standard

Figure 8. Fagan’s Normogram helps to predict the predictive value based on the 
prevalence of the disease

Figure 9. Inter-observer variability between 
the two experts in predicting ROP on the 
Neo

Figure 10. Cost	benefit	analysis	comparing	
the two devices in the current KIDROP 
setting
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DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

•	 ROP is the leading cause of preventable infant blindness in the 
world. India is suffering from the third epidemic.

•	 In our country, over 3.5 million infants require screening for ROP 
annually. The incidence of treatment requiring ROP is 5-10%. 
This means that over 100,000 babies suffer the risk of blindness 
each year in our country if they are not detected and treated on 
time

•	 With less than 100 ROP specialists in the country, most of whom 
live in the cities, the risk of unscreened ROP in the rural areas is 
a public health problem

•	 The KIDROP program initiated in 2008, led the tele-ROP movement 
in India. Over 85,000 babies have been screened in all the districts 
of Karnataka state making it a model rural ROP program

•	 KIDROP’s model was adopted by Government of Indiaand cited 
by the CDC guidelines, the UNDP and the NitiAyog as a model 
for other states to follow. 

•	 However, the expansion of KIDROP was limited because of the 
cost of the camera which is the RetCam shuttle (Clarity MSI, 
USA) costing over USD 100,000 in India

•	 Together with industry partner Forus Health, Bangalore,KIDROPwas 
awarded a Department of Biotechnology (DBT) grant to invent 
a low cost camera as an alternative. The device has novel components 
and was not developed using reverse engineering. Patents acquired 
during this process are non-financial in nature

•	 After over 4 years of R & D, the Neo was developed and tested. 
After rigorous lab and pilot tests, it was deployed into the field 
to test in over 100 rural neonatal intensive units in Karnataka 
state.

•	 This report summarizes the results of this novel study and shows 
that the Neo compares well with the current gold standard and 
is a credible option for ROP screening with a sensitivity of 96% 
and a specificity of 73%.

•	 The current limitations of the device are the resolution, peripheral 
illumination, lack of anterior vitreous focus, untested on larger 
infants and other non-ROP conditions
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•	 The cost benefit analysis shows that if the cost of the Neo is one-
sixth of the RetCam the benefit can be over six fold.

•	 The portability of the device could make it attractive for smaller 
rural and semi-urban neonatal units to acquire.

•	 With greater coverage, more ‘at-risk’ infants can be screened 
reducing the burden of unmet screening in India

•	 KIDROP has shown that the blindness burden prevented in the 
past 10 years is over Rupees 449 Crores. With the Neo expansion 
program, this could be over Rupees 2400 crores.

•	 This indigenously invented camera is useful in diagnosis, follow-
up & discharge of ROP.

•	 Middle-income countries like India may find it useful to scale 
up their ROP programs.

•	 In April 2016, the Neo was admitted in aongoing rural trial in 
collaboration with the National Health Mission in Karnataka. 
This is the first public partnership in childhood blindness preventionin  
India to enroll an indigenous device.
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INTRODUCTION

Visual impairment is a worldwide problem that has a significant 
socioeconomic impact. There are several disorders that cause substantial 
impairment of vision but are relatively asymptomatic in very small 
and even in older children and may thus be missed by the parents. 
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Screening for these disorders which are ‘silent’ in manifestation but 
for which timely intervention is effective should be specifically 
identified by Screening Programs. 

Childhood blindness is a priority area because of the number of years 
of blindness that ensues. Data on prevalence and causes of blindness 
and severe visual impairment in children are needed for planning 
and evaluating preventive and curative services for children, including 
planning special education and low vision services. It is estimated 
that 1.5 million children suffer from Severe Visual Impairment and 
Blindness and of these 1 million live in Asia alone.1 It is estimated 
that 1 child goes blind in every 5 minutes.1 Fortunately, 75% of this 
blindness is infact treatable and/or preventable.1 The cumulative 
number of blind-years lived by children is calculated to be 75 million 
which is almost equal to the number of blind years due to cataract 
in adults.1,2 The available data suggest that there may be a tenfold 
difference in prevalence between the wealthiest countries of the world 
and the poorest, ranging from as low as 0.1/1000 children aged 0-15 
years in the wealthiest countries to 1.1/1000 children in the poorest.3 
Considering the fact that the 30% of India’s blind lose their eyesight 
before the age of 20 years and many of them are under five when 
they become blind ,the importance of early detection and treatment 
of ocular disease and visual impairment among young children is 
obvious.4 Children do not complain of defective vision, and may not 
even be aware of their problem. They adjust to the poor eyesight by 
sitting near the blackboard, holding the books closer to their eyes, 
squeezing the eyes and even avoiding work requiring visual concentration, 
this warrants early detection and treatment to prevent permanent 
disability. Effective methods of vision screening in school children 
are useful in detecting correctable causes of decreased vision, especially 
refractive errors and in minimizing long-term visual disability.4 
Children in the school-going age group (6-14 years)represent 25% 
of the population in the developing countries. They offer significantly 
representative material for this study as they fall best in the preventable 
blindness age group and are a controlled population i.e. they belong 
to a certain age group and are easily accessible and schools are the 
best forum for imparting health education to the children. Schools 
are also one of the best centers for effectively implementing the 
comprehensive eye healthcare program.4 Hence this study was 
conducted with the objective of estimating the prevalence of ocular 
morbidity among school children.
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There is a distinction between screening and a screening program. 
Screening is a process of acquiring significant data about a population. 
A screening program is not just a process of diagnosing vision problems, 
but it uses the collected data to refer children with possible problems 
for further evaluation and treatment. The distinguishing feature 
between the two is thus intervention, which is an essential component 
of  a screening program. Intervention in the school setting might 
include adapting the school program to meet the student’sneeds if 
a problem cannot or has not been corrected.5 The success of any 
screening program ultimately depends upon securing the cooperation 
of school personnel, the child, the parents, the eye care practitioner, 
and others who may be involved. 

Recommendations for screening of children for following eye diseases.1

• Refractive error 

• Amblyopia

• Congenital cataract

• Strabismus

• Corneal blindness

• Ptosis

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

1. To assess the role of school screening camps in identifying children 
with ocular morbidity.

2. To assess improvement in visual acuity following  spectacleprescription 
for refractive error with patching in amblyopic children and 
following pediatric ocular surgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Site of study

Cross-sectional study was conducted at different primary and secondary 
schools at Jallore, Sirohi, Pali, Jodhpur, Jaisalmer and Barmer districts 
of Rajasthan under ‘Sarva Siksha Abhiyaan’ project and Pediatric 
ocular surgery was done at base hospital, Global Hospital Institute 
of Ophthalmology [GHIO].

Study design 

Cross-sectional study.
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Duration of study 

The study was conducted over a period of 1 year from 01 Oct2013 
upto Oct2014. 

Selection of Cases

The study group consists of children of age group 6-14 years of 
different schools. 

METHODS AND DATA COLLECTION

The camp screening equipment consists of vision trial box with “E” 
vision chart, ophthalmoscope, streak retinoscope, magnifying loupe 
and portable slit lamp. Assessment for refraction was performed in 
all children. 

The screening is carried out in the following way

From a distance of six meters (measured with the tape provided), 
child is shown the vision card, which is white with four black “Es” 
of standard size (6/9 of Snellen’s chart). For each eye, child has to 
indicate the direction of the open end of the “E”. Children of age 
<8years, especially in government schools, were shown picture charts 
for vision testing.Any child having visual acuity of 6/9 or worse was 
examined for refractive error. Retinoscopy and subjective refraction 
was done for all the patients suspected of having refractive error. 
Cycloplegic refraction was done at base hospital for children having 
refractive error and glasses were prescribed.

If amblyopia was found then patching 4hours/day while doing near 
work along with refractive error correction was told and asked for 
follow-up at 2weeks, 1month,3months and 6months.Visual improvement 
following patching and glass prescription was assessed at 6th month 
of follow-up.

Extra ocular movements, Hirschberg test, cover-uncover test for 
detection of squint was done and if squint was present then child 
was referred to base hospital for further evaluation and surgery if 
required. Those children who had undergone strabismus surgery 
were evaluated for binocularity at one month postoperatively. 

Anterior segment examination was performed using a torch, magnifying 
loupe, and/or slit lamp. 

The posterior segment examination was done after dilating the pupil, 
where indicated, using a direct and/or indirect ophthalmoscope. 
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A major anatomical site and underlying cause was selected for each 
eye, and for each child.

For each child, the need for optical, surgical, or medical interventions 
was recorded and the expected visual prognosis assessed.

Congenital cataract was evaluated by direct ophthalmoscope, slit 
lamp

examination and then referred to base hospital.Those who had 
undergone cataract IOL surgery were postoperatively evaluated for 
visual outcome at first week, 4th week and 6th month postoperatively. 

Children with ptosis or corneal blindness were also referred to base 
hospital for further evaluation and those who had undergone surgery 
for ptosis were postoperatively evaluated for visual outcome at first 
week, 4th week and 6th month postoperatively. 

For all the analysis, children of 6-14 years were divided into 4 groups- 

• First group is 6-8 years of age group children
• Second group is 8-10 years of age group children
• Third group is 10-12 years of age group children
• Fourth group is 12-14 years of age group children

Inclusion criteria

1. Children of age-group 6-14 years.
2. Children who were present on the day of screening in theirschool 

were included.
3. Children who need surgery were included only if their parents 

had given consent for the surgery.

Exclusion criteria 

1. Children below 6 years or above 14 years.
2. Previously diagnosed and treated children.

Ethical clearance

The Institutional Ethics Committee on Human Subjects Research2013-2014 
granted approvalsubsequent to which data collection for the study 
was initiated.

Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistical analysis has been carried out in the present 
study and results on categorical measurements are presented in a 
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number(%). The relative  risk (RR) and its standard error are calculated 
according to Altman, 1991.

The relative risk or risk ratio is given by

With the standard error of the log relative risk being

and 95% confidence interval

Where zeros cause problem with computation of the relative risk or 
its standard error, 0.5 is added to all cells (a, b, c, d).

P<0.05 was taken as significant.

STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

The statistical software, statistical product and service solutions (SPSS 
15.0) was used for the analysis of the data and Microsoft word and 
Excel have been used to generate graphs, tables, etc.

RESULTS

A total of 16800 children of age 6-14 years were enrolled from elementary 
through tenth class in the schools allotted in ‘Sarva Siksha Abhiyaan’ 
in six districts (Sirohi, Pali, Jallore, Jodhpur, Jaiselmer, Barmer) of 
Rajasthan. Out of these, 632 children could not be contacted because 
they were absent on the day of screening in that particular school. 
Hence, a total of 16168 school children were examined for ocular 
morbidity. Boys 8344(51.60%) and girls 7824(48.40%) had almost 
equal representation.

Overall prevalence of ocular morbidity among school children of 
age 6-14 years was 5104(31.6%)[Table 1]. 

Table 1 
  n=16168 %
 Normal 11064  68.4
 Total morbidity 5104  31.6

Refractive errors 1664 (32.6%) constitute the major cause of ocular 
morbidity followed by congenital disorders 704 (13.8%), Vitamin-A 
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Figure 2. Sex- wise distribution of ocular morbidity

deficiency 424(8.3%) , allergy 392 (7.7%), cataract 296 and squint 288 
constitute almost similar proportion (5.6%) of total ocular morbidity, 
corneal opacity 168 (3.3%), and ptosis 32(0.6%) [Table 2]. 

Table 2
 Total %  Total %
Refractive error   1664 32.6 Cataract 296 5.8
Squint 288 5.6 Corneal opacity     168 3.3
Congenital disorders     704    13.8 Vitamin A deficiency     424      8.3
Allergy 392 7.7 Ptosis 32 0.6
Others 1136 22.2 Conjunctivitis     452    39.8
Blepharitis     116    10.2 Stye     124    10.9
Chalazion     112      9.9 Colour blindness     248    21.8
One eyed       84      7.4 n=16168 %

Sex-wise distribution of ocular morbidity

Overall prevalence of ocular 
morbidity was more among 
boys(35.9%) as compared 
to girls(27.0%) which was 
statistically significant(p<0.05)  
[Table 3]. 

Among both girls a nd boys, 
refractive error constitute 
the major cause of ocular 
morbidity (girls 9.0% and boys 11.5%) which is statistically significant 
(p<0.05).

Among boys prevalence of cataract was 2.5%, squint is 2.2%, Vitamin 
A deficiency 3.3% and ptosis 
0.3% which is greater than 
prevalence among girls of 
cataract 1.1%, squint 
1.3%,Vitamin A deficiency 
1.9% and ptosis 0.1% 
respectively. 

Almost equal sex prevalence 
of corneal opacity (girls 1.0% 
and boys 1.1%), of congenital 
disorders (girls 3.9% and 
boys 4.8%) and of allergy 

Figure 1. Prevalence of ocular morbidity among 
6-14 years age group children
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(girls 2.6% and boys 2.3%) was found.
Table 3

Sex-wise distribution of ocular morbidity
 Girls %n= Boys %n Relative
 7824 =8344 Risk p value
Refractive error        9.0 11.5 0.9 <0.0001
Cataract        1.1         2.5 0.6 <0.0001
Squint 1.3 2.2 0.7 0.0002
Corneal opacity        1.0         1.1 0.9 0.8415
Congenital disorders        3.9         4.8 0.9 0.0070
Vitamin A deficiency        1.9         3.3 0.7 <0.0001
Allergy 2.6         2.3 1.0 0.2796
Ptosis        0.1 0.3 0.5 0.0308
Others        6.0         8.0 0.9 <0.0001

Total morbidity      27.0       35.9         0.8 <0.0001

AGE-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF OCULAR MORBIDITY

Overall prevalence of ocular morbidity was highest (40.9%) among 
12-14 years age group students [Table 4] then among 8-10 years 
(31.3%) age group students and almost equal prevalence of ocular 
morbidity among 6-8 years (24.8%) and 10-12 years (22.2%) age group 
of students. 

But, prevalence of refractive error increased significantly with age 
(6-8 years 5.1%, 8-10 years 6.2%, 10-12 years 7.5%, 12-14 years 16.1%). 
Prevalence of refractive error almost becomes double (16.1%) among 
12-14 years age group students.

Prevalence of cataract was highest in 6-8 years age group (3.5%) 
followed by 8-10 years age group (2.6%), 12-14 years age group (1.8%) 
and 10-12 years age group (0.7%).

Prevalence of squint was highest in 8-10 years age group (3.3%) 
followed by 12-14 years age group (1.9%) and almost equal prevalence 
in 6-8 years age group (0.8%) and 10-12years age group (1.0%).

Prevalence of corneal opacity in 6-8 years age group (1.2%), 8-10 
years age group (1.0%), 10-12 years age group (0.5%) and 12-14 years 
age group (1.4%).

Prevalence of congenital disorders was highest in 8-10 years age 
group and 12-14 years age group (5.2%) followed by 6-8 years age 
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group (4.3%) and 10-12 years age group (2.8%).

Prevalence of Vitamin A deficiency was almost equal in all age group 
children (almost 3.0%).

Prevalence of allergy in 6-8 years age group (0.4%), 8-10 years age 
group (2.6%), 10-12 years age group (2.9%) and 12-14 years age group 
(2.7%).

Prevalence of ptosis in 8-10 years age group (0.3%) and 12-14 years 
age group (0.4%).

Table 4
Age-wise distribution of ocular morbidity

 6-8 years 8-10 years 10-12 years 12-14 years
 n= 2032% n=3120% n=4720% n=6296%
Refractive error 5.1 6.2 7.5 16.1
Cataract 3.5 2.6 0.7 1.8
Squint 0.8 3.3 1.0 1.9
Corneal opacity 1.2 1.0 0.5 1.4
Congenital disorders           4.3 5.2 2.8 5.2
Vitamin A deficiency           2.8 2.6 2.9 2.5
Allergy 0.4 2.6 2.9 2.7
Ptosis 0 0.3 0 0.4
Others 6.7 7.7 4.1 9.0
Total morbidity 24.8 31.3 22.2 40.9

Normal 75.2       68.7 77.8 59.1

AGE-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF OCULAR MORBIDITY AMONG 
GIRLS

Overall prevalence of ocular morbidity among girls [Table 5] was 
highest (34.0%) in 12-14 years age group and lowest (18.1%) in 10-12 
years age group, while similar prevalence is found among 6-8 years 
and 8-10 years age group of girls.

Prevalence of refractive error as an ocular morbidity increased 
significantly with age +among girls also (6-8 years 5.2%, 8-10 years 
4.7%, 10-12 years 5.8%, 12-14 years 14.8%) as was seen with total 
including both boys and girls. 

Prevalence of cataract among girls in 6-8 years age group (3.8%), 
8-10 years age group (1.6%), 10-12 years age group (0.0%) and 12-14 
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years age group (0.8%).

Prevalence of squint among girls was highest in 8-10 years age group 
(2.6%) than 6-8 years age group (1.5%), 10-12 years age group (1.1%) 
and 12-14 years age group (0.8%).

Prevalence of corneal opacity among girls in 6-8 years age group 
(0.8%), 8-10 years age group (0.5%), 10-12 years age group (0.7%) 
and 12-14 years age group (1.6%).

Prevalence of congenital disorder among girls was highest in 8-10 
years age group (5.8%) followed by 6-8 years age group (4.5%), 10-12 
years age group (3.7%) and lowest in 10-14 years age group (2.9%).

Prevalence of Vitamin A deficiency among girls was almost same in 
all the age groups (approximate 2.0%). 

Prevalence of allergy among girls washighest in 12-14 years age 
group (3.7%) followed by 8-10 years age group (2.6%) and 10-12 
years age group (2.2%).

Prevalence of ptosis in 12-14 years age group was 0.3% and no case 
of ptosis in other age group girls.

Table 5
Age-wise distribution of ocular morbidity among girls

 6-8 years 8-10 years 10-12 years 12-14 years
 n=1064%  n=1520% n=2208% n=3032%
Refractive error            5.3             4.7                 5.8 14.8
Cataract            3.8 1.6 0 0.8
Squint            1.5            2.6 1.1 0.8
Corneal opacity            0.8            0.5 0.7 1.6
Congenital disorders            4.5             5.8                3.7 2.9
Vitamin A deficiency            2.3             2.1                1.5 2.1
Allergy 0            2.6 2.2 3.7
Ptosis 0 0 0 0.3
Others            7.5             6.8                 3.3 7.1
Total morbidity          25.6                      26.8              18.1 34.0
Normal           74.4   73.2 81.9 65.9

AGE-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF OCULAR MORBIDITY AMONG 
BOYS

Overall prevalence of ocular morbidity among boys[Table 6] was 
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highest (47.3%) in 12-14 years age group and then in 8-10 years age 
group (35.5%) with almost equal prevalence of ocular morbidity in 
6-8 years and 10-12 years age group (24.0%).

Prevalence of refractive error as an ocular morbidity increased 
significantly with age among boys also (6-8 years 5.0%, 8-10 years 
7.5%, 10-12 years 8.9%, 12-14 years 17.4%) as was seen with total 
including both boys and girls.

Prevalence of cataract among boys in 6-8 years age group (3.3%), 
8-10 years age group (3.5%), 10-12 years age group (1.3%) and 12-14 
years age group (2.7%).

Prevalence of squint was highest in 8-10 years age group (4.0%) 
followed by12-14 years age group (2.9%) and 10-12 years age group 
(0.9%).

Prevalence of corneal opacity among boys in 6-8 years age group 
(1.7%), 8-10 years age group (1.5%), 10-12 years age group (0.3%) 
and 12-14 years age group (1.2%).

Table 6
Age-wise distribution of ocular morbidity among boys

 6-8 years 8-10 years 10-12 years 12-14 years
 n=968% n=1600% n=2512% n=3264%
Refractive error 4.9 7.5 8.9 17.4
Cataract 3.3 3.5                1.3 2.7
Squint 0 4.0 0.9 2.9
Corneal opacity             1.7 1.5 0.3 1.2
Congenital disorders             4.2              4.5               1.9 7.3
Vitamin A deficiency             3.4              3.0                4.1 2.6
Allergy 0.8 2.5 3.5 1.7
Ptosis 0 0.5 0 0.5
Others 5.8 8.5 4.8 10.8
Total morbidity 24.0       35.5 25.8 47.3

Normal            76.0     64.5 74.2 52.7

Prevalence of congenital disorders was highest in 12-14 years age 
group (7.3%) followed by almost equal prevalence in 6-8 years age 
group and 8-10 years age group (4.5%) and 10-12 years age group 
(1.9%).

Prevalence ofVitamin A deficiency was highest in 10-12 years age 
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group (4.1%) followed by almost equal prevalence in 6-8 years age 
group and 8-10 years age group (3.4%) and least in 12-14 years (2.6%).

Prevalence of allergy was highest in 10-12 years age group (3.5%) 
followed by 8-10 years age group (2.5%), 12-14 years age group (1.7%) 
and 6-8 years age group (0.8%).

Equal prevalence of ptosis in 8-10 years age group and 12-14 years 
age group (0.5%).

SEX-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF OCULAR MORBIDITY AMONG 6-8 
YEARS

Among 6-8 years age group students [Table 7], almost equal prevalence 
of ocular morbidity (24.0%) was found in girls and boys. 

However, prevalence of squint was significantly (p<0.05) more among 
girls (1.5%) as compared to boys (0.0%).Almost equal prevalence of 
refractive error, cataract and congenital disorders was found among 
girls and boys.

Prevalence of corneal opacity (1.7%), Vitamin-A deficiency(3.4%) 
andallergy(0.8%) was more among boys as compared to girls.

Table 7
Sex-wise distribution ofocular morbidity among 6-8 years students

 Girls Boys Relative P
 n=1064,% n=968,% risk    Value
Refractive error             5.3 4.9 1.0 0.7522
Cataract             3.8 3.3 1.1 0.5680
Squint             1.5 0 1.9 <0.0001
Corneal opacity             0.8 1.7 0.6 0.1152
Congenital disorders             4.5 4.2 1.0 0.6682
Vitamin A deficiency             2.3 3.4 0.8 0.1872
Allergy 0 0.8 0.1 0.1021
Ptosis  0 0               0 
Others             7.5 5.8 1.1 0.0952
Total morbidity           25.6 24.0            1.0   0.3999

Normal           74.4 76.0
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SEX-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF OCULAR MORBIDITY AMONG 8-10 
YEARS

Among 8-10 years age group students [Table 8], prevalence of ocular 
morbidity was more in boys (35.5%) as compared to girls (26.9%) 
which was significant (p<0.05).

Prevalence of  refractive error (7.5%), cataract (3.5%), squint(4.0%) 
and corneal opacity (1.5%) was more in boys as compared to girls 
which was significant (p<0.05). Prevalence of Vitamin-A deficiency 
(3.0%)  was also more in boys as compared to girls but not significant. 
However, prevalence of congenital disorders was more among girls 
(5.8%) as compared to boys (4.5%). Equal prevalence of allergy (2.5%) 
among girls and boys.

Table 8
Sex-wise distribution of ocular morbidity among 8-10 years students
 Girls Boys Relative P
 n=1520,% n=1600,% risk     Value
Refractive error            4.7 7.5 0.8 0.0036
Cataract            1.6 3.5 0.6 0.0040
Squint 2.6 4 0.8 0.0521
Corneal opacity            0.5 1.5 0.5 0.0284
Congenital disorders            5.8 4.5 1.1 0.0830
Vitamin A deficiency            2.1 3 0.8   0.1440
Allergy 2.6 2.5 1.0 0.8140
Ptosis  0 0.5 0.1 0.1138
Others 6.8 8.5 0.9 0.0975
Total morbidity          26.8 35.5          0.8 <0.0001

Normal 73.2 64.5

SEX-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF OCULAR MORBIDITY AMONG 10-
12 YEARS

Among 10-12 years age group students [Table 9], prevalence of ocular 
morbidity was more in boys (25.8%)as compared to girls (18.1%) 
which was significant (p<0.05).Prevalence of  refractive error(8.9%), 
cataract(1.3%), Vitamin-A deficiency(4.1%) and allergy(3.5%) was 
more in boys as compared to girls which was significant (p<0.05).

Prevalence of congenital disorders (girls 3.7% and boys 1.9%) and 
corneal opacity (girls 0.7% and boys 0.3%) was significantly (p<0.05) 
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more among girls as compared to boys.Prevalence of squint was also 
more in girls(1.1%) as compared to boys(0.9%) but not significant.

Table 9
Sex-wise distribution of ocular morbidity among 10-12 years students
 Girls Boys Relative P
 n=2208,% n=2512,% Risk     Value
Refractive error 5.8 8.9 0.8 0.0002
Cataract 0 1.3 0.1 0.0143
Squint 1.1 0.9 1.1 0.6430
Corneal opacity            0.7 0.3 1.4 0.0141
Congenital disorders            3.7 1.9 1.3 <0.0001
Vitamin A deficiency            1.5 4.1 0.5 <0.0001
Allergy            2.2 3.5 0.8 0.0136
Ptosis  0 0  
Others            3.3 4.8 0.8 0.0152
Total morbidity 18.1 25.8 0.8 <0.0001

Normal          81.9 74.2

SEX-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF OCULAR MORBIDITY AMONG 12-
14 YEARS

Among 12-14 years age group students [Table 10], prevalence of 
ocular morbidity was more in boys (47.3%) as compared to girls 
(34.0%) which was significant (p<0.05).

Table 10
Sex-wise distribution ofocular morbidityamong 12-14 years students
 Girls Boys Relative P
 n=3032,% n=3264,% Risk     Value
Refractive error 14.8 17.4 0.9 0.0061
Cataract             0.8 2.7 0.4 <0.0001
Squint             0.8 2.9 0.4 <0.0001
Corneal opacity             1.6 1.2 1.1 0.1979
Congenital disorders             2.9 7.3 0.5 <0.0001
Vitamin A deficiency             2.1 2.6 0.9 0.1524
Allergy             3.7 1.7 1.4 <0.0001
Ptosis              0.3 0.5 0.7 0.2015
Others 7.1 10.8 0.8 <0.0001
Total morbidity 34.0 47.3          0.8 <0.0001
Normal           66.0 52.7
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Prevalence of  refractive error(17.4%), cataract(2.7%), squint(2.9%) 
and congenital disorders(7.3%) was more in boys as compared to 
girls which was significant (p<0.05). Prevalence of allergy was 
significantly (p<0.05) more among girls (3.7%) as compared to boys 
(1.7%). Almost equal prevalence of corneal opacity(girls 1.6% and 
boys 1.2%), Vitamin-A deficiency(girls 2.1% and boys 2.6%) and 
ptosis(girls 0.3% and boys 0.5%) was found among girls and boys of 
12-14 years of age group.

VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF AMBLYOPIC CHILDREN WHO WERE 
PRESCRIBED GLASSESAND / OR ADVISED PATCHING

Total number of refractive 
error was 1664.Out of which 
884 were myopic, 532 were 
hyperopic and 248 were 
astigmatic. [Table 11]

Total number of amblyopic 
children were 162. Among 

different causes of amblyopia, refractive 
error (81.9%) constitute the main cause 
of amblyopia and out of refractive 
error, anisometropia (65.9%) was the 
main cause[Table 12]

Total number of children who were 
prescribed glasses with patching were 
156 out of 162 amblyopic children 
who were screened at different schools.

All patients were followed up at 2 weeks , 1month, 3months and 
6months.

Table 13 include children 
who came to follow-up at 
6th month which were 144 
while remaining 12 patientse 
dropped out.

At first visit, maximum 
percentage (42.6%) of 
amblyopic eyes were having 
visual acuity of <6/24-6/60 
while minimum percentage 

Table 11
Causes of refractive error

    Unilateral      Bilateral 
Myopia  352 (39.8%) 532 (60.2%) 
Hyperopia  217 (40.8%) 315 (59.2%)
Astigmatism  152 (61.3%) 96 (38.7%)

Table 13
 V.A                     Total number of eyes (%)
category At first visit At 6th month
(6/6-6/12) 0 324(45.5%)
<6/12-6/24 162(21.5%) 205(27.3%)
<6/24-6/60 320(42.6%) 150(19.9%)
<6/60-3/60 262(34.8%) 52(6.9%)
<3/60-PL 8(1.06%) 3(0.4%)
Total 752 752

Table 12
Causes of amblyopia

Isoametropia  26 (15.9%)
Anisometropia  106(65.9%)
Strabismus  18(11.1%)
Others  12(7.4%)
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(1.06%) with visual acuity 
of <3/60-PL. However at 
6th month of follow-up, 
there was improvement 
in visual acuity with 
m a x i m u m 
percentage(45.5%) of 
children having vision 
between 6/6-6/12 with a 
shift in percentage of 

amblyopic eyes towards improved visual acuity(27.3% of children 
having vision between <6/12-6/24, 19.9% of children having vision 
between <6/24-6/60, 6.9% of children having vision between <6/60-
3/60 and 0.0% of children having vision between <3/60-PL) .

VISUAL ASSESSMENT IN PATIENTS WHO UNDERWENT CATARACT 
SURGERY

A total of 181 eyes of 102 patients underwent surgery, 95 surgeries 
were performed on the right eye. There were 64 (62.7%) males in the 
study sample. 

Table 14 shows age-wise 
distribution of cataractous eyes. 
Maximum percentage (34.3%) of 
cataractous eyes for surgery were 
present in age group of 6-8 years 
with minimum percentage (11.0%) 
in age group of 10-12 years. 

Seventy-eight percent of the eyes 
were blind at presentation [UCVA 
of light perception (LP) to <3/60]. 
Preoperatively, UCVA ranged from 6/18 to LP.

IOL was implanted in all the eyes.

Approximately 96.7% of the eyes presented for postoperative evaluation 
at one week, 69.6% at 4 weeks postoperatively and 47.5% at 6 
monthspostoperatively. Patients were more likely to present at 1 
week postoperatively (P = 0.000).

Table 15 showing post-operative visual acuity at 1st week, 4th week 
and at 6th month.

Figure 3. Visual assessment following glass prescription 
with patching in amblyopic children

Table 14
Age group No. of 
 cataractous eyes
6-8 years 62(34.3%)
8-10 years 53(29.3%)
10-12 years 20(11.0%)
12-14years 46(25.4%)
Total 181
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One hundred and forty three 
eyes (78.8%) were blind 
preoperatively. At 1 week 
postoperatively 20/175 (11.4%) 
eyes remained blind and 9/126 
(7.1%) remained blind at 4 
weeks. About 78.0%, 71.4% and 
66.4% of the eyes had moderate 
vision i.e. between <6/18 and 
3/60 at one week, 4 weeks and 
6 month postoperatively, respectively. The proportion of eyes with 
this vision preoperatively was 11.8%.

Table 8
V.A category              No of eyes (%)
 Pre op 1st week 4thweek 6th month
6/6-6/18 17 (9.4%) 19 (10.9%) 27 (21.4%) 21 (24.4%)
<6/18-6/60 4 (2.4%) 72 (41.1%) 62(49.2%) 38 (44.2%)
6/60-3/60 17 (9.4%) 64 (36.9%) 28(22.2%) 19(22.2%)
<3/60-PL 143 (78.8%) 20 (11.4%) 9 (7.1%) 8 (9.3%)

Total 181  175 126 86

OUTCOME OF STRABISMUS SURGERY

240 children were operated out of which, 128 (53.3%) were esotropic 
and 112 (46.7%) exotropic. 

The male to female ratio was 2:1. The pre- operative mean esotropiawith 
standard deviation was 48.2±14.8 pd, with a range of 22 to 114 pd. 
The pre-operative mean exotropia was 57.8±14.2 pd, with a range of 
25 to 90 pd. In 93.47% of the subjects, the ocular deviation after 
surgery reduced significantly (p=less than 0.00). After the strabismus 
surgery, orthophoria was achieved in 219 (91.3%) subjects, and with 
excellent cosmetics. After one month of surgery, gross binocular 
single vision was attained in 39.3% of the exotropes and in 17.9% of 
the esotropes. Only 30 % of the parents were aware about the strabismus 
and the treatment modalities. Nearly 90% of the parents were satisfied 
with the cosmetic outcome.

SURGICAL AND FUNCTIONAL OUTCOME OF CONGENITAL 
PTOSIS REPAIR

A total of 20 patients underwent surgical ptosis repair, of whom 12 

Figure 4. Visual assessment following cataract 
surgery
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(60%) had unilateral and 8 (40%) had bilateral ptosis. Thesurgeries 
were levator resection 12 (60%), frontalis suspension 7 (35%), 
andFasanella-Servat 1 (5%). Good functional and cosmetic outcomes 
were achieved in 19 (95%) patients, with unilateral cases showing 
more postoperative asymmetry.There were nosignificant differences 
in visual acuity, spherical equivalent, or mean cylinder at 90° between 
the ptotic eyes before and after surgery.

DISCUSSION

In order to develop control programs to prevent childhood ocular 
morbidity in the country, it is necessary to identify important avoidable 
causes of severe visual impairment and blindness, and monitor 
changing patterns from time to time. The study ûndings of major 
causes of blindness in children would be useful for the District Blindness 
Control Society (DBCS) in planning for control of blindness in children 
in the area of the studied population. 

There is a paucity of data available on ocular morbidity in children 
in India. Previously, various population- based epidemiological 
studies have reported the prevalence of childhood blindness from 
India; 0.65/1000 (95% conûdence interval (CI): 0.15–1.15/1000) in 
children aged 0–15 years in urban and rural Andhra Pradesh (AP);61.25/ 
1000 in children aged 5–15 years in rural Andhra Pradesh;7 and 
0.53/1000 in children aged 5–15 years in Delhi.8

This present study shows the high prevalence of overall ocular 
morbidity (31.6%) and refractive errors (32.6%) among high school 
students in six districts of Rajasthan and highlights the urgent need 
to implement at school level health facility-based, cost-eûective 
strategies, and appropriate eye care programs targeting school children 
to reduce the burden of visual impairment among the younger 
population.

The prevalence of ocular morbidity of 31.6% among school children 
of age 6-14 years in present study is similar to a study conducted in 
Delhi, where prevalence was reported to be 34.04% in the 5-14 years 
age group.9

However, another study showed higher prevalence of ocular morbidity 
inRajasthan71.7% in 4-16years,10  and in northern states like Haryana 
58.8% in 4-18 years, 11 and also inHyderabad in South India 43.5% 
in 3-16 years.12 It was because of the higher prevalence of trachoma 
and conjunctivitis found in these two northern states and of refractive 
errors found in South India.
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Lower prevalence (15%) of ocular morbidity has been reported from 
Kolkata, West India among school children of 5-13 years, because of 
lower prevalence of refractive errors (2%) and smaller age group 
covered in that study.13

Review of international studies revealed lower prevalence of 15.6% 
of ocular morbidity in children aged 7-19 years in rural area of Tanzania, 
Africa.14 International diûerences in prevalence may also be explained 
by racial and ethnic variations, partly due to diûerent lifestyles and 
living conditions in addition to diûerent methodologies used.

Refractive errors are the leading cause of visual impairment in school-
going and school-aged children reported in India and other developing 
countries.7,8,12,15,16,17,18,19   Globally, a huge burden ofuncorrected/unaided 
refractive errors has been reported in multiple surveys conducted 
among school-aged children in both Asiatic and other nations. (India: 
2.63- 7.4%,7,8,12,16,17 Nepal:8.1%,18 Pakistan:8.9%, 19 Malaysia:17.1%,20 
Iran: 3.8%, 21 South Africa:1.4%,19 Brazil: 4.82%,22 Australia: 10.4%,23 
Chile: 15.8%,24).

Present study shows the prevalence of refractive error is 32.6% which 
is comparable to the study done in South India wherehigher (32%) 
prevalence rate of refractive errors among school children of age 
3-18 years was observed, because of higher case detection rate in 
that study by an optometrist.12 The overall incidence of refractive 
error has been reported to vary between 21% and 25% of patients 
attending eye outpatient departments in India.25 Similar prevalence 
of refractive errors has been observed among children of 12-17 years 
in Ahmedabad city.26

However, low prevalence of refractive errors of 2% has been reported 
from Eastern India by Datta et al., among primary school children 
of 5-13 years, which could not be explained.13

Jaya Biswas, Indranil Saha, Debabrata Das, Sabyasachi Bandyopadhyay, 
Biswarup Ray, Gautam Biswas conducted a cross-sectional observational 
study among 714 children of age group 5-15yearsattending Ophthalmology 
department at a tertiary eye care center in Kolkata, West Bengal and 
found the prevalence of congenital cataract to be 2.24% which is 
lower than the present study 5.8%, may be due to smaller sample 
size. But the prevalence of ptosis in the present study (0.6%) is 
comparable to that of ptosis prevalence (0.8%) in this study.27

Present study shows ocular morbidity more in the older,12-14 years 
of age group children, which is comparable to the above study, this 
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may be because of  higher prevalence of refractive errors among 
older children due to better detection of visual problem by them, 
suggesting lack of awareness among parents to detect them earlier.27

Strabismus affects between 2 to 5 percent of preschool population 
and is an important cause of visual and psychological disability.28

Prevalence of squint as reported by Pratap et al., of 2.8% of primary 
squint and that of paralytic squint as 0.42%, is lower than the results 
of the present study (5.6%).29 However, in other studies higher (7.4% 
in 5-15 years) and lower (0.2-0.6% in 4-18 years) prevalence of squint 
has been reported from Haryana, Rajasthan, West Bengal and 
Delhi.10,11,13,17 which is comparable to present study. Studies done 
abroad also revealed lower prevalence of squint (0.5%) by Wedner 
et al., among children of 7-19 years in Tanzania, Africa.14

Vitamin A deficiency upto an extent of 5.4-9% in 4 to 16 years has 
been reported from Rajasthan and Kolkata respectively as compared 
to 8.3% in the present study.10, 13 This can be explained by lower 
socioeconomic status associated with unhealthy dietary pattern of 
children in those studies. Prevalence of vitamin A deficiency is almost 
equal in all the age group children in the present study. Internationally, 
Wedner et al., reported the prevalence of night blindness as 5.3% 
and bitots spots as 0.6% among school children of age 7-19 years in 
Tanzania.14Since their study was done in the rural area, where children 
belonged to low socioeconomic status and had poor nutritional status, 
prevalence of vitamin A deficiency was high.

Prevalence of ocular diseases in the present study was more among 
boys (35.9%) than girls (27.0%). However, Khurana et al., reported 
higher prevalence in females (73.5%) as compared to males (49.4%) 
in Haryana.11 In their study, prevalence of infectious diseases like 
trachoma, conjunctivitis and blepharitis was high among females 
because of increased use of common ocular cosmetic material. Prevalence 
of vitamin A deficiency was found to be more among boys (3.3%) as 
compared to girls (1.9%) in the present study contrary to the results 
of other studies.10,13 This diûerence was more appreciable with prevalence 
of night blindness. However, being subjective, the symptom of night 
blindness cannot be relied upon completely.

In the present study, 181 eyes underwent IOL surgery,approximately 
96.7% of the eyes presented for postoperative evaluation at one week, 
69.6% at 4 weeks postoperatively and 47.5% at 6 month postoperatively. 
Patients were more likely to present at 1 week postoperatively (P = 
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0.000). About 78.0%, 71.4% and 66.4% of the eyes had moderate vision 
i.e. between <6/18 and 3/60 at one week, 4 weeks and 6 
monthspostoperatively, respectively.Whileat first presentation in a 
study done in eastern Nepal and northern India30, 62.3% of the children 
were blind (<3/60 inthe better eye). After more than 1 year, 53.5% 
had a normal visual status (range: 6/6 to 6/18).The followup rate 
was good upto 4th week but was low at 6th month which limited 
the ability to refract all patients and to treat all patients with amblyopia 
or low vision.

In the present study, prevalence of amblyopia was 1% ( out of 16168 
children screened) which was lesser than the study done in  
Diyarbakir,Turkey31where amblyopia was detected in 2.6% of all 
children screened, it might be because of starting of school screening 
camps which results in early detection of amblyogenic factors. 
Anisometropia was the main cause of amblyopia in the present study.

In the present study, after  strabismus surgery, orthophoria was 
achieved in 219 (91.3%) subjects, and with excellent cosmetics. After 
surgery, gross binocular single vision was attained in 39.3% of the 
exotropes and in 17.9% of the esotropes. Only 30 % of the parents 
were aware about the strabismus and the treatment modalities. Nearly 
90% of the parents were satisfied with the cosmetic outcome.Horizontal 
and bilateral strabismus has good surgical outcome with improved 
cosmetic acceptance.

In the present study, congenital ptosis repair yields good functional 
and cosmeticoutcome. Congenital unilateral ptosis was not associated 
with any differences in anisometropia orastigmatism between the 
ptotic and sound eye.

CONCLUSION

This cross-sectional study was conducted at different primary and 
secondary schools at six districts of Rajasthan under ‘Sarva Siksha 
Abhiyaan’ project and Pediatric ocular surgery was done at base 
hospital, Global Hospital Institute of Ophthalmology [GHIO].

A total of 16800 children(Boys 8344 and girls 7824) of age 6-14 years 
were enrolled for the study done over a period of one year.

It was aimed to determine the role of school screening camps and 
role of pediatric ocular surgery in sight restoration of children under 
guidelines of VISION 2020.

Through this study we came to the following conclusions:
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• Overall prevalence of ocular morbidity among school children 
of age 6-14 years was 31.6% ( in boys 35.9% and girls 27.0%).

• Overall prevalence of ocular morbidity was highest (40.9%) among 
12-14 years age group.

• Refractive errors 32.6% constitute the major cause of ocular 
morbidity in all the age groups.

• Prevalence of amblyopia was 1%.
• Anisometropia 65.9% was the main cause of amblyopia.
• At 6th month of follow-up, after prescription of glasses and 

patching there was improvement in visual acuity with maximum 
percentage(45.5%) of children having vision between 6/6-6/12 
with a shift in percentage of amblyopic eyes towards improved 
visual acuity.

• Maximum percentage (34.3%) of cataractous eyes for surgery 
were present in age group of 6-8 years. After cataract surgery 
and IOL implantation about 78.0%, 71.4% and 66.4% of the eyes 
had moderate vision i.e. between <6/18 and 3/60 at one week, 
4 weeks and 6 months postoperatively, respectively.

• Out of 240 children operated for strabismus surgery, orthophoria 
was achieved in 91.3% subjects with gross binocular single vision 
attained in 39.3% of the exotropes and in 17.9% of the esotropes.
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METHOD 

A prospective study performed on 460 consecutive patients who had 
complaints of dry eye. All were subjected to tear analysis by Schirmers 
test, tear lab (Osmolarity),keratography (aqueous layer, mucin layer, 
lipid layer) and Tear Break Up time (TBU). 

RESULTS

19.51% patients were  affected by all components and are considered 
as dry eyes; 17.07% didn’t show dry eye ; 24.39% had aqueous; 9.73% 
lipid and 7.3% mucin deficiency ; 9.76% had mucin with aqueous; 
12.24% had lipid with aqueous and 9.73% had lipid with mucin 
deficiency. Osmolarity was high in 50% aqueous deficient patients, 
in 100% lipid deficient and severe dry eye patients.

CONCLUSION

83% patients had dry eye. Aqueous component deficiency was more 
common and is observed in post LASIK and contact lens wear patients. 
Menopause and Meibomian gland diseases are related to lipid 
deficiency.

A healthy tear film is required for the normal function and health of 
the eye.Adequate production of tears, retention onthe ocular surface, 
and balanced evaporation are essential for the normal tear film 
dynamics. Dry eye syndrome (DES) is characterized by instability 
of the tear film that can be due to insufficient amount of tear components 
production or due to poor quality of tear film, which results in increased 
evaporation of the tears. DES is also called keratoconjunctivitissicca 
(KCS), keratitis sicca,sicca syndrome, xerophthalmia, dry eye disease 
(DED),ocular surface disease (OSD), or dysfunctional tear syndrome 
(DTS), or simply dry eyes [1].Dry eye can mainly bedivided into two 
groups, namely,(1) aqueous production deficient dry eye disease;(2) 
evaporative dry eye disease.

Insufficient tears cause damage to the interpalpebral ocularsurface 
and are associated with symptoms of discomfort.Both aqueous-
deficient and evaporative dry eye can lead to increased evaporation 
and decreased tear film stability. Distinguishing between these two 
groups and determining if they exist individually or as a combination 
is crucial for DED diagnosis and treatment.The International Dry 
EyeWorkshop (2007) defined dry eyeas a multifactorial disease of 
the tears and ocular surfacethat results in symptoms of discomfort, 
visual disturbance,and tear film instability with potential damage 
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to the ocular surface.It is accompanied by increased osmolarity of 
thetear film and inflammation of the ocular surface.1, 2 DES is associated 
with disturbances in quality of vision as tear film plays a cardinal 
role in maintaining the optical property of cornea. As a result the 
activities such as reading, driving, and computer relatedwork, which 
require visual attention is affected. Patients experience dryeye symptoms 
constantly and severely, affecting their qualityof life.3-7

Components of tears affecting performance

The tear film is a very complex structure made up of numerous 
different components, such as lipids, proteins, salts, minerals,mucin 
and water, whose interactions are essential to its stability. (Table 1)

The aqueous layer or watery part of the tear film is produced by the 
lacrimal glands. This is the thick middle layer of the tear film. The 
mucin layer underneath helps it adhere to the epithelium and the 
lipid layer on top protects it from rapid evaporation.Aqueous teardefi-
cient dry eye implies that dry eye is due to a failure of lacrimal tear 
secretion. In any form of dry eye due to lacrimal acinar destruction 
or dysfunction, dryness results from reduced lacrimal tear secretion 
and volume.8,9  This causes tear hyperosmolarity.Although the water 
evaporates from the ocular surface at normal rates, it is from a reduced 
aqueous tear pool. Tear fi lm hyperosmolarityaffects the ocular surface 
epithelial cells and stimulates a cascade of inflammatory events 
involving MAP kinases and NFkB signaling pathways10,11 and the 
generation of inflammatory cytokines(interleukin (IL)-1ÀÛAÜ; 
-1ÀÛBÜ; tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-ÀÛAÜ)and matrix metalloproteinases 
(MMP-9 ).12

A lipid layer disturbance leads to an excessive evaporation rate and 
damage to the eye surface due to the resulting increased osmolarity.13,14 

An intact lipid layer can reduce the evaporation rate of tear fluid by 
90-95% 15 Further, it ensures a smooth surface of the tear film and is 
therefore critical for the quality of vision. In addition, the spreading 
of the lipid layer reduces free energy at the tear film surface and 
reduces surface tension by 25%, which is crucial for the structure of 
the entire tear film.16 Lipids come both from the Meibomian glands 
and lipocalin-associated, apparently delivered with the protein from 
the lacrimal gland.21

One of the major components of the tear film is Mucins which is a 
high-molecular-weight glycoprotein, found on the ocular surface 
which are primarily produced by goblet cells, apical cells of the 
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conjunctiva and cornea and the lacrimal gland Goblet cells primarily 
produce the gel-forming secretory mucin MUC5AC, the only gel-
forming mucin of the ocular surface to be identified. Secretion typically 
occurs in response to a stimulus, such as a foreign body on the ocular 
surface. Thus, parasympathetic nerves act on these cells to stimulate 
mucus secretion. To prevent overstimulation and depletion of mucin 
from these cells, the number of goblet cells that respond to a neural 
stimulus must be regulated.17 Meanwhile, the apical cells of the 
conjunctiva and cornea produce the membrane-bound mucins MUC1, 
MUC2 and MUC4. These mucins primarily form the glycocalyx that 
protects the ocular surface. Finally, the lacrimal gland produces MUC7, 
a soluble secreted mucin that forms a part of the mucus layer.18 This 
mucin is also found in the aqueous layer.

Decreased mucin levels have been found to be associated with dry 
eye. In dry-eye patients, the decreased levels of mucin are correlated 
with a decreased density of goblet cells. As the dry eye progresses, 
squamous metaplasia of the conjunctival cells occurs. The epithelial 
cells flatten and increase in area and the goblet cell density decreases.19 

It’s been found that vitamin A deficiencies, topical medications, 
excessive dosing with drops containing preservatives and cicatrizing 
conjunctival disorders can all damage goblet cells and the ocular 
surface. It’s important to note that vitamin A is essential for maintaining 
goblet cells and mucins on the ocular surface.20

MINERALS

The electrolytes are principally Na, K, Cl_, and HCO_, with lower 
levels of Mg2 and Ca2; as secreted, tears are isotonic with serum 
although the proportions of ions are somewhat different, especially 
K. Many of the small molecules, such as glucose, lactate, urea, etc., 
also occur in serum but at different levels. More proteins can be 
detected (some estimates suggest as many as 80–100) but only four 
are present in large amounts, secreted from the lacrimal gland, its 
ductal epithelium and associated plasma cells (lysozyme, lactoferrin, 
lipocalin, and sIgA)

A growing number of people are landing in their doctor’s office 
complaining  of gritty, irritated and dry eyes . Do all they have real 
dry eyes? This study is to assess the prevalence of anomalies in the 
components of tear film in patients complaining of dry eye.
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Table 1 Composition of human tears
Water
Electrolytes
Proteins (lysozyme, lactoferrin, lipocalin, secretory IgA)
– albumin, IgG (leakage from conjunctiva)
Lipids (meibomian glands, lipocalin-associated)
Mucins (epithelial membrane-anchored type, soluble goblet-celltype)

Defensins, collectins, other small molecules

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient selection

A prospective study performed  on 460 patients who visited the clinic 
with  complaints of dry eye. Depends on the structured questionnaire 
related to the predisposing factors, they are classified into 5 groups 
(Fig.1). Group 1 Post LASIK patients 30%; Group2 Contact lens wearers 
35%; 72% were in Group3with prolonged hours of  PC and smart 

phone users; Meibomian gland 
dysfunction patients were 8% 
and 31% patients reached  
menopause .All were subjected 
to tear analysis by schirmers test, 
tear lab and keratograph. 
Precorneal tear film (aqueous 
layer, mucin layer, lipid layer), 
Osmolarity and Tear Break Up 
time (TBU) were assessed. 

Dry eye study

Dry eye work up included history collection, signs and symptoms 
and quantitative and qualitative analysis of tears.

Tear analysis

Tear analysis assessment includes aqueous layer, mucin layer, lipid 
layer and tear break up time(TBU)was assessed by Keratograph 5M 
(Occulus).

Schirmer Test

Schirmer test quantitatively measures thetear production by the 
lacrimal gland during fixed timeperiod.22,23 The basic test is performed 

Fig.1. Patient’s Distribution
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without instilling topicalanaestheticby placing a thin strip of filter 
paper inthe inferior cul-de-sac. The patient’s eyes are closedfor 3 
minutes and the amount of tears that wets the papers measured in 
terms of length of wet strip. Wetting of <15mm after 3minutes is 
considered abnormal. Value ofless than 6mm of strip wetting in 3 
minutes is accepted asdiagnostic marker for aqueous tear deficiency.

Tear osmolarity

Tear osmolarity provides a single measurement that may reflect the 
balanceof input and output from tear dynamics. Osmolarity is the 
end product ofvariations in tear dynamics. Normal homeostasis 
requires regulated tear flow,the primary driver of which is osmolarity.24Tear 
hyperosmolarity is the primary cause of discomfort, ocular surface 
damage, and inflammation in dry eye.25-27 Tearosmolarity test was 
performed byTearLabosmometer (TearLab Corporation) the Tear 
Labosmo meter uses a so-called “lab on a chip” at the tip of a handheld 
sampler. The “lab on a chip” is a single-use microchip embedded 
with gold electrodes that measure the electrical impedance of the 
tear fluid sample in a tiny channel in the chip.

The electrical impedance osmometer takes an almost microscopic 
sample, just 50 nanoliters.To perform the test, the clinician uses the 
handheld sampler to collect a very small sample of tear fluid—just 
50nL. The clinician placed the tip of the handheld device adjacent to 
the inferior lateral meniscus of the tear film, and then the correct 
amount of fluid is absorbed onto the microchip by passive capillary 
action.The handheld sampler is then docked into the stationary reader. 
Inside the handheld device, the gold-plated microchip measures the 
electrical impedance, and then the reader calculates and displays the 
osmolarity measurement in just a few seconds.Osmolarity of normal 
eye is 309–316mOsm/L and the value increases with severity of dry 
eye disease. It gives qualitative information of tear production. It is 
a very sensitive test but lacks specificityconcluded from a multicenter 
trial.28

• 316mOsmol/L and higher indicates dry eye (hyperosmolarity)
• 290mOsmol/L to 316mOsmol/L suggests borderline or intermittent 

dry eye.
• 290mOsmol/L and below is healthy and normal.29

Tear Film Breakup Time (TBUT)

The time requiredfor the tear film to break up following a blink is 
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Tear meniscus height 0.34mm

Tear meniscus height 0.16mm

Fig. 3.

calledTear Break Up Time(TBUT). It is a quantitative test for measurement 
of tearfilm stability.2 We assessed theTBUT by noninvasive method 
with  keratography 5 (Occulus).Its called Non Invasive Keratograph 
Break Up Time (NIKBUT). It uses a grid or other patterns directed 
on the precorneal tear film for observation of imagedistortion and 
time from opening the eyes to the first sign of image distortion is 
measured in seconds. Placido rings are reflected on the corneal surface. 
The software analyzes different segments and a distortion in the 
reflected mires is recorded as a break in the tear film. The results are 
displayed in a color-coded map, where red/orange segments correspond 
with a faster break-up time. A break-up characteristics map shows 
the total area (%) of the cornea affected during the measuring time. 
The time when the first break in the tear film occurred is displayed, 

as well as the average time of all the break-
ups that occurred during the measurement. 
The software automatically grades the level.

The normal time for tear film breakup 
is15–20 seconds and Tear break Up time 
of less than 10seconds is considered as dry 
eye (Fig 2 ). TBUT values of less than 5–10 
seconds indicate tear instability and are 
observed in patients with mild to moderate 
dry eye disease [L. S.Mengher, A. J. Bron, 
S. R. Tonge, and D. J. Gilbert, “A noninvasive 
instrument for clinical assessment of the 

pre-corneal tear film stability,” Current Eye 
Research, vol. 4, no. 1, pp. 1–7,1985.].

Tear Meniscus Height (TMH) assessment

TMH assessment wasperformed by using 
the white light acquisition function in 
keratograph5.TMH is measured with a 
built-in ruler. Generally, TMH is measured 
in line with the pupil center. Normal TMH 
> 0.20mm and  Irregular TMH is can be 
evaluated along the lid margin (Fig.3)

Lipid layer 

The quality of Lipid layer was assessed by 
keratograph5 .The principle of white light 
interferometry is used while a video or 

Fig.2. NIKBUT – Normal eye

NIKBUT – Dry eye patient

NIKBUT – Normal eye
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image is recorded.The patient is instructed to 
blink during recording. Recorded the lipid layer 
for the duration of two to three eyelid blinks 
is recorded.Thicker lipid layers are indicated 
by the bronze reflections with lots of colorful 
fringes. White, colorless reflections can be 
observed in patients with thin lipid layer. (Fig4)

Assessment of mucin particles in Tear film 

Video recording (upto 32 frames per second) 
performed by the Keratograph 5M is used to 
observe the distribution of mucinparticles in 
the tear film (the amount, movement and speed 
of particles found in the tear film) A fast speed 
of mucin particles in the tear film after each blink is an indication of 
a normal tear film. Slow or sluggish movement and increase in the 
amount of particles seen after the blink is an indication of anirregular 
or high viscous tear film (Fig.5)

Diagnostic tests cut off values has been showed in table 2.

RESULTS

17.07% of the patients who had complaints of dry eye  showed negative 
results in all dry eye studies(fig.6) 
.Among the rest 83% patients only 
19.51% patients were  affected by all 
components and are considered as 
severe dry eyes; 24.39% had aqueous 
deficiency; 9.73% lipid deficiency and 
7.3% mucin deficiency; 7.3% 
hyperosmolarity, 9.76% had mucin 
with aqueous deficiency; 12.24% had 

Fig. 4. Lipid layer showed 
by Keratograph 5

Thicker Lipid layer

Thinner Lipid layer

Fig. 5. Assessment of mucin particles

High viscous tear film Normal tear viscosity

Fig. 6. Fig. 6 Dry eye Vs. no dry eye
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lipid with aqueous & 9.73% 
had lipid with mucin deficiency 
(Fig7). Osmolarity was high in 
50% aqueous deficient patients, 
in 100% lipid deficient and 
severe dry eye patients.

Aqueous component deficiency 
was more prevalent and is 
observed in post LASIK and 
contact lens wear patients.(Fig.8). Patients who reached menopause 
and patients with Meibomian gland diseases (MGD)were more prone 
to have lipid deficiency (Fig 9).

Table2: Diagnostic tests and normal values.
Test Normal values
Tear film breakup time (TBUT) >10 sec
Noninvasive breakup time (NIBUT) 15 sec–20 sec
Schirmer I test (without topical anesthesia) >10mm after 3 minutes
Tear osmolarity <290–300mOsm/L

DISCUSSION

Although it’s a small study, our results showed 17% of patients who 
had complaints of dry eyes were not really dry eyes. They didn’t 
show up even a single positive sign of dry eye in any of the tests 
includingdry eye work up. Patients were considered as severe dry 
eye when all the diagnostic tests such as Schirmer test, tear osmolarity, 
tear meniscus height, lipid layer, mucin layer, tear Break up time 
showed positive results.Maintenance of a healthy tear film is achieved 
by a constant feedback mechanism between the ocular surface, 
brainstem and lacrimal glands, collectively called the Lacrimal 
Functional Unit.In this study, 24.39% of patients were in the category 
of aqueous deficient dry eye.Aqueos deficient dry eye is caused by 

Fig. 7.	Percentage	of	patients	with	deficiency	
of Tear components

Fig. 8.	Aqueous	deficiency Fig. 9.	Lipid	deficiency
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low volume of tear production which results in hyperosmolarity.
Our study showed that Contact Lens wearers and post Laser assisted 
in situ keratomileusis (LASIK) surgery patients had significant aqueous 
deficiency compared to PC users,Meibomian Gland Dysfunction 
(MGD) and menopause groups. 

Contact lens wear compromises the precorneal film stability and 
causes the disappearance of the lipid layer in the post-lens fraction 
which is responsible for the tear film stability. Furthermore this 
separation of tear film triggers an increase of water evaporation  
followed by a corresponding increase of the tear osmolarity and 
consequently resulting in ocular surface damage.30-32 It is hypothesized 
that mechanisms other than tear film separation, such as changes in 
corneal epithelium and/or cytokine production, may also contribute 
to the poorer TBUT and ocular surface disease indicator (OSDI) values 
in long term wearers. 

Dry eye is one of the most common complications of LASIK surgery. 
Dryness after LASIK has been linked to numerous possible etiologies 
to include but not limited to, dryness before surgery, female gender 
and mean spherical equivalent treatment. The most common etiology 
described is secondary to the transection of corneal nerves and loss 
of superficial corneal innervation. 33-37 These sensory nerves originate 
from the ophthalmic division of cranial nerve 5, the trigeminal nerve. 
Classically during flap creation, a superior hinge is created resulting 
in the greatest transection of corneal nerves since a large proportion 
of nerves enter from the radial aspects of the cornea. These radial 
fibers run radially in the middle third of the stroma, divide to form 
a dense subepithelial plexus and then run perpendicularly to penetrate 
Bowmans layer and supply the epithelium (Alternating the hinge to 
the nasal or temporal aspect has been shown to reduce the amount 
of dryness and lost corneal sensation upto 6 months postoperatively 
(p < 0.0001)38 However, beyond that time point there are no differences. 
In order to possibly decrease dryness caused by flap creation, reducing 
the flap thickness has been shown to have less of an effect on corneal 
sensation and tear function tests39

In our study 9.73% had lipid deficiency. Lipids are another component 
to be taken into account.By means of analysis of lipids intears, it is 
possible to identify lipids that arealtered in various ocular surface 
pathologies. Lipids become highly relevant in pathologies such as 
dry eyeor blepharitis. Disorders of lipid layer are responsible for 
almost 80% of tear film disorders embraced by the term “dryeye” 
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and are its major etiology40-41 Correspondingly, patients suffering 
from dry eye exhibit an increased evaporation rate at the eye surface  
and a higher surface tension of the tear liquid42,43

Results from our study showed that Meibomian gland dysfunction 
and menopause patients had higher lipid deficiency followed by PC 
users. Only 8% of contact lens wearers had lipid deficiency .

MGD is hypothesized to occur through the mechanisms of tear film 
decompensation and evaporative stress from infrequent blinking, 
which leads to thickening of the oil, blockage of the gland opening 
and shutdown of oil production in the gland over time which causes 
the watery layer in the tear film to evaporate. There are many studies 
reported the high prevalence of MGD IN DRY EYE PATIENTS. To 
mention a few, Hom et.al reported39% of asymptomatic subjects 
had MGD.44 Lemp et.al found that 86% of patients with dry eye of 
known cause had MGD and Shimazaki et. al found 65% of eyes with 
ocular discomfort had MGD.45,46

Since women have lower levels of androgens compared to the levels 
in men, further age-related decreases in androgen levels may diminish 
the level of androgen amount needed for optimum eye health.47 Along 
with a decrease in androgen levels, postmenopausal women develop 
lower levels of estrogen—a hormone that is known to stimulate 
meibomian glands and help regulate ocular surface homeostasis.48 
Together, androgen deficiency and estrogen decrease lead to inadequate 
lacrimal gland secretion with superimposed tear-film instability in 
older women and higher risk of developing dry eye. In their study, 
D.A. Sachaumberg reported that the Dry eye prevalence is 9.8% 
among women aged 75 years or older compared to only 5.7% among 
women less than 50 years old.49

The analysis of mucins in tears is crucial. Mucins are the glycoproteic 
component of mucus and their main characteristic is the ability to 
adhere to hydrophobic as well as hydrophilic molecules. The mucosa 
layer maintains the lacrimal film adhered to the corneal epithelium, 
thus avoiding its separation. In addition, it constitutes a barrier against 
bacterial invasion and inflammatory cells. 

CONCLUSION

17% of patients who came with c/o dry eye didnot show dry eye.

Majority of patients who had come with complaints of dry had really 
dry eye. Aqueous component deficiency was more common and is 
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observed in post LASIK and contact lens wear patients. Menopause 
and Meibomian gland diseases patients were more prone to have 
lipid deficiency.
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INTRODUCTION

Diabetic mellitus (DM) is a chronic condition and is estimated to rise 
to 360 million by the year 2030 according to World Health Organization.1 
Patients with DM are at high risk of developing diabetic retinopathy 
(DR), a progressive condition that causes alterations in the retinal 
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microvasculature.2,3 DM can lead to conditions such as retinal 
neovascularization, macular edema and retinal ischemia.2, 3 Optical 
coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is a recent, non-invasive, 
dyeless imaging technique and can be used for evaluating the retinal 
vasculature by capturing the dynamic motion of erythrocytes.4 OCTA 
has been shown to be a useful imaging modality for evaluation of 
ophthalmologic diseases such as DR, artery and vein occlusions, and 
glaucoma.5

Recent qualitative and quantitative studies on DR using OCTA have 
shown modifications in foveal avascular zone (FAZ) and retinal 
microvasculature compared to normal eyes.6-8 This study aimed at 
developing an automated method for segmentation and quantification 
of the foveal avascular zone (FAZ), vessel density, spacing between 
large vessels and spacing between small vessels in the OCTA images 
of the superficial and deep retinal vascular plexus. The study used 
local fractal analyses to quantify the local variations in both superficial 
and deep retinal vasculature of the OCTA scans. Correlations of 
levels of fasting blood sugar (FBS), post-prandial blood sugar (PPBS), 
blood pressure, body mass index (BMI), hemoglobin (Hb), glycosylated 
hemoglobin (HbA1c), low density lipoprotein (LDL) and high density 
lipoprotein (HDL) with the retinal vascular parameters were also 
analyzed. 

PURPOSE

To correlate retinal vascular features with severity and systemic 
indicators of diabetic retinopathy (DR) using optical coherence 
tomography angiography (OCTA).

METHODS

This prospective, observational, cross-sectional study was approved 
by the institutional ethics committee of NarayanaNethralayaSuper-
specialty eye hospital, Bangalore, India. The research followed the 
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Written informed consent was 
obtained from all the subjects before imaging. 209 eyes of 122 type 
2 diabetes mellitus Indian patients with DR (age 38-80, female to 
male ratio=0.51) and 60 eyes of 31 normal Indian subjects (age 24-60, 
female to male ratio=0.82) were included in this study. Patients with 
macular edema, media opacities, refractive error more than  ± 6 D, 
low vision, renal disease, hypertension, coexisting retinal diseases,large 
retinal non-perfusion around macula, intraocular surgery performed 
less than six weeks prior to imaging, under intravitreal injection 
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treatment, and who underwent focal laser or Pan-Retinal Photocoagulation 
(PRP) laser treatment less than six weeks prior to imaging were 
excluded. Further, OCTA images with significant defects9 (motion 
artifacts, projection artifacts, vessel doubling and/or stretching defects) 
were also excluded. For every patient, a detailed medical and ophthalmic 
history was obtained including the duration of diabetes. Fasting 
blood sugar after a minimum of 8 hours overnight fasting (FBS in 
mg/dL), post-prandial blood sugar (PPBS in mg/dL), blood pressure 
(mm of Hg), body mass index [BMI=weight (in kg)/height2 (in m2)], 
hemoglobin (Hb in gm/dL), glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c as 
%), low density lipoprotein (LDL in mg/dL) and high density lipoprotein 
(HDL in mg/dL) was evaluated in each DR patient.

All normal and DR subjects underwent imaging on the Angiovue™ 
spectral domain OCTA system (Optovue Inc., Fremont, CA) by a 
single operator using the Angiovue software. The OCT had a high 
scan speed of 70,000 A-scans per second. Analyses were performed 
on a scan area of 3 mm × 3 mm generated from the superficial and 
deep retinal vascular plexus around the fovea for all eyes. In addition 
to OCTA imaging, all eyes underwent fundus photography to grade 
the eyes according to the severity of the disease. The DR eyes were 
classified as mild non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR), 
moderate NPDR, severe NPDR and proliferative diabetic retinopathy 
(PDR) using the ETDRS classification.10

To analyze the local variations and complexity in the vasculature of 
the OCTA scans generated from superficial and deep retinal vascular 
plexus, local fractal analysis was applied.11,12 Box counting method 
was used to calculate the fractal dimension given by:

   …………………………………………..(1)

In eq. (1), Npwas the number of boxes of magnification (p) required 
to include a structure in the image. A modification was made to box 
counting method by using a moving window of size (2w+1) × (2w+1) 
pixels. The moving window was used to calculate the local fractal 
dimension of each pixel in the OCTA image of the superficial and 
deep retinal vascular plexus using eq. (2):

  ……………(2)

In eq. (2), I was the original OCTA image and N was the new image 
formed after substituting the center pixel of each window by the 
computed fractal dimension of the window. A window size of 3 × 3 
pixels was used to calculate the local fractal dimension as it was 
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observed to be the most accurate for measurement of the FAZ area.12 
To assess the FAZ area, the OCTA image was generated by projecting 
the entire inner retina into one enface angiogram.  Then the area of 
the FAZ was segmented by binarizing the image, followed by boundary 
detection and connected component labeling (MathWorks Inc., Natick, 
MA). Using eq. (2), each pixel in the OCTA image was assigned a 
fractal dimension value. However, the magnitude of fractal dimension 
of each pixel varied with distribution of the vascular network around 
the pixel. Thus, a pixel in a larger vessel had a higher fractal dimension 
than a pixel in a smaller vessel or a non-vessel region. Thus, a normalized 
fractal dimension ratio was computed for each pixel by taking the 
ratio of its local fractal dimension with the maximum computed local 
fractal dimension in the image (N).12

The normalized ratio was represented as a 2-D contour map and 
represented the probability of presence of a given pixel in the OCTA 
image within a vessel or a non-vessel region.12 A normalized ratio 
closer to 1 indicated a vessel and a ratio closer to 0 indicated a non-
vessel region. A scoring system was developed based on visual 
comparison of the normalized ratio map with the OCTA image.12 
The pixels within the large vessels had a normalized ratio of 0.9-1.0 
while the pixels within the small vessels had a ratio between 0.7-0.9.12 
Pixels in regions which were devoid of or had minimal vascular 
features had a normalized ratio between 0.0-0.3.12 By visual examination, 
these regions were observed to occur between or around the large 
vessels. In some regions, these regions were also observed between 
widely spaced small vessels. In general, these were termed as “spaces 
between large vessels”. The only exception to this classification was 
the FAZ, which was common to all the images. Pixels in regions 
around small vessels, which may be branching out from a large vessel 
or surrounding small vessels, had a normalized ratio between 0.3-
0.7.12 These were termed as “spaces between small vessels” and were 
generally observed in a cluster of closely packed vessels. The vessel 
density was computed as percentage by counting all the pixels with 
a normalized ratio between 0.7-1.0 and then dividing by the total 
number of pixels in the OCTA image.12  Similarly, the spacing between 
large vessels and the spacing between the small vessels were expressed 
as percentage of the total number of pixels in the OCTA image.12 
Figure 1 shows the description of the scoring system. Vessel density, 
spacing between the large vessels and between the small vessels 
were computed for OCTA images of the superficial and deep retinal 
vascular plexuses. Figures 2A and 2B show examples of OCTA images 
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of the superficial and deep retinal vascular plexus in moderate NPDR.
Figures 2C and 2D show their respective normalized ratio contour 
maps. Figures 3A to 3D show the examples of OCTA images of the 
superficial retinal vascular plexus in NPDR (mild, moderate, severe) 
and PDR eyes. Figures 3E to 3H show their respective normalized 
ratio contour maps. All the above methods were implemented using 
MATLAB v7.10 (Mathworks Inc., MA, USA).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All analyzed variables were reported as mean ± standard error of 
the mean. The analyzed variables were FAZ area (mm2), vessel density 
(%), spacing between large vessels (%) and spacing between small 
vessels (%). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed 
between the normal eyes and DR grades for each analyzed variable. 
Also, the analyzed vascular parameters were correlated with all the 
systemic indicators. Area under the curve, sensitivity and specificity 
of the vascular parameters to differentiate DR eyes from normal eyes 
was performed with receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve. 
A p-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant and was 
Bonferroni-corrected for multiple group comparisons.All statistical 
analyses were performed in MedCalc v15.8 (MedCalc Inc., Ostend, 
Belgium)

RESULTS

The number of eyes was 60, 35, 95, 57 and 22 in normal, mild NPDR, 
moderate NPDR, severe NPDR and PDR groups, respectively. Table 
1 shows the systemic characteristics of all the DR subjects included 
in the study. Duration of DM (p=0.01), HbA1c (p=0.03), FBS (p=0.02) 
and PPBS (p=0.03) were significantly altered among the grades of 
DR (Table 1). Table 2 shows the FAZ area, vessel density, spacing 
between large vessels and spacing between small vessels in the 
superficial and deep retinal layers between the normal eyes and the 
DR grades. Normal eyes had a lower FAZ area (p<0.001), higher 
vessel density (p<0.001), lower spacing between large (p<0.001) and 
spacing between small vessels (p<0.001) as compared to DR grades 
(Table 2). 

Among the DR grades, vessel density was similar (p>0.05) in both 
superficial and deep retinal layers (Table 2). Also, the FAZ area did 
not significantly change (p=0.82) among the DR grades. In the superficial 
layer and among the DR grades (table 2), PDR (24.1±1.21) and severe 
NPDR (24.1±0.9) had a significantly higher spacing (p=0.04) between 
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the large vessels as compared to mild (21.1±1.01) and moderate 
(21.9±0.56). However (Table 2), mild NPDR (39.6±0.56) had a higher 
spacing between small vessels (p=0.001) as compared to moderate  
NPDR (37.9±0.21), severe NPDR (37.3±0.44) and PDR (36.8±0.52). 
Among the DR grades (Table 2), the spacing between the large vessels 
(p=0.34) and the spacing between the small vessels (p=0.19) were 
similar in the OCTA scans of the deep retinal vascular plexus. 

In the superficial layer, the spacing between the large vessels correlated 
positively with HbA1c (r=0.25, p=0.03), FBS (r=0.23, p=0.02) and 
PPBS (r=0.26, p=0.03). Also, the vessel density correlated negatively 
with HbA1c (r=-0.28, p=0.006), FBS (r=-0.27, p=0.009)and PPBS (r=-
0.28, p=0.009). However, vessel density and spacing between the 
large vessels showed no correlation with other systemic indicators 
(p>0.05). The FAZ area and spacing between the small vessels showed 
no correlation with systemic indicators (p>0.05). In the deep layer, 
the systemic indicators showed no correlation with retinal vascular 
parameters (p>0.05). Table 3 summarizes the results of the ROC 
analyses. Area of the FAZ (Table 3) had the lowest sensitivity and 
specificity among all the vascular parameters in superficial and deep 
retinal vascular plexus. Vessel density had relatively higher sensitivity 
(94.7%) and specificity (85.5%), particularly when the deep retinal 
plexus was used as a differentiator (Table 3). Interestingly, spacing 
between large vessels achieved the highest sensitivity and specificity 
in both superficial (92.7% and 92.9%, respectively) and deep (96% 
and 92.7%, respectively) retinal vascular plexus. The area under the 
ROC curve of spacing between the large vessels also was significantly 
better than the same for vessel density in both superficial (p=0.001) 
and deep retinal plexus (p=0.01).

DISCUSSION

OCTA can demonstrate clinically relevant changes in the retinal 
vasculature of DR patients qualitatively such as distortion and 
enlargement of foveal avascular zone, retinal capillary dropouts and 
micro-aneurysms comparable to FFA.13-15 In this study, local fractal 
based method was used to quantify the retinal vascular parameters 
in the OCTA images of superficial and deep retinal layers and were 
correlated with systemic indicators to explore the possibility of using 
these vascular parameters as metrics to gauge severity of DR. In 
addition to vessel density, the study defined “spaces between large 
vessels” and “spaces between small vessels”.12

The superficial and deep retinal vascular plexuses merged at the 
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edge of FAZ in the OCTA images (Figure 2). Thus, segregating the 
FAZ into the superficial and deep could be anatomically misleading. 
So, the FAZ was assessed by projecting the entire inner retina into 
one enface angiogram. The terms “large vessel” and “small vessel” 
were specific to the distribution of normalized local fractal dimension 
values in a given layer (superficial and deep). Normalization was 
performed by dividing the local fractal values of a layer by the 
maximum local fractal value of the same layer. Thus, the absolute 
value of local fractal dimension was specific to each layer but the 
normalized value was automatically constrained between 0 and 1 
by definition. By visual comparison of the OCTA image with the 
normalized local fractal dimension values, a range was defined for 
classification of vessels into large and small. Further, no distinction 
was made between arterioles and venules.12,30In this study, the 
analysis was based on normalized values only. Dimensionality of 
large vessels in the superficial layer was different from the dimensionality 
of large vessels and/or capillaries in the deep layer. 

Similarly, a range was also defined for spacing between the large 
vessels and spacing between the small vessels.12 These were simply 
treated as a capillary free zone in normal eyes. Since they were free 
from capillaries, it directly implied that there was no perfusion there. 
If normal eyes were considered as baseline, then the increase in spacing 
in disease eyes as compared to normal eyes indicated loss of capillaries. 
This in turn indicated a decrease in capillary perfusion.A previous 
study using the same technique and definition of ranges for normalized 
local fractal dimension was validated with quantitative numbers of 
vessel density in living animal eyes.12 However, new insights into 
macular capillary changes may result in modification of the defined 
range in future.22,30 

Normal eyes had a significantly lower FAZ area as compared to DR 
patients in both superficial and deep retinal layers. These findings 
were consistent with previous studies on DR using OCTA and FFA.8,16-18 
However, the FAZ area was similar in both superficial and deep 
retinal plexus among the DR grades. Also, DR eyes had lower vessel 
density in both superficial and deep retinal layers as compared to 
normal eyes. Similar findings were reported in a recent study which 
showed lower capillary density in DR eyes as compared to normal 
eyes.19 The vessel density across the DR grades was similar (p>0.05). 
However, PDR and severe NPDR had a higher spacing between the 
large vessels as compared to mild and moderate NPDR. Moreover, 
mild NPDR had higher spacing between the small vessels as compared 
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to moderate NPDR, severe NPDR and PDR. The perifoveal inter-
capillary area was increased in DR as compared to normal eyes.18 
Also in previous studies, DR eyes showed changes in the retinal 
vasculature and thereby an increase in retinal non-perfusion areas.20 
Histological studies on diabetic retina have showed localized regions 
of non-perfusion and progressive loss of retinal capillary cells.21 These 
give a possible explanation of the progressive increase in the spacing 
between the large vessels with increase in the severity of DR. 

With progression, a few smaller capillary free zones may become 
enlarged due to vessel dropout and may get converted to large vacant 
spaces as a result. From Table 2, decrease in spacing between small 
vessels was accompanied by a corresponding increase in spacing 
between large vessels with DR severity. This may explain why mild 
NPDR had higher spacing between small vessels than the more severe 
grades.In a recent paper, similar increase was observed in total 
avascular area in disease eyes and was termed as “capillary non-
perfusion”.22 The ROC analyses confirmed that spacing between large 
vessels (maximum area under the curve=0.99±0.01 in deep retinal 
vascular plexus; Table 3) could be a better indicator of adverse vascular 
changes in DR and changes in the vasculature following treatment 
instead of just vessel density (maximum area under the ROC 
curve=0.94±0.02 in deep retinal vascular plexus in Table 3). 

HbA1c is used for the diagnosis of DM and for gauging progression 
of DR.23-25 In a study on relationship of HbA1c with risk of development 
and progression of retinopathy, HbA1c was a major predictor of 
progression of retinopathy.25  In this study, spacing between large 
vessels and vessel density in the superficial layer showed a significant 
correlation with HbA1c levels. HbA1c levels were elevated (> 9%) 
in severe NPDR and PDR as compared to mild and moderate NPDR 
(Table 1). Diabetic patients with elevated blood glucose levels had 
a greater severity of DR than those with lower glucose levels.26 In 
this study, spacing between the large vessels and vessel density 
correlated significantly with FBS and PPBS as well. FBS and PPBS 
levels were higher in severe NPDR and PDR as compared to mild 
and moderate NPDR (Table 1).  Previous studies showed a positive 
correlation among HbA1c, FBS and PPBS, thereby indicating that 
individuals with lower HbA1c levels have a lower chance of developing 
DR.26, 27 _ENREF_22In this study, systemic data was included to assess 
their correlations with the OCTA parameters. Every ophthalmologist 
may not have access to OCTA but they do have access to the systemic 
data of DR patients. Therefore, we assessed whether the levels of 
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systemic DM markers were indicative of the magnitudes of OCTA 
parameters such as vessel density. From the analyses, systemic data 
correlated with the OCTA parameters but the correlation was not 
strong enough (low r value) for use as a predictive tool. Although 
the correlationswere weak, longitudinal assessment of progression 
of disease in the same eye may lead to stronger correlations between 
these parameters. The presentstudy can possibly serve as a baseline 
for such progression studies in future.

The study had a few limitations. In this study, normal subjects (mean 
age: 38.7 ± 1.68 years; range: 20-60 years) were significantly younger 
(p<0.001) than DR patients. However, the FAZ area and OCTA 
parameters in normal eyes were unaffected by age (p>0.05). A recent 
OCTA study on normal Indian eyes (age: 20-67 years) using local 
fractal based method demonstrated that vessel density and FAZ did 
not change significantly with age.12 Based on these observations, age 
difference between normal and DR eyes was not considered in the 
analyses. However, other studies have showed a significant decrease 
in vessel density with age in Chinese and Caucasian eyes.28,29. Therefore, 
a larger cohort study may be needed to reassess these correlations 
in Indian eyes. A recent study showedthat the vessels in the superficial 
plexus superimposed on the deep plexus in 68% of the cases.30 A 
study on image artifacts in OCTA described this artifact as “projection 
artifact”.9 In this study, images of the deep retinal vascular plexus 
with significant projections of the large vessels from the superficial 
layer were excluded. However, it was difficult to completely avoid 
projection artifacts and these might still have some confounding 
effects on the analyses.Some recent techniques aim to reduce these 
artifacts, which can only help in improving the analyses with local 
fractal dimension in the near future.31 Despite the upcoming techniques 
used to compensate for axial eye motions, transverse motions from 
fixation changes remain a major cause of artifacts in OCTA.9 Additionally, 
the OCTA software can introduce artifacts such as loss of detail, 
doubling of vessels, stretching defects and false flow artifact.9 In this 
study, OCTA images with significant motion artifacts or stretching 
defects or doubling of vessels were excluded from this study. However, 
other artifacts which were not apparent could have some confounding 
effect on the results of this study. 

OCTA is proving to be a very useful modality in evaluating vascular 
changes in healthy as well diseased eyes.32, 33 However, a lot of 
improvement and understanding is still needed to correctly interpret 
the data and its clinical significance.9 Thus, spacing between the large 
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vessels, which correlated positively with HbA1c, FBS and PPBS, may 
be a sensitive marker to quantify the progression of DR. This may 
be used in combination with HbA1c, FBS and PPBS for identifying 
patients who are at high risk of developing DR early and for grading 
of DR. Further studies with long term follow-up are needed to confirm 
these findings.
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INTRODUCTION

Dry eye disease (DED) is one of the common disorders of the eye 
with an estimated prevalence of 5.5% – 33.7% worldwide.1 There has 
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been widespread interest in understanding the disease and developing 
new treatment modalities for combating the ocular morbidity caused 
by it, especially the pain and discomfort associated with DED. 
Furthermore, in a subset of patients with DED the standard therapeutic 
strategies fail to alleviate the symptoms.2 There have been multiple 
studies that have demonstrated increased dendritic cell density (DCD) 
in dry eye disease.3 Multiple etiologies have also been implicated in 
the pathophysiology of dry eye. Vitamin D, which is a fat-soluble 
prohormone, has also been recently associated with dry eye disease.4 

,5 In the current study the association between the severity of dry eye 
symptoms (pain and/or discomfort), corneal dendritic cell density 
and serum vitamin Dlevel was determined. 

METHODS

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of ourhospital 
and was performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Declaration 
of Helsinki. Informed consent of study subjects was obtained at the 
time of enrolment. It was a cross sectional study that included 52 
patients with EDE (??? The authors have not mentioned what EDE 
is) and 43 healthy volunteers.Parameters such as Ocular surface 
disease index (OSDI),Schirmer’s values and TBUT wereevaluated 
for all subjects. Corneal DCDwas obtained for all subjects by in-vivo 
confocal microscopy (IVCM) using Rostock Corneal Module/Heidelberg 
Retina Tomography (RCM/HRT ll; Heidelberg Engineering GmBH, 
Dossenheim, Germany).Tear/serum vitamin D and cytokines were 
measured by flow-cytometry-based cytometric-bead-array (CBA) 
and Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay(ELISA) respectively.

RESULTS

Increased DCD observed in EDE patients compared to controls 
exhibited positivecorrelation with OSDI (p<0.05). An inverse correlation 
was noted between vitamin D and OSDI scores and DCD.Significantly 
higher levels of tear inflammatory cytokines such as IL-17,IFNã,MCP1 
(Authors have not mentioned fullforms)were observed in EDE patients.

DISCUSSION

The persistence of ocular pain and discomfort in a subset of patients 
with DED following standard therapeutic strategies and the lack of 
tear film metrics to predict such population poses a major challenge 
in the management of Dry eye disease. It is therefore imperative to 
identify diagnostic modalities that can accurately predict patients 
whose symptoms may not resolve with conventional therapy or may 
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require additional dietary or environmental interventions along with 
topical therapy to ensure a favourable prognosis. The role of dendritic 
cells in modulation of nociception and pain has been previously 
studied.6,7 Studies have described a possible role for corneal dendritic 
cells in the etiopathogenesis of dry eye, keratoconjunctivitissicca and 
corneal allograft rejection.8,9 Inflammatory pathologies show an 
increase in the number of dendritic cells in the cornea.10 In our study 
the significant increase in the corneal dendritic cells observed in EDE 
patients was found to have positive association with the OSDI 
discomfort- related subscale scores and not vision-related OSDI scores. 

Studies have demonstrated the association of vitamin D deficiency 
with DED.11,4 Earlier reports have suggested Vitamin D deficiency 
to be associated with neuralgia and chronic pain.12,11 In the current 
study we observed a strong inverse correlation between the OSDI 
scores and vitamin D levels in the EDE cohort. The exact mechanism 
linking Vitamin D to pain remains elusive however several theories 
have been put forward. Serotonin which can perpetuate chronic pain 
response was found to be high in patients with DED.13 Vitamin D is 
known to affect serotonin synthesis indicating a role of vitamin D 
in nociception.14 Vitamin D and its agonists have been found to inhibit 
maturation and induce tolerance in dendritic cells resulting in the 
arrest of inflammatory processes.15 Lower vitamin D levels were 
associated with anincrease in DCD with dendritic processes (mature 
phenotype) in our cohort, which supports the current understanding 
regarding the immunomodulatory role of vitamin D on dendritic 
cells. 

IL-17, well known for its pathologic role in inflammatory disorders 
is also involved in nociception by mediating mechanical allodynia 
by altering the expression of neuronal TRPV4 (authors have not 
mentioned fullforms)channels essential for transduction of pain 
stimulus.16  was found to be higher in the tears of patients. An increased 
IFNã, MCP1 and ICAM1 was observed in the patients as well. This 
could exacerbate the ocular symptoms, as they are reported to mediate 
pain.17,18,19

CONCLUSIONS

Vitamin D status is linked to EDE symptoms and associated inflammatory 
factors.Vitamin D supplement could be beneficial in management 
of EDE.This is one of the studies that report the association between 
serum vitamin D status and dry eye. It is essential to obtain mechanistic 
insights into the aetiopathologic role of vitamin D deficiency and 
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aberrant inflammatory cytokines in the ocular surface health and 
corneal pain for targeted management of dry eye. 
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Effect of Ocular Torsion on the Followability 
of isnt Rule by the RNFL Using SD-OCT
Dr. Paaraj Dave, Dr. Jitendra Nenumal Jethani, Dr. Juhi Shah

INTRODUCTION

Ocular torsion is measured by calculating the disc-foveal angle (DFA) 
formed by a horizontal line extending from optic disc center and a 
line joining the center of the disc to the fovea.1, 2 The re are no studies 
on the variation in the followability of the ISNT rule based on the 
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location of the fovea as assessed by the DFA measurement which is 
the purpose of the current study.  

METHODS

This was a prospective, cross sectional study which included consecutive 
64 eyes of 64 normal subjects. All subjects were of age > 18 years, 
best corrected visual acuity 20/40 or better and a refractive error 
within ±5 Diopter (D) sphere and ±3 D cylinder. The followability 
of ISNT rule on RNFL examination and the disc-foveal angle (DFA) 
measured from the infra-red image of the RNFL printout was noted. 
The ISNT rule was considered violated only if the difference in the 
RNFL measurement between the quadrants was > 10 microns

RESULTS

The ISNT rule was followed by 20/32 (62.5%) and 28/32 (87.5%) 
eyes with DFA less than and greater than 6 degrees respectively 
(p=0.02). None of the eyes with a DFA of less than 3 degrees followed 
the ISNT rule. A moderate to strong correlation was seen between 
the DFA and inferior-superior quadrant RNFL thickness difference 
(ISRD) (r=0.6). The mean DFA and ISRD were 7.4±3.9 degrees and 
7.8±11.9 microns respectively.

DISCUSSION

Study confirms the importance of foveal location in the measurement 
of RNFL on SD-OCT. There are several limitations in our study. The 
young age of the subjects included in our study may limit the 
generalization of our findings to an older age group. Also, our study 
involved Indian eyes only. 

To conclude, ISRD and the followability of the ISNT rule for RNFL 
are dependent on the location of the fovea relative to the optic disc. 
The greater the DFA, the greater is the ISRD and better is the followability 
of the ISNT rule on the RNFL. The lesser the DFA, the lesser is the 
ISRD and lesser is the followability of the ISNT rule on the RNFL.
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Residual Effects of Anti Glaucoma 
Medication on Corneal Stiffness in Primary 
Open Angle Glaucoma 
Dr. Sushma Tejwani, Dr. Rohit Shetty, Dr. Shoruba, Dr. Abhijit 
Sinha Roy

PURPOSE

We studied whether topical medication in primary open angle glaucoma 
(POAG) eyes altered the corneal stiffness using air-puff applanation 
data analyzed using viscoelastic model and inverse Finite Element 
Modeling (FEM).

METHODS

A total of 76 POAG eyes on glaucoma medication and 39 normal 
eyes were analyzed using Corvis-ST (air-puff applanation device) 
and Pentacam HR (scheimpflug imaging based topographer); devices 
from OCULUS Optikgerate Gmbh, Germany. Patients were grouped 
into those using prostaglandin only, beta blocker only and a combination 
of prostaglandin plus beta blocker. In the combination group only 
one medication from each type was used. Patients with history of 
glaucoma surgery or other glaucoma medication use were excluded. 

Data analysis method 1: A viscoelastic model was applied to corneal 
deformation, which performed explicit quantification of corneal 
stiffness (kc), extra-ocular tissue stiffness (kg) and viscosity (mg) with 
the assumption of homogenous corneal material property for faster 
computation.

Data analysis method 2: Inverse FEM assuming non homogenous 
corneal material property done on the structural data from Pentacam 
HR and functional data from Corvis-ST.
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Statistical Analysis of viscoelastic model parameters was done using 
multivariate analysis of covariance, intraocular pressure (IOP) and 
central corneal thickness (CCT) as covariates. A p<0.05 was considered 
statistically significant. All measurements are reported as mean ± 
standard error of the mean.Inverse FEM results were interpreted 
using simulated displacement of the corneal apex for 0 - 60 mmHg 
of IOP in each group.

RESULT

There were 76 patients of POAG on different medication and 39 
normals. The details are described in the table1. 

Mean kc was 108.92 ± 2.90 N/m, 120.87 ± 6.28 N/m, 124.24 ± 5.51 
N/m and 105.45 ± 4.94 N/m in the normal, prostaglandin, beta blocker 
and combination group

Table 1: The demographics and the result of the viscoelastic model 
based data analysis 
   Prostag-  Beta 
  Normal landin Combina- blockers
  group group tion group group
Parameters (N=39) (N=25)    (N=29)  (N=22)  P value 
Demographics 
Age  61 ± 2  62 ± 2  60 ± 1  66 ± 2  0.1 
CCT (µm)  531.03 ± 4.49  521.24 ± 4.75  523.62 ± 5.79  517.73 ± 4.09  0.25 
IOP (mmHg)  14.26 ± 0.29  16.02 ± 0.62  15.48 ± 0.59  15.36 ± 0.65  0.07 
Viscoelastic Model Result 
Kc (N/m)  112.1 ± 2.62 114.29 ± 3.38 120.53 ± 2.97 124.36 ± 3.38 0.02 
Kg (N/m)  60.17 ± 5.32 74.14 ± 6.96 74.68 ± 6.92 75.17 ± 6.75 0.23 
µg (Pa.s)  0.33 ± 0.02 0.43 ± 0.03 0.4 ± 0.03 0.41 ± 0.03 0.03 

Multivariate analyses shows significantly changes with kc (p=0.02) 
between normal and beta blocker groups [covariance factors IOP 
(p<0.001) was significant]. Multivariate analyses shows significant 
changes with ìg (p=0.03) between normal and the prostaglandin 
group [covariance factors IOP (p=0.02) and CCT (p=0.01) were 
significant]. kg was found be not changing (p=0.23) in the groups 
(table 1).

The results of viscoelastic model are shown in fig 1 and 2, where fig 
1 refers to the total deformation obtained with time in each group, 
whereas fig 2 represents only the corneal component of the deformation 
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(Total deformation – Deformation 
due to extra ocular tissue).

 The result of the inverse FEM based 
simulation of apical displacement 
for different IOP plotted which 
follow the trend of the viscoelastic 
model (figure 3: apical displacement 
with normalizing CCT).Plot 
approaching the y-axis is stiffer 
than the one which is away from 

the y-axis   

CONCLUSIONS

The study provided clinical evidence of modulated corneal stiffness 
and extra-ocular viscosity in treated POAG eyes. However, the reasons 
behind differential modulation are not fully understood. Further 
investigation with larger sample size is required.
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Fig 1: Total deformation amplitude plotted 
against time for all patients
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Apex (normalized for CCT) with respect 
to IOP (range of 0 to 60 mmHg)

Fig 2: Corneal deformation amplitude 
plotted against time for all patients
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Recombinant Interferon Alpha 2B for Ocular 
Surface Squamous Neoplasia: An Efficient and 
Cost-Effective Treatment Modalityin Asian Indian 
Patients 
Dr. Swathi Kaliki

ABSTRACT

Purpose: To study the efficacy of interferon alpha 2b (INF α2b) in 
the treatment of Ocular Surface Squamous Neoplasia (OSSN) 
and analyze its cost-effectiveness in India.

Study design: Retrospective study of 30 patients with OSSN treated 
with Topical INF α2b (1 MIU/cc) +Perilesional INF α2b (5 
MIU/cc) 

Results: The tumor involved cornea (n=9, 30%), conjunctivo-limbal-
corneal surface (n=19, 63%) or bulbar conjunctiva (n=2, 7%). 
The mean basal dimension of the tumor was 16 mm. The tumors 
belonged to Tis (n=6, 20%) or T3 (n=24, 80%) based on American 
Joint Committee Classification, 7th edition. In the 6 patients 
with Tis, 3 cycles of topical INF α2b was used for immunoprevention. 
In the remaining 24 patients, INF α2b was advised for 
immunoreduction, but served as immunotherapy with 100% 
tumor regression in 22 (92%) cases, and resulted in 95% 
immunoreduction in 2 (6%) cases. Complete tumor regression 
by immunotherapy (n=22) was achieved with a mean number 
of 3 topical INF α2b cycles, and 2 perilesional injections. All 
these 22 patients received 3 additional topical INF α2b cycles 
after complete tumor regression. For immunoreduction (n=2), 
both patients received 6 cycles of topical INF α2b was 3 perilesional 
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INF α2b injections. The mean total treatment cost per patient 
with INF α2b wasINR 9164 ($US137). Based on maximum 
basal diameter of tumor at presentation, mean total treatment 
cost per patient with INF α2b was INR 4866 ($US 73) for eyes 
with microscopic evidence of tumor residue (n=6), INR 9607 
($US 143) for tumors < 10 mm (n=13), and INR 10985 ($US 
164) for tumors > 10 mm (n=11), with 2 patients needing 
additional surgical excision for complete tumor control.

Conclusion: INF α2b can be used for immunoreduction, immunotherapy, 
or immunoprevention of OSSN. INF α2b is a cost-effective 
treatment modality for OSSN at an average total treatment 
cost ofINR 9164 ($US137) per patient.

INTRODUCTION

Ocular surface squamous neoplasia(OSSN) includes a spectrum from 
mild/moderate/severe dysplasia to carcinoma-in-situ to invasive 
squamous cell carcinoma involving the conjunctiva and/or cornea.1 
The most widely practiced treatment strategy for OSSN includes 
wide excision biopsy with 3-4 mm tumor free margin by “no-touch” 
technique for conjunctival component, alcohol-treated limited superficial 
keratectomy for corneal component, followed by adjunct double-
freeze thaw cryotherapyto the conjunctivalsurgicalmargins and surface 
reconstruction.2 In extensive invasive OSSN, plaque radiotherapy, 
external beam radiotherapy, extended enucleation or anterior orbital 
exenteration may be needed.3-5  Topical chemotherapy with mitomycin-C 
(MMC), cidofovir, 5-fluorouracil (5-FU),  or immunotherapy with 
interferon alpha-2b (INF α2b) has been found to be effective in the 
treatment of non-invasive OSSN.6-11

OSSN most commonly arises in the limbal region,1 sometimes involving 
3600 limbus. Extensive surgical excision can result in limbal stem 
cell loss and ocular surface morbidity. Topical agents offer the advantage 
of delivering treatment not only to the affected ocular surface but 
also to the entire ocular surface, and thus potentially eliminating 
subclinical OSSN, and also diminish the risk of limbal stem cell 
deficiency and associated ocular surface morbidity.6-22 Though the 
efficacy of topical medications on OSSN is comparable (80% to 100%),6-22 
MMC has the highest reported rates of side-effects (76%), followed 
by 5-FU (42%), and INF α2b is reported to have the least rates of 
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side-effects (15%).18,19 However, the cost of INF α2b ($US175 to $US225 
per treatment) could limit its use in some patients.13,14,20,21 In this 
study, we evaluate the efficacy of recombinant human INF α2b in 
the treatment of OSSN and analyze its cost-effectiveness.

METHODS

This study is a retrospective study conducted at a single institution. 
Institutional review board approval was obtained for the study. The 
medical records of all patients with OSSN treated with INF α2b were 
reviewed. The study period ranged from August 2013 to December 
2015. The patients with extensive tumor (>20 mm basal dimension 
or >6 clock hours involvement of limbus, with flat tumor configuration), 
OSSN limited to the corneal surface, recurrent tumor post-surgical 
excision and/or MMC, and those with microscopic tumor residue 
post-excision biopsy were treated with INF 2b. Patients with OSSN 
treated with INF α2b with a minimal follow-up of 3 months were 
included in the study. The patients who were non-compliant to 
treatment or those who were lost to follow-up, or have less than 3 
months follow-up or with ongoing/incomplete treatment were 
excluded from the study. 

The demographic details (age, gender) were reviewed. Systemic 
history and past history were recorded. The recorded clinical features 
included tumor laterality, presenting complaints, duration of symptoms 
(months), tumor location and extent (conjunctiva, cornea, conjunctivo-
limbal-corneal surface), maximum basal tumor diameter (mm), number 
of limbal clock hours involved by the tumor, and tumor pattern 
(leukoplakic, gelatinous, nodular, papillary, placoid, pigmented). 
The primary tumor was classified based on American Joint Committee 
Classification, 7th edition.23 The diagnosis of OSSN was made by 
clinical findings. Histopathology confirmation of diagnosis of OSSN 
prior to initiation of treatment with INF α2b was established by 
slide/block review in cases with a previous history of excision biopsy.
Locoregional lymph node examination and medical examination to 
rule out locoregional or systemic metastasis of tumor was performed 
in all cases. 

INF α2b was used for immunoreduction(to reduce the tumor size) 
or immunotherapy (as sole treatment for tumor regression) or 
immunoprevention (to prevent tumor recurrence in those with 
histopathology evidence of residual tumor at margins post-excision 
biopsy). The patients with only corneal OSSN were advised topical 
INF α2b eye drops (1 MIU/cc)4 times/day for immunoredcution/
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immunotherapy. The patients with conjunctival or conjunctivo-limbal-
corneal lesions were given a combination of topical INF α2b eye 
drops (1 MIU/cc) 4 times/day and perilesional INF α2b injection (5 
MIU/cc)once a month for immunoreduction/immunotherapy. Those 
patients with Tis who had undergone excision biopsy of the lesion 
and showed carcinoma-in-situ at one or more surgical margins on 
histopathology review, were advised topical INF α2b eye drops (1 
MIU/cc) 4 times/day for immunoprevention.

Recombinant human INF α2b (1 cc prefilled syringe of Intalfa 5 MIU, 
manufactured and marketed by Intas pharmaceuticals Limited, India) 
was used in all patients. The cost of each syringe during the study 
period and at the time of manuscript preparation was INR 811 (12$US). 
Topical drops were prepared under sterile conditions by adding 4 
cc of distilled water to 1 cc of INF α2b 5 MIU, to achieve a dose of 1 
MIU/cc. The medication was packed in a thermocol icebox and 2 
bottles of 5 ml each were dispatched to the patient at each visit during 
the treatment period. The patient was instructed to store the drug 
in a refrigerator (20c to 80c), and apply one drop 4 times/day.Under 
sterile conditionsand topical anaesthesia, perilesional INF α2b 5 MIU/
cc was injected directly from the prefilled syringe as an out-patient 
procedure in suitable cases.

All patients were advised to use topical medication 4 times/day for 
1 month. Every patient was reviewed once a month during the 
treatment period. Tumor details were recorded during each visit. If 
the patient had residual tumor, the patient was advised to continue 
topical medication until complete tumor regression, and 3 months 
beyond complete tumor regression. Topical INF α2b 1 MIU/cc drops 
were freshly prepared and dispatched every month as needed. 
Additional perilesional injection was repeated every month in suitable 
cases. After complete tumor regression was achieved, topical drops 
were continued for another 3 months. If there were tumor residue 
after 6 cycles of topical INF α2b eye drops and 3 perilesional injections 
of INF α2b, the lesion was surgically excised. The histopathology 
details of excised tumor were recorded. All patients with Tis receiving 
INF α2b as immunoprevention were advised 3 cycles of topical INF 
α2b eye drops. After complete tumor regression was achieved, the 
patients were reviewed once in 3 months in the first year, and every 
4 months in the second year.

The outcome was also analyzed based on maximum tumor dimension 
on presentation. The patients were divided into 3 groups; Group 1, 
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with no clinical evidence of tumor (Tis, INF α2b used to prevent 
tumor recurrence in those with histopathology evidence of residual 
tumor at margins post-excision biopsy); Group 2, with maximum 
basal diameter of tumor < 10 mm; Group 3, with maximum basal 
diameter of tumor > 10 mm at presentation.

The number of cycles of INF α2b (topical drops +perilesional injections) 
per patient was recorded. The total treatment cost of INF α2b per 
patient was recorded. The side-effects of treatment and any event of 
tumor recurrence were noted. 

RESULTS

During the study period, 254 patients with OSSN were examined. 
Of these, 38 (11%) patients with were treated with INF α2b. Eight 
patients were excluded from the study due to non-compliance to 
treatment (n=2), less than 3 months follow-up duration (n=2), 
combination treatment with perilesional INF α2b injection and topical 
MMC (n=2), and ongoing treatment (n=2). Of the 30 patients included 
in this study, the mean age at presentation was 55 years (median, 57 
years; range, 27 to 80 years). There were 20 (67%) males and 10 (33%) 
females. History of prior intervention was present in 13 (43%) patients, 
including excision biopsy (n=12; 40%) and/or mitomycin C (n=3; 
10%). The most common presenting complaint included mass on the 
ocular surface (n=18; 60%). The mean duration of symptoms was 12 
months (median, 7 months; range, 1 to 48 months).

The tumor involved cornea (n=9, 30%), conjunctivo-limbal-corneal 
surface (n=19, 63%) or bulbar conjunctiva (n=2, 7%). The mean basal 
dimension of the tumor was 16 mm (median, 20 mm; range, 4 to 30 
mm). The mean number of limbal clock hours involved by the tumor 
was 6 (median, 5; range 1 to 12). At the time of initiation of INF α2b, 
the tumors belonged to Tis (n=6, 20%) or T3 (n=24, 80%) (Table 1). 
Histopathology confirmation of diagnosis of OSSN was available in 
12(40%) cases prior to initiation of treatment with INF α2b.

Of the 6 patients with Tis, 4 patients had undergone excision biopsy 
of the lesion at another hospital and were referred to us with residual 
tumor at the surgical margins, and 2 patients were operated at our 
institute and histopathology showed positive margins. Carcinoma-
in-situ at one or more surgical margins was noted on histopathology. 
These 6 patients were advised 3 cycles oftopical INF α2b for 
immunoprevention. In the remaining 24 patients, INF α2b was advised 
for immunoreduction, but served as sole immunotherapy with 100% 
tumor regression in 22 (92%) cases (Table 2).
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Complete tumor regression by 
immunotherapy (n=22) was 
achieved with a mean number 
of topical INF α2b cycles of 3 
(median, 2; range, 1 to 5), and 
perilesional INF α2b injections 
of 2 (median, 2; range, 2 to 3). 
All these 22 patients with 
immunotherapy received 3 
additional topical INF α2b cycles 
after complete tumor regression 
(Table 3) (Figures 1, 2).  For 
immunoreduction (n=2), the 
mean number of topical INF 
α2b cycles was 6 (median, 6; 
range, 5 to 6), and perilesional 
INF α2b injections were 3 
(median, 3; range, 3). The residual 
tumor was surgically excised. 
On histopathology, both patients 
showed mild dysplasia. 

The mean total treatment cost 
per patient (including additional 
3 cycles of topical INF α2b after 
complete tumor regression) 
with INF α2b was INR 5001 
($US75) (median, INR 4866 
($US73); range 2433 ($US36) to 
8921 ($US133)) (Table 3). The 
side-effects of treatment with 
INF α2b includedmild 
conjunctival hyperemia (n=4, 
13%), which was temporary 
and resolved after discontinuation 
of treatment; and flu-like 
syndrome(n=1, 8%) which was 
present in the first 6 hours of 
perilesional INF α2b injection, 
and subsided with a single dose 
of oral acetaminophen. No tumor 
recurrence was noted in any 

Table 1: Demographics and clinical 
features of patients with ocular surface 
squamous neoplasia

Feature n=30
  n (%)
Age (years) 55 (57,
Mean (median, range) 27 to 80)
Gender 
 Male 20 (67)
 Female 10 (33)
Prior treatment before referral  
 Excision biopsy 10 (33)
 Excision biopsy+Mitomycin-C 2 (7)
 Mitomycin-C 1 (3)
HIV infection  1 (3)
Presenting complaints 
   Asymptomatic 5 (17)
   Mass 18 (60)
   Pain 1 (3)
   Diminution of vision 3 (10)
   Redness 3 (10)
Duration of symptoms (months) 12 (7, 1
Mean (median, range) to 48)
Tumor location 
 Cornea 9 (30)
 Conjunctivo-limbal-
 corneal surface 19 (63)
   Bulbar conjunctiva 2 (7)
Tumor basal dimension (mm) 16 (20,
Mean (median, range) 4 to 30)
Number of limbal clock 
hours involved 6 (6, 1
Mean (median, range) to 12)
Tumor pattern (n=26)* 
 Leukoplakic 2 (8)
   Gelatinous 11 (42)
   Nodular 3 (12)
   Papillary 1 (4)
 Placoid 8 (31)
   Pigmented 1 (4)
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patient at a mean follow-up 
period of 9 months (median, 7 
months; range, 3 to 28 months). 

Based on maximum tumor 
dimension at presentation (Table 
4), the mean number of topical 
and injection INF α2b cycles 
was 3 and 0 for group 1, 5 and 
2 for group 2, and 6 and 3 for 
group 3 respectively. The mean 
total treatment cost per patient 
(including additional 3 cycles 
of topical INF α2b after complete 
tumor regression) with INF α2b 
was INR 4866 ($US 73) for group 
1, INR 9607 ($US 143) for group 
2, and INR 10985 ($US 164) for 
group 3. Two patients had 
minimal tumor residue (5% 
residual tumor) with INF α2b, 
and underwent surgical excision 
of residual tumor.

DISCUSSION

INF α2b is a type 1 interferon 
consisting of 165 amino acid 
residues with arginine in position 
23. This glycoprotein is produced 
by recombinant DNA technology 
and resembles interferon secreted 
by leukocytes.18,19  It exhibits 
antineoplastic and antiviral 
effects.18,19 In solid tumors, INF 
a causesprolongation of the cell 
cycle time of malignant cells, 
inhibits biosynthetic enzymes 
and apoptosis, interacts with 
other cytokines, and increases 
theimmunomodulatory and 
antiangiogenic effects.24 In 
cutaneous basal and squamous 

T at the time of initiation of 
INF α2b (based on AJCC, 
7th edition) 
   Tis 6 (20)
   T3 24 (80)
HIV=Human immunodeficiency virus; 
* No information available in 4 patients 
since they had undergone excision biop-
sy of the lesion at another hospital and 
were referred to us with microscopic re-
sidual tumor at the surgical margins; T= 
primary tumor; AJCC=American Joint 
Committee Classification; INF α2b=In-
terferon alpha 2b

Table 2: Treatment details and outcome 
of patients with ocular surface squamous 
neoplasia

Feature n=30
  n (%)
Purpose of starting INF α2b 
 Immunoreduction/
 immunotherapy 24 (80)
 Immunoprevention 6 (20)
Response achieved with INF α2b 
 Immunoreduction 
 (100% tumor regression) 22 (92)
 Immunotherapy 
 (reduction in tumor size) 2 (6)
 Immunoprevention 
 (prevent tumor recurrence) 6 (100)
Total treatment cost with  9164
INF α2b (INR) (9732,
Mean (median, range) 4866
  to 15409)
Total treatment cost with 137 (145, 
INF α2b ($) 73 to
Mean (median, range) 230)
Side effects 
Conjunctival hyperemia 4 (13)
   Flu-like symptoms* 1 (8)
Tumor recurrence 0 (0)
INF α2b=Interferon alpha 2b; * noted in 1 
of the 13 patients who received perilesion-
alI NF α2b injection
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cell carcinomas, INF a causes tumor 
regression by concomitant up-
regulation of IL-2 and down-
regulation of IL-10 mRNA expression 
in the lesions, thus increasing 
immunomodulatory effects by 
improving the T-cell mediated 
immune response.25The mechanism 
of action of INF α2b in OSSN is 
unclear but may include inhibition 
of angiogenesis and/or inhibition 
of human papilloma virus 
replication.26,27 However, recent 
studies have shown that the presence 
of human papilloma virus is not 
required for a favorable response 
with INF α2b.28

The US Food and Drug Administration 
has approved INF α2b for the 
treatment of AIDS-related Kaposi 
sarcoma, hairy cell leukemia, 
malignant melanoma, aggressive 
follicular non-Hodgkins lymphoma, 
chronic hepatitis B and C, and 
condylomaacuminata. INF α2b has 
been used off-label in the treatment 
of OSSN since the first publication 
in 1994.22 Good response to treatment 
with complete tumor regression is 
achieved in 85% to 100% OSSN 
cases with INF α2b.12-22

In a study of 22 cases of OSSN treated 
with INF α2b monotherapy, complete 

tumor regression was achieved in 75% Tis (3 of 4 patients), 100% T1 
(all 8 patients), and 70% T3 (7 of 10 patients).14 In our study, complete 
tumor regression was achieved in 100% Tis (all 6 patients), and 92% 
T3 (22 of 24 patients). INF a2bwith/without surgery achieved complete 
tumor regression in 100% cases. Complete tumor control was achieved 
with topical INF α2b monotherapy in 15 (50%) cases, a combination 
of topical and perilesional injection INF α2b in 13 (43%), and a 
combination of surgery and INF α2b in 2 (7%) cases.

Figure 1: Interferon alpha 2b (INF α2b) 
as immunotherapy for extensive ocular 
surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN) 
(A) A 58-year-old female with recurrent/
residual OSSN status post 7 cycles of 
mitomycin-C (B) showed complete tumor 
regression with 3 cycles of topical and 
perilesionalINF α2b injections. (C) A 45-year-
old female with diffuse OSSN (D) showed 
complete tumor regression with 5 cycles 
of topical INF α2b and 3 perilesionalINF 
α2b injections. (E) A 62-year-old male patient 
with recurrent/residual OSSN status post 
excision biopsyx2 and 2 cycles of mitomycin-C 
(F) showed complete tumor regression with 
2 cycles of topical and perilesionalINF α2b 
injections.	Tumor	regression	was	confirmed	
by map biopsy from 17 sites of ocular 
surface. (G) A 53-year-old one-eyed patient 
with diffuse OSSN (H) showed complete 
tumor regression with 3 cycles of topical 
and perilesionalINF α2b injections.
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INF α2b can be used for immunoreduction in extensive lesions (tumor 
basal diameter of20 mm or >6 clock-hours),13,17,20,29 as immunotherapy 
in corneal lesions or smaller conjunctival or conjunctivo-corneal 
lesions (tumor basal diameter <20 mm and <6 clock-hours),21,30,31 and 
for immunoprevention in patients with histopathology evidence of 
residual tumor.14 In a study of 18 patients with extensive OSSN by 
Kim et al, INF α2b served as immunotherapy achieving complete 
tumor regression in 13 (72%) patients, and achieved immunoreductionin 
28% cases by a median duration of 6 months.20 In a study of 5 patients 
by Karp et al, 2 patients had corneal OSSN and both showed complete 
tumor regression with topical INF α2b as immunotherapy by a median 
duration of 2 months.16 In our study, there were 15 (50%) patients 

Figure 2: Interferon alpha 2b (INF α2b) as immunotherapy for corneal ocular surface 
squamous neoplasia (OSSN) (A, B) A 50-year-old female patient with corneal OSSN 
(white outline) (C) showed complete tumor regression with 2 cycles of topical INF 
α2b. (D, E) A 42-year-old patient with a past history of excision biopsy and 2 cycles 
of mitomycin-C developed recurrent corneal OSSN  (white outline). (F) Complete 
tumor regression was achieved with 2 cycles of topical INF α2b. (G, H) A 60-year-old 
male patient with a history of prior excision biopsy presented with recurrent corneal 
OSSN (white outline). (I) Complete tumor regression was achieved with 2 cycles of 
topical INF α2b. (J, K) A 57-year-old female patient with corneal OSSN (white outline) 
(L) showed complete tumor regression with 4 cycles of topical INF α2b.
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Table 3: Clinical features and treatment details of patients with ocular 
surface squamous neoplasia based on the response to treatment with 
interferon alpha 2b (INF α2b)
Feature Immuno- Immuno- Immuno-
  reduction  therapy prevention
  (n=2) (n=22) (n=6)
  n (%) n (%) n (%)
Tumor location   
 Cornea 0 (0) 9 (41) 0 (0)
 Conjunctivo-limbal-
 corneal surface 2 (100) 13 (59) 4 (67)
   Bulbar conjunctiva 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (33)
Tumor basal 
dimension (mm) 22 (22,  16 (19, 
Mean (median, range) 20 to 24) 4 to 30) na
Number of limbal clock 
hours involved 
Mean (median, range) 9 (9, 6 to 12) 6 (5, 1 to 12) na
Tumor pattern (n=26)*   
 Leukoplakic 0 (0) 2 (9) na
 Gelatinous 1 (50) 10 (45) na
 Nodular 0 (0) 2 (9) 1 (17)
 Papillary 1 (50) 0 (0) na
 Placoid 0 (0) 8 (36) na
 Pigmented 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (17)
T at the time of initiation 
of INF α2b (based on 
AJCC, 7th edition)   
 Tis 0 (0) 0 (0) 6 (100)
 T3 2 (100) 22 (100) 0 (0)
Number of cycles of INF 
α2b for complete tumor 
regression
Mean (median, range)
 Topical (1 MIU/cc) na 3 (2, 1 to 5) na
 Perilesional injection 
 (5 MIU/cc) na 2 (2, 2 to 3) na
   Combined topical + 
 injection na 4 (4, 1 to 8) na
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Total number of cycles of 
INF α2b (including 3 
additional cycles after 
complete tumor regression)
Mean (median, range)

 Topical (1 MIU/cc) 6 (6, 6) 6 (5, 4 to 8) 3 (3, 3)

 Perilesional injection 
 (5 MIU/cc) 3 (3, 3) 2 (2, 2 to 3) 0 (0)

 Combined topical + 
 injection 9 (9, 9) 7 (7, 4 to 11) na

Total cost of treatment 
with INF α2b (INR)
(including 3 additional 
cycles after complete 
tumor regression)
Mean (median, range)   

 Topical (1 MIU/cc)  9732 9068 (8110, 4866
  (9732, 9732) 6488 to 12976) (4866, 4866)

 Perilesional injection  2433 1991 (1622,
 (5 MIU/cc) (2433, 2433) 1622 to 2433) na

 Combined topical + 12165  10064 (9732, 
 injection (12165, 12165) 6488 to 15409) na

Total cost of treatment 
with INF α2b ($)
(including 3 additional 
cycles after complete 
tumor regression)
Mean (median, range)   

   Topical (1 MIU/cc) 145 (145, 145) 135 (121, 73 (73, 73)
   97 to 194) 

 Perilesional injection  36 (36, 36) 30 (24, na
 (5 MIU/cc)  24 to 36) 

 Combined topical + 182 (182, 182) 150 (145,  na
 injection  97 to 230) 
* No information available in 4 patients since they had undergone excision 
biopsy of the lesion at another hospital and were referred to us with 
microscopic residual tumor at the surgical margins. 2 patients underwent 
excision at our institute and had microscopic residual tumor at the surgical 
margins; AJCC=American Joint Committee Classification; INF α2b=Interferon 
alpha 2b
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Table 4: Clinical features and treatment details of patients with ocular 
surface squamous neoplasia based on the response to treatment with 
interferon alpha 2b (INF α2b)
Feature Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
  (No clinical  (Maximum (Maximum
  evidence of tumor base tumor base 
  tumor) < 10 mm) > 10 mm)
  (n=6) (n=13) (n=11)
  n (%) n (%) n (%)
Tumor location   
 Cornea 0 (0) 6 (46) 3 (27)
 Conjunctivo-limbal-
 corneal surface 4 (67) 4 (31) 5 (45)
   Bulbar conjunctiva 2 (33) 3 (10) 3 (27)
Tumor basal 
dimension (mm)   20 (20,
Mean (median, range) na 5 (5, 2 to 10) 12 to 30)
Number of limbal clock 
hours involved
Mean (median, range) na 4 (5, 1 to 7) 9 (8, 5 to 12)
Tumor pattern (n=26)*   
 Leukoplakic na 1 (8) 1 (9)
 Gelatinous na 5 (38) 6 (55)
 Nodular 1 (17) 1 (8) 1 (9)
 Papillary na 0 (0) 1 (9)
 Placoid na 6 (46) 2 (18)
 Pigmented 1 (17) 0 (0) 0 (0)
T at the time of initiation 
of INF α2b (based on 
AJCC, 7th edition)   
 Tis 6 (100) 0 (0) 0 (0)
 T3 0 (0) 13 (100) 11 (100)
Tumor response to INF α2b   
 Complete tumor regression 6 (100) 13 (100) 9 (82)
   Residual tumor needing 
 additional surgical excision 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (18)
Number of cycles of INF 
α2b for complete tumor 
regression
Mean (median, range)   
 Topical (1 MIU/cc) na 2 (2, 1 to 4) 3 (2, 2 to 5)
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 Perilesional injection 
 (5 MIU/cc) na 2 (2, 2 to 3) 3 (3, 2 to 3)
   Combined topical + 
 injection na 4 (4, 3 to 7) 6 (5, 4 to 8)
Total number of cycles 
of INF α2b (including 3 
additional cycles after 
complete tumor regression)
Mean (median, range)   
 Topical (1 MIU/cc) 3 (3, 3) 5 (5, 4 to 7) 6 (5, 5 to 8)
 Perilesional injection 
 (5 MIU/cc) 0 (0) 2 (2, 2 to 3) 3 (3, 2 to 3)
   Combined topical +
 injection na 6 (6, 4 to 9) 8 (7, 5 to 11)
Total cost of treatment 
with INF α2b (INR)
(including 3 additional 
cycles after complete 
tumor regression)
Mean (median, range)   
 Topical (1 MIU/cc) 4866  8859 (8110, 9437 (9732, 
  (4866, 4866) 6488 to 11354) 8110 to 12976)
 Perilesional injection na 1946 (1622, 2129 (2433,  
 (5 MIU/cc)  1622 to 2433) 1622 to 2433)
 Combined topical +  na 9607 (9732, 10985 (9732,
 injection  6488 to 12165) 8110 to 15409)
Total cost of treatment 
with INF α2b ($)
(including 3 additional 
cycles after complete 
tumor regression)
Mean (median, range)   
   Topical (1 MIU/cc) 73 (73, 73) 132 (121,  141 (145, 
   97 to 169) 121 to 194)
Perilesional injection  na 29 (24, 24  32 (36, 
(5 MIU/cc)  to 36) 24 to 36)
 Combined topical + na 143 (145, 164 (145,  
 injection  97 to 182) 121 to 230)
* No information available in 4 patients since they had undergone excision 
biopsy of the lesion at another hospital and were referred to us with 
microscopic residual tumor at the surgical margins. 2 patients underwent 
excision at our institute and had microscopic residual tumor at the surgical 
margins; AJCC=American Joint Committee Classification; INF α2b=Interferon 
alpha 2b; na=not applicable
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with extensive lesions, 9 (30%) with corneal lesions, and 6 (20%) 
patients with residual tumor on histopathology. Of the 15 patients 
with extensive lesions, INF α2b served as immunotherapy achieving 
complete tumor regression in 13 (87%) patients at a median duration 
of 3 months, and achieved 95% immunoreduction in 2 (13%) patients 
at a median duration of 6 months. Of the 9 patients with corneal 
OSSN, topical INF α2b as immunotherapy achieved complete tumor 
regression in 100% cases at a median duration of 2 months. Similar 
to prior studies, we found that corneal OSSN responded earlier to 
treatment with INF α2b.16,21 The earlier response could be attributed 
to placoid nature of corneal tumor with minimal tumor thickness.

As per published literature, topical INF 2b is effective at a dose of 1 
MIU/cc 2 to 6 times/day.14-22, 29-32 A comparison of effectiveness and 
side-effect profile of 2 doses of topical INF α2b (1 MIU/cc versus 3 
MIU/cc) in the treatment of OSSN showed no significant difference 
between the 2 doses.33 However, there is no consensus on the dose 
and dosage of perilesionalinterferon. Some authors use 3 MIU/0.5 
cc one to 3 times a week until clinical resolution,13,17,32 while others 
use 10 MIU/cc once a month until clinical resolution.14,20,29 In our 
study, the dose and dosage of topical INF α2b was 1 MIU/cc 4 times 
a day until clinical resolutionand the dose of perilesional INF α2b 
was 5 MIU/cc once a month until clinical resolution of conjunctival 
component of the tumor. Also, there is lack of consensus on the 
duration of continuation of topical INF α2b after tumor resolution, 
and ranges from 1 to 4 months.14-16,30,31,33 In our study, all patients 
were advised to continue topical INF α2b for 3 months beyond clinical 
tumor resolution.

The cost of treatment with INF α2b is three times more than 5-FU 
and 2 times more than MMC.34 The cost of each 10 MIU/cc vial of 
INF α2b costs $US179 (Jefferson Pharmacy; Philadelphia, PA),20,21 
and it can be used to prepare 10 cc of 1 MIU/cc topical INF α2b drops 
for 1 month. The cost for 6 months would be $US1074. The cost of 5 
ml of 1 MIU is $US120(Leiter’s Pharmacy, San Jose, CA),33 thus costing 
$US240 for 10 cc of 1 MIU/cc topical INF α2b drops for 1 month. 
The cost for 6 months would be $US1440. For perilesional injection, 
the patient has to bear an additional cost of $179 to $US225 (Leiter’s 
Pharmacy, San Jose, CA) per injection, thus further increasing the 
total treatment cost.13 In our study, each syringe of Intalfa 5 MIU/
cc cost INR 811 ($US12). An average 6 cycles of topical INF α2b (with 
10 cc of 1 MIU/cc dispatched each month) costs INR 9732 ($US144), 
with an additional cost of INR 811 ($US12) per perilesional injection. 
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In our study, the average total treatment cost per patient with INF 
α2b (topical with/without perilesional injection) was INR 9164 
($US137), thus making it cost-effective for our patients. Two patients 
had to undergo surgical excision of residual tumor, thus resulting 
in additional costs.

There is no difference in the recurrence rate of OSSN at 1-year between 
surgical excision (5%) and medical treatment with INF α2b (3%).15 
In our study, no tumor recurrence was noted in any patient at a mean 
follow-up period of 9 months (median, 7 months; range, 3 to 28 
months). INF α2b has fewer side-effects than other topical agents 
used in OSSN. Ocular side effects include conjunctival hyperemia 
(5%), ocular irritation (4%), superficial punctate keratitis (4%), and 
follicular conjunctivitis (1%).14 Systemic side effects include post-
injection flu-like syndrome for 1 day (9%).14 In our study, the side-
effects included transient conjunctival hyperemia (13%) and flu-like 
syndrome (8%), which were comparable with other studies.13,14,33

The limitations of the study include retrospective nature of the study, 
lack of histopathologic documentation of diagnosis in all cases, smaller 
patient cohort, and shorter duration of follow-up.The cost-effectiveness 
of treatment has been calculated by taking into account only the cost 
of INF α2b syringe. However, the patient has additional costs of 
frequent follow-up visits since topical INF α2b drops needs to be 
freshly reconstituted each month, and stored at appropriate temperature 
in a refrigerator. The number of follow-up visits with INF α2b medical 
treatment is more compared to primary surgery. However, the total 
cost of treatment with INF α2b medical treatment is less compared 
to surgical group.35 In addition, medical treatment also avoids additional 
surgeries for limbal stem cell deficiency resulting from extensive 
surgical excision and cryotherapy for large lesions. 

In summary, INF α2b is an effective alternative to surgery in suitable 
cases and can be used for immunoreduction, immunotherapy, or 
immunoprevention of OSSN. While surgical tumor excision is still 
the most commonly used treatment modality at our center, INF α2b 
is reserved for patients with extensive tumor (>20 mm basal dimension 
or >6 clock hours involvement of limbus with flat tumor configuration), 
OSSN limited to the corneal surface, recurrent tumor post-surgical 
excision and/or MMC, and those with microscopic tumor residue 
post-excision biopsy.In our study, INF α2b was a cost-effective 
treatment modality for OSSN at an average total treatment cost ofINR 
9164 ($US137) per patient.
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DCR. This study compared the cosmetic and functional outcomes 
of subciliary incision Ext. DCR with conventional Ext. DCR.

Methods: This prospective randomized interventional study enrolled 
40 consecutive patients undergoing conventional vertical 
incision 2 flap Ext.DCR[GrI=20] and subciliary incision, single 
flapExt. DCR[GrII=20].Final scarswere evaluated subjectively 
by the patient and objectively by the physician using high-
resolution digital photographs.

Results: The mean age andduration of surgery were comparable. 
Anatomic and functional success was (100%) in both groups. 
At the final follow up, the invisible scar on objective and 
subjective scar grading was 10% and15%in Gr I VS 90% and 
100% in GrII.Follow-up ranged from 3 months to1 year.

Conclusion: Subciliaryexternal DCR provided an excellent cosmetic 
scar while retaining the 100% functional success of external 
DCR.

INTRODUCTION

External dacryocystorhinostomy (Ext-DCR) has been accepted as 
the standard surgical procedure for the treatment of nasolacrimal 
duct obstruction (NLDO) with high success rate.1-3 The original external 
approach (Ex-DCR) was described by Toti in 19041 and modified 
by, Dupuy-Dutemp&Bouguet by adding the mucosal flap anastomosis2 
and since then, many new modifications have been made to improve 
the original procedure.3 The basic surgical principle of external DCR 
is creation and edge-to-edge suturing of both anterior and posterior 
flaps of the sac and nasal mucosa.  

Ext-DCR has been performed with two popular incisions i.e. a linear 
vertical incision in the nasal skin medial to the angular vein or a 
curvilinear/straight incision 3 - 4 mm medial to medial canthus. Scar 
hypertrophy, webbed scar and pigmentary changes are some of the 
commonly observed problems.4-8 Although the classical nasal incision 
may also provide excellent cosmetic results, visibility of the standard 
Ex-DCR scar has been reported to vary from 9% to 33% in various 
studies.4-8 There have been very few studies that have addressed the 
visibility of Ext-DCR scars, and recommendations to minimize it.4 - 10 
Most recently the lower eyelid incision for DCR has been further 
modified and led to the development of Ex-DCR through a subciliary 
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incision.8,10 A subciliary DCR provided an excellent functional cosmetic 
scar outcome while retaining the access and advantages of external 
DCR procedure.7-10 Only few studies are available on subciliary EX-
DCR.7-10 However, there is no study in world literature comparing 
thesubciliaryExt. DCR with conventional Ext. DCR.This study compared 
the cosmetic and functional outcomes of subciliary incision Ext. DCR 
with conventional Ext. DCR.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This prospective randomized interventional study was conducted 
at the Department of Ophthalmology, University College of Medical 
Sciences and GTB Hospital, Delhi, after obtaining prior approval of 
the institutional ethics committee for the study.  Forty consecutive 
patients with acquired nasolacrimal duct obstruction/ chronic 
dacryocystitis/ communicating mucocele were enrolled during 
December, 2013 to February 2015. 

The patients were randomized into 2 equal groups of 20 each by 
computer generated randomization as follows:

Group 1: [n=20]: Conventional external dacryocystorhinostomy 
(CONV. EXT-DCR) 

Group 2: [n=20]:  External dacryocystorhinostomy using lower eyelid 
subciliary incision (Subciliary EXT-DCR)

Inclusion criteria was as follows:Patients in the age group of 15 to 
70 years of age, primary acquired nasolacrimal duct obstruction, 
chronic dacryocystitis andcommunicating mucocele. 

Patients with following conditions were excluded from the study:Prior 
acute dacryocystitis,failed DCR, lacrimal fistula, co-existing canalicular 
pathology or previous eyelid or lacrimal surgery and any contraindication 
for DCR.

All patients were subjected to thoroughevaluation including history, 
clinical examination, routine tests including haemoglobin, urine for 
sugar and albumin, blood sugar fasting and post prandial, bleeding 
time, clotting timeand special investigations such as syringing, probing, 
Jones dye test, Schirmer's test and detailed ENT examination to rule 
out any contraindication for DCR. Preoperatively moxifloxicin 0.5%eye 
drops were instilled 3 days prior to be surgery.
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Operative techniques

All patients underwent external dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) under 
local anesthesia. All patients were operated by single surgeon after 
written informed consent under loupe magnification.

All patients received local anesthetic infiltration (50:50 mixture of 
2% Lignocaine admixed with 1:100,000 adrenaline and bupivacaine 
with hyaluronidase) infraorbital, infratrochlear block and infiltration 
at incision site and nasal packing. The nasal cavity was packed with 
12-16 inch long 1 inch wide ribbon gauze soaked with local anesthetic 
mixture / xylocaine jelly.Group 1 patients underwent Conventional 
external dacryocystorhinostomy (CONV. EXT-DCR) through 12-
15mm long straight skin incision 3-4mm medial to medialcanthus, 
starting at the level of medial canthal tendon, with osteotomy size 
of 15-17mm X12-15 mm, and creation and  suturing of both the anterior 
flap as well as posterior flaps of sac and nasal mucosa using 6-0 vicryl 
sutures.  The skin was closed using subcuticular stitching using 6-0 
vicryl suture.

Group 2 Patients underwent External dacryocystorhinostomy(Subciliary 
EXT-DCR) using lower eyelid subciliary incision, 1 to 2 mm below 
lash line, 12-15 mm long, placed along the medial half of lower eye 
lid, reaching up to medial canthus.  Subcutaneous dissection was 
then carried out inferomedially, to reach the anterior lacrimal crest. 
At the level of the anterior lacrimal crest, the orbicularis fibers were 
gently separated, to expose the periosteum over the anterior lacrimal 
crest. The periosteum along the anterior lacrimal crest was next incised 
from the level of the medial canthal tendon extending inferiorly, and 
the periosteum was widely elevated using lacrimal sac dissector 
wound edge were retracted with cat”spaw retractor. The periosteum 
and lacrimal sac was retracted laterally. The nasal pack was removed. 
The posterior part of lacrimal fossa i.e. lacrimal bone was broken 
with blunt lacrimal dissector. The bony osteotomy was now enlarged 
using small Kerrison bone punch initially and then with large bone 
punch. This was followed by deroofing of upper end of nasolacrimal 
canal. Thus large osteotomy was made which included removal of 
anterior and posterior part of lacrimal fossa, 3-4 mm of anterior 
lacrimal crest, bone just opposite common cancalicular opening 
underneath MPL, & upper part of bony nasolacrimal canal. The size 
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of osteotomy was 15-17mm X12-15 mm as measured by Castroviejo 
caliper in horizontal and vertical meridian. Suction was used if bleeding 
obscured the operative area. Nasal pack was reinserted so that nasal 
mucosa bulges. The lower punctum was dilated using Nettleship’spunctum 
dilator. 3-0/4-0 lacrimal probe was passed from lower punctum to 
reach the sac. The sac lumen was tented using this probe. Vertical 
incision was given at the tip of lacrimal bone with 15 No Bard-Park 
knife and then with Westcott scissors the incision was extended above 
and below. The sac material extruded confirming the perforation of 
sac. Posterior sac flap was excised meticulously. Two horizontal 
incisions one in upper part and another in lower part of sac using 
Westcott scissors to fashion the anterior sac flap Now U-shaped 
incision was given in nasal mucosa with 15-no.Bard-Parker knife to 
create only anterior flap. The nasal pack was pulled underneath the 
nasal flap. The Flaps were sutured using 6-0 (polyglactin), vicryl 
suture having saptulated needle. 3 interrupted sutures were given 
closing the flaps taut. Wound was closed in layers.The skin was 
closed using subcuticuticlar stitching using 6-0 vicryl suture.

Parameters evaluated were:Intraoperative parameters: ease / problem 
of wound exposure, creation of bony ostium and flaps, suturing of 
flaps, duration of surgery, complications like bleeding, flap related 
problems 

Functional success, cosmetic outcome and postoperative complications

Criteria for functional success: Successful functional outcome was 
defined as relief from epiphora, and patent lacrimal syringing/
irrigation at the end of three months.

Postoperative Care:Routine postoperative wound care and medications 
were prescribed. Nasal pack was removed after 24 hours. Postoperatively, 
the patients were examined on day 1, 1 week, 6 weeks, 3 months, 
and thereafter every 3 to 6 months.

All patients underwent standard digital face photography before 
and after surgery periodically. Photographs were taken using a digital 
camera equipped with a macrolens and built-in flash. Photographs 
were taken at the same periodic interval in all the cases [preoperatively, 
day 7, 6 weeks, 3 months, final visit]. The magnification, the area to 
be photographed and the camera resolution were kept constant.At 
each postoperative visit, functional and cosmetic outcomes were 
evaluated. Patients were interrogated about relief of epiphora and 
syringing was done.
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Subjective assessment

Patient was asked to grade degree of epiphora relief on a 5 point 
scale as follows: Score 1-Free of symptom, score 2-Significantly 
improved, score 3 - Slightly improved, score 4 – no improvement, 
score 5 – worse.

Score of 1, 2and 3 was regarded as success 

Objective assessment was done by lacrimal syringing.

Cosmetic outcome of the scar was evaluated objectively and subjectively. 
Postoperatively photographs taken at the final visit was evaluated 
by 3independent  observers for objective grading of the scar. Photograph 
of each patient was randomly numbered, and the evaluator was 
instructed to grade the appearance of the scar by grading the scar 
visibility using the following scar grading scale that was used earlier 
[Devotoet al4, 2004].

Objective scar grading scale [Devotoet al4, 2004]: 0-invisible scar; 
1- minimally visible scar; 2- moderately visible scar; 3- very visible 
scar

Subjective grading of scar visibility was performed by the patient 
using the same grading scale. All patients were given a questionnaire 
to rate the incision at the final visit after surgery [minimum 3 months 
postoperative] as follows:

Subjective grading of scar:Patient survey to rate incision[Devotoet 
al4, 2004]

1. Can you see your incision site?

• No [grade 0]

• Yes, it is minimally visibally [grade1]

• Yes it is moderately visible [grade2]

• Yes it is very visible [grade3]

2. Are you overall satisfied with the scar?

• Yes 

• No 
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3. Regarding the scar, would you have this same operation done 
again?

• Yes

• No

Postoperative treatment included: nasal pack removal after 24 hours,oral 
and topical Antibiotics, Tab. vitamin C, B complex, nasal 
decongestantsandNSAIDs for 5 days.Patients were followed-up on 
day 1, 7th day, 6th week, at end of 12th week and then every 3 
monthly till the end of the study. Minimum follow-up was 3 months.
Statistical analysis was performed usingnon-parametric Wilcoxon 
signed rank test for subjective criteria andpaired student - t testfor 
objective criteria.

RESULTS

There were 4 (20.0%) males and 16 (80.0%) females in group 1 and 
2 (10.0%) males and 18 (90.0%) females in group 2.The difference 
between the groups was not statistically significant (p=0.676).Age 
of the patientsranged from 15 to 75years with a mean of   50.65±13.72 
yearsin group I and 51.85±15.93 yearsin group II [NS].In group I, 
right eye was affected in 11 patientsand left eye in 9 patients, while 
in group 2 the right eye was involved in 9 patients and left eye in 11 
patients [NS, P=0.446]. The mean duration of surgery was 41.75± 
10.79minutes in group 1and 46.00± 9.81 in group 2[statistically not 
significant (p=0.336)].The mean intraoperative osteotomy size of 
group 1 was 153.0± 24.84 mm2 and in group II size was 138.9± 18.64 
mm2.The difference of osteotomy size between the groups was 
statistically significant (p=0.013). No complications were noted 
in17(85.0%) in group 1and 15(75.0%) in group 2. Post operativeperi-
orbital echymosis occurred in 1(5%) and edema in 2(10.0% cases in 
gr.1. Intraoperative herniation of periorbital fat was observed in 
2(10%) eyes in gr. II in 2 senile cases. It was easily treated by excision 
of fat uneventfully. Postoperative grade II medial ectropionoccurred 
in 3 (15%) eyes in gr. 2. The ectropion disappeared in 4 weeks. Syringing 
was patent in all eyes in both the groups at all follow – ups. On 
subjective evaluation at the end of 12 weeks all 20(100%) were symptom 
free (i.e. score 1) in gr. I and18 (90%) symptom free (i.e. score 1) and 
2(10%) significant improvement [score2] in group II. The functional 
success rate at the end of 12 weeks of surgery in group I and group 
2 was 100%.
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On objective scar gradingby the end of 12 weeks [table 1] only 2(10%) 
eyes in group 1 had invisible scar [0 scar score]compared to 18 (90%) 
in group II; while 16 (80.0%) patients had grade1-minimally visible 
scarand2 (10%) patient had grade 2 moderately visible scar in group 
1 [table2] compared to 2 (10%) havinggrade1-minimally visible scar 
in group 2.  Subjective scar grading in group I was 0(invisible scar) 
in 3 (15.0%) patients, 1:minimally visible scar in 16[80%] and 2:moderately 
visible scar in 1[5%].The subjective scar grading in group II was 0 
(invisible scar)in 20(100.0%)[table2]. Thus, group II (subcilliary) DCR 
had minimum scar following surgery.The mean follow up duration 
in group I was 9.7 monthsand 9.8 months in group II.

Table 1: Objective Scar grading
 0: invisible 1: minimally 2: moderately 3: very 
 scar visible scar visible scar  visible scar
Group I 2 (10%) 16 (80%) 2 (10%) 0

Group II 18 (90%) 2 (10%) 0 0

Table 2: Subjective scar grading: patient survey
   Group I Group II
Q1: Can you see your incision site?  
No: 0: invisible scar 3 [15%] 20 [100%]
Yes: 1: minimally visible scar 16 [80%] 00
Yes: 2: moderately visible scar 1 [5%] 00
Yes: 3: very visible scar 00 00
Q2: Are you overall satisfied with the scar?  
Yes:   20 [100%] 20 [100%]
No:   00 00
Q3: Regarding the scar, would you have the same operation done again?
Yes:   20 [100%] 20 [100%]
No: 00 00

DISCUSSION

Dacryocystorhinostomy(DCR) is a common lacrimal surgery performed 
for managing epiphora due to nasolacrimal duct obstruction by 
creating an anastomosis between the lacrimal sac and the nasal mucosa 
via a bony ostiumto increase tear drainage for relief of epiphora. It 
may be performed through an external skin incision or intranasally 
with or without endoscopic visualization.  External dacryocystorhinostomy 
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(Ex-DCR) still remains the gold the standard surgical procedure for 
the treatment of nasolacrimal duct obstruction (NLDO).1-3

The basic surgical principle of conventional external DCR is creation 
of both the sac and nasal mucosal anterior and posterior flaps and 
edge-to-edge anastomosis of mucosal margins to provide an intact 
mucosal pathway between the lacrimal sac and the nasal cavity. 
Advantages of the external approach include excellent success rates, 
reported to be up to 90-100%.1-3

Disadvantages of external DCR include a visible cutaneous scar 
including scar hypertrophy, webbed scar and pigmentary changes4-8. 
There have been very few studies that have addressed the visibility 
of Ex-DCR scars, and recommendations to minimize it.4-7 Harris in 
1989 was the first to demonstrate that Ex-DCR can also be done with 
a horizontal incision placed on a lower lid crease6. Lower lid relaxed 
skin tension lines are horizontal and incisions placed on these lines 
are hardly noticeable shortly after surgery.5 Putterman6 pointed out 
difficulties associated with tissue retraction during dacryocystorhinostomy 
with eyelid incision. Mjarkesh et al recently objectively analyzed the 
cutaneous scar after external dacryocystorhinostomy and compared 
the cosmetic result of a nasal incision and an inferior eyelid incision 
and concluded that the inferior eyelid incision seemed to give much 
better cosmetic results than the nasal incision.10

The lower eyelid incision for DCR has been further modified and 
led to the development of Ex-DCR through a subciliary incision.7-11 
Devotoet al4 has prospectively evaluated the cosmetic outcome of 
standard Ex-DCR scar by physician and patient grading.

Present study comparatively evaluated the functional and cosmetic 
outcomes of conventional Ex-DCR [Group I], and Ex-DCR with lower 
eyelid subciliary incision [Group II].

The functional success rate at the end of 12 weeks of surgery in both 
the groups I, & II was 100%. Thus the success rate were same with 
both anterior and posterior sac and nasal mucosal flaps [Group I] 
and only anterior sac and nasal mucosal flaps in Ex-DCR with lower 
eyelid subciliary incision [Group II]. However,fashioning and suturing 
of posterior sac and nasal flaps is difficult, challenging and time 
consuming compared to only anterior flap technique. Dave et al 
reported anatomic and functional success in all 17 [100%] eyes following 
subciliary incision Ext-DCR.11

Using the subjective4 scar grading the evaluation of cosmetic outcomes 
of the 2 groups in the present study revealed that scars were grade 
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0 [invisible scar] in 15% in Group I and 100% in Group II. However, 
all the patients were satisfied with their scars. Similarly, on objective 
scar grading4 also, invisible scars were present in only 10% in group 
1 compared to 90% eyes inGroup II. Thus, group II (subcilliary) DCR 
had best cosmetic outcome or minimum scar following surgery.

Visibility of the standard Ext-DCR scar has been reported to vary 
from 9% to 33% in various studies.3-5 Two studies from Australia 
reported the scar visibility following Ext-DCR to be rare, and more 
likely to be a concern for young patients and females. Dave et al.11 
reported that objective scar grading was grade 0 (invisible scar) in 
47% and grade 0 - 1 (invisible or minimally visible scar in 82.2 % at 
final follow-up after subciliary incision Ext – DCR. The subjective 
scar grading by the patient reported 88% scars to be grade 0 (invisible 
scar) and 100% scars to be grade 0 – 1(invisible or minimally visible)11. 
The same study reported that moderately visible scar was noted in 
11.2% case objectively.11

Although the classical nasal incision may also provide excellent 
cosmetic results5,6 it is believed  that the lower eyelid approach offers 
following  advantages over the classical nasal incision: 1. The dissection 
is in the lower eyelid minimizing the bleeding, 2. There is no concern 
about angular vessels, 3. The lacrimal sac is approached from below 
at the nasolacrimal duct entrance and the osteotomy site is thus quite 
low preventing any degree of stump syndrome, 4. Finally, as the 
nose is not manipulated the patients are able to wear glasses immediately 
after surgery. However, few complications encountered in subciliary 
DCR include intraoperative herniation of orbital fat andmedial 
ectropion postoperatively.  Herniation of orbital fat was encountered 
in 10% of cases in Gr.2 only. Herniation occurred in 2 senile cases, 
probably due to involutional dehiscence of orbital septum resulting 
in herniation of nasal pad of fat. It was easily treated by excision of 
fat uneventfully. Lower lid laxity particularly in elderly patients has 
been attributed as the cause of medial ectropion. It has been suggested 
that the wound closure should be done carefully in order to avoid 
medial ectropion. However, we noted postoperative medial ectropion 
in 15% cases despite meticulous layered wound closure. The ectropion 
was temporary and disappeared in 4 weeks time without causing 
any epiphora.

CONCLUSIONS

It thus concluded that both the techniques of external DCR viz. 
conventional external dacryocystorhinostomywith anterior and 
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posterior sac and nasal mucosal flaps [Group I] and external 
dacryocystorhinostomy using lower eyelid subciliary incision 
[Group II] are equally effective techniques with excellent functional 
success rate of 100%. The best cosmetic outcome was achieved in 
subciliary external dacryocystorhinostomy with presence of invisible 
scar on objective scar grading in 10% and 90% of cases in Group 
IandGroup II respectively as well as presence of invisible scar on 
subjective scar grading in 15% and 100% cases. Anterior sac flap 
and U – shaped nasal mucosal flap appears to be the best technique 
based on ease of flap creation and suturing. Further studies are 
suggested comparing these techniques in more number of cases 
and longer follow-upare suggested.
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Prospective Evaluation of Pattern Erg 
Changes in Cases of Unilateral Optic 
Neuritis
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Dr. Pooja Jain

ABSTRACT

Purpose: To evaluate changes in Pattern electroretinogram (PERG), 
Retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) and Ganglion Cell Complex(GCC) 
over 6 months in acute unilateral optic neuritis.

Methods: 16 patients of unilateral optic neuritis treated with 
methylprednisolone were evaluated using Optical Coherence 
Tomography(OCT) and PERG over 6 months.

Results: Mean logMAR BCVA improved from 1.43±0.56 to 0.06±0.14 
over 6 months. PERG showed significantly reduced mean N95 
amplitude (11.06 to 6.48μV) in affected eyes at 6 months while 
mean P50 latency and amplitude along with mean N95 latency 
showed no significant change. 

At 6 months, OCT RNFL (123μm to 80 μm) and GCC  (95 μm to 75 
μm) showed statistically significant thinning. Significant 
correlation between GCC thickness and mean N95 amplitude 
was seen confirming significant loss of ganglion cells.

Conclusion: Significant residual abnormalities in anatomical (GCC 
and RNFL) and electrophysiological (PERG) parameters are 
seen in optic neuritis

Dr. J.L. Goyal MD, MBBS, MD, DNB (Ophthalmology), Director 
Professor Of Ophthalmology, Guru Nanak Eye Centre, Maulana Azad 
Medical College, New Delhi, E-25, Sector 39 Noida – 201301

This Paper was conferred with the AIOS - S.D. ATHAWALE 
AWARD for the BEST PAPER of NEURO OPHTHALMOLOGY 
Session.
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INTRODUCTION

Acute Optic Neuritis (ON) is an inflammatory disorder of the optic 
nerve primarily affecting young adults resulting in a rapid progressive 
loss of vision.1,2 ON is often idiopathic but may be associated with a 
variety of autoimmune or infectious etiologies.2-5 Typical demyelinatingON 
is a presenting feature of multiple sclerosis (MS) and is known to 
occur in 30-70% patients of MS during the course of their illness.2,5 
Recovery of high contrast visual acuity (VA) in ON is usually complete, 
regardless of treatment but despite normal VA, poor quality of vision 
is often reported by patients due to persistent residual deficits in 
contrast sensitivity, colour vision and visual fields (VF).1,6,7

Many of the clinical characteristics of ON have particularly strong 
correlations with underlying pathologic and pathophysiologic changes.
Inflammatory demyelination of the optic nerve with axonal injury 
and atrophy are the primary causes of neurological deficits in ON 
and MS.8-10

Pattern Electroretinogram (PERG) has been used to determine possible 
ganglion cell layer damage.PERGis the response of the retinal ganglion 
cell function to an iso-luminant stimulus. It helps in differentiating 
between optic nerve and macular pathology.11,12 The N95 component 
of the PERG is thought to be of ganglion cell origin.12 Previous studies 
have primarily performed a cross-sectional evaluation of PERG in 
ON and found conflicting results in these cases.13,14  

Axonal loss is an important contributor to the pathophysiology of 
persistent visual deficits seen in cases of ON.14 The retinal nerve fiber 
layer (RNFL) is devoid of myelin and contains the axons of retinal 
ganglion cells15 and therefore reduction in its thickness gives a much 
better insight into the loss of optic nerve axons. Being a non-invasive 
technique, an in-vivo assessment of RNFL thickness by optical coherence 
tomography (OCT) has been used to assess axonal loss seen in ON.14,16

The lesions of acute ON may cause atrophy of the RNFL by acute 
transaction of axons and consequently by retrograde degeneration 
lead to neuronal (Retinal Ganglion Cell) loss in the macula causing 
a decrease in the macular volume and Retinal Ganglion Cell Layer 
(RGCL) thickness.10,14 Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a 
non-invasive, reproducible imaging technique that has been used to 
quantify Retinal Ganglion Cell (RGC) loss. The potential utility of 
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assessment of Ganglion Cell Complex (GCC) and macular volume 
to monitor neuroprotective effects of novel agents in therapeutic 
trials in cases of MS and ON has been hypothesized.17 

Longitudinal assessment of GCC in cases of acute unilateral ON has 
rarely been done and there are no studies correlating changes in 
PERG with GCC loss in these cases. In this study, we aimed to 
comprehensively and prospectively evaluate cases presenting with 
first episode of acute unilateral ON and find out changes that occur 
in visual functions, GCC thickness, Electrophysiology and RNFL 
thickness over a 6 month follow-up period.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design

This was a prospective cohort study conducted from October 2012 
to March 2014 at a tertiary care centre. Patients were recruited from 
Out-patient Department and Neuro-Ophthalmology Clinic of the 
institute. The study protocol was approved by the institutional ethics 
committee and written informed consent from all subjects was taken 
after explaining the nature of the study. The study was in accordance 
with the tenets of the Declaration ofHelsinki.

Subjects

A total of 16 patients aged between 18 to 50 years who presented 
with first episode of unilateral optic neuritis within 14 days of symptom 
onset were included in the study. The diagnosis of ON was based 
on clinical findings, including presence of decreased visual acuity, 
painful eye movements, color vision loss, relative afferent pupillary 
defect, and fundus examination. We excluded all patients who had 
a history of a previous attack of ON, who were unable to cooperate 
for OCT or VEP testing, who had other causes of vision loss in the 
clinically affected eye (including amblyopia, any retinal pathology 
or glaucoma), and who had contraindications for systemic steroid 
use like diabetes mellitus, severe hypertension, miliarytuberculosis 
and other systemic infections, etc. Each patient was evaluated at 
presentation and treated with IV methylprednisolone sodium succinate 
(MPSS) 500 mg BD in 500 ml of 5% dextrose for three days followed 
by 11 days of oral prednisolone 1 mg/kg body weight and the dose 
was tapered over 2 weeks according to the recommendations of the 
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ONTT9. Thirty two eyes of 16 age and gender matched control subjects 
were selected and tested on the same parameters as the cases. None 
of the control subjects had any ophthalmological or systemic disease. 
All patients as well as control subjects were ethnically Indian in 
origin.

Clinical Assessment

At presentation, after relevant history was taken, each patient underwent 
a comprehensive systemic and ophthalmological examination including 
complete general physical examination, visual acuity  using Snellen’s 
chart (converted to logMAR values for ease of statistical analysis);fundus 
examination (direct and indirect);color vision testing using Ishihara 
color plates; contrast sensitivity testing at low (1.5 cycles per degree) 
and high (18 cycles per degree) spatial frequency using Functional 
Acuity Contrast Test (FACT) chart recorded as A and E, respectively; 
Pattern ERG (on Medelec Synergy System using the guidelines of 
International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision); Spectral 
domain OCT (Optovue, Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany 
RT 100 version 5.1). Patients underwent periodic evaluations at 
presentation, at 1 month, 3 months and 6 months after presentation.

Statistical Analysis

The data was analyzed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 
(SPSS) version 17.0. Pre-treatment, post-treatment and follow-up 
parameters for affected eyes were compared using the Paired‘t’ test, 
or non-parametric Wilcoxon signed- rank test (in case distribution 
was not normal). Parameters between affected and fellow eyes of 
the patients as well as those of control subjects were compared using 
unpaired ‘t‘ test, or non- parametric Mann Whitney test (in case 
distribution was not normal). For qualitative data chi-square test/ 
Fisher’s exact test was used. P value <0.05 was considered as statistically 
significant.Correlation between PERG and OCT parameters were 
evaluated at 6 months.

RESULTS

3.1 Demographic profile and clinical characteristics: Thirty two eyes 
of 16 patients with first episode of acute unilateral optic neuritis were 
included in the study. Thirty-two eyes of 16 age and sex matched 
control subjects were also evaluated. The demographic and clinical 
profile of the subjects has been given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Demographics and clinical characteristics
No. of Cases (n)    16         
       Controls (c)   16
Mean age in years - Cases   28+6.89 (range 18 to 45 years)                                
 Controls  27+6.19 (range 20 to 42 years)
Male:Female - Cases                           
 Controls 4:124:12
Mean duration of presentation 
(in days)  7+2.51 (range 3 to 12 days)
Diagnosis: PapillitisRetrobulbar 
Neuritis  6 cases (37.50%)10 cases (62.50%)
Cases with decreased vision at 
presentation  16 (100%)
RAPD  16 (100%)
Ocular discomfort  14 (87.50%)
Pain on ocular movements 12 (75%)

Visual acuity was evaluated using Snellen’s visual acuity chart and 
the values converted to get logMAR visual acuity values. Mean BCVA 
in the affected eyes at presentation was logMAR 1.43+0.56 which 
improved to logMAR 0.45+0.37 by 1 week and to logMAR 0.11+0.23 
by 2 weeks post-treatment. By 1 month, mean BCVA improved to 
logMAR 0.06+0.14 and no further improvement was seen at 6 months 
(p<0.0005). At 6 months BCVA ranged from 6/18 to 6/6 on Snellen’s 
chart (logMAR 0.477 to 0). Two out of 16 patients (12.5%) did not 
have complete recovery of visual acuity. All other patients regained 
6/6 (logMAR 0) vision in the affected eye. All patients had BCVA 
of 6/6 on Snellen’s visual acuity chart (logMAR 0) in the unaffected 
eyes which remained the same over the follow up period.

On evaluation of color vision using Ishihara plates, mean value of 
color vision improved from 3.25+2.14 plates read correctly at presentation 
to 15.13+2.39 plates read correctlyat 6 months in the affected eyes 
(p<0.005). However, statistically significant deficit in mean color 
vision in the affected eyes as compared to the unaffected eyes was 
noted at 6 months (p=0.002). 5 out of 16 (31.25%) patients had abnormal 
color vision at 6 months. All patients had significantly reduced contrast 
sensitivity on FACT chart at low (1.5 cycles per degree- cpd), medium 
(6 cpd) and high (18 cpd) spatial frequencies in affected eyes at 
presentation. There was a statistically significant improvement in 
contrast sensitivity to 1.37+0.10 at 1.5 cpd and 0.75+0.22 at 18 cpd, 
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at 6 months in affected eyes (p<0.005 and p<0.005, respectively). 
Even after significant improvement, residual deficit in contrast 
sensitivity was seen in affected eyes compared to unaffected/control 
eyes at 6 months (p<0.0005). No abnormality in color vision or contrast 
sensitivity was seen in the unaffected eyes of patients over the study 
period.

Visual field (VF)evaluation revealed mean value for Mean Deviation 
(MD) in the affected eyes as -18.75+7.46 at presentation as compared 
to -2.58+1.93 in the unaffected eyes (p<0.0005). Mean MD improved 
significantly from -18.75+7.46 to -5.61+3.12 at 6 months (p<0.005). 
The difference in mean MD in the affected eyes as compared to the 
unaffected eyes at 6 months was statistically significant (p<0.0005). 
At 6 months, VF was ONL (ONL) in 75% patients in affected eyes 
while 18.75% patients had VF ONL in their unaffected eyes.

3.2 Pattern Electroretinogram

P50 latency and amplitude- Mean P50 latency was 50.88+4.53 ms at 
presentation and51.97+2.45 ms at 6 months in the affected eyes as 
compared to 50.64+3.45 ms in the unaffected eyes and 51.57+3.49 ms 
in control subjects in our study. The difference was statistically not 
significant (p=0.4).Mean P50 amplitude was 4.78+1.96 µV at presentation 
and 4.78+1.65 at 6 months in the affected eyes as compared to 4.95+2.59 
in the unaffected eyes and 4.79+1.25µV in control subjects. The 
difference was statistically not significant (p=0.4).

N95 latency and amplitude- Mean N95 latency was 101.10+6.98 ms 
at presentation and 100.89+4.33 ms at 6 months in the affected eyes 
as compared to 99.96+3.29 ms in the unaffected eyes. The difference 
was statistically not significant (p=0.2). The change in mean N95 
latency in the affected eyes over 6 months was also statistically not 
significant (p=0.46). However, the mean N95 latency was 97.33+3.11 
ms in control subjects and the difference between mean N95 latency 
in the affected eyes of patients at presentation and at 6 months when 
compared to that of controls was statistically significant (p=0.006 
and p=0.001, respectively).

Mean N95 amplitude, at presentation, was 11.06+3.24 µV in the affected 
eyes as compared to 12.57+5.68 µV in the unaffected eyes and 10.11+2.07 
µV in control subjects. The difference was statistically not significant 
(p=0.181 and p=0.331, respectively). At 6 months, mean N95 amplitude 
had reduced significantly to 6.48+3.20 µV in the affected eyes (p<0.005). 
The difference between affected as compared to unaffected as well 
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as control eyes at 6 months was statistically significant (p<0.0005 
and p<0.0005, respectively).  The results of PERG have been presented 
in TABLE 2.

Table 2.PERG findings on longitudinal evaluation in patients with acute 
unilateral ON.
 At Presen-
Parameters tation 1 month 3 months 6 months
Mean P50 Latency 
(ms)+SD    
Affected Eye 50.88+4.53 50.58+3.22 50.96+2.81 51.97+2.45
Unaffected Eye 50.64+3.45 50.87+2.54 50.46+2.39 51.78+3.15
P-value (v/s Unaffected) P=0.433 P=0.390 P=0.298 P=0.424
P-value (v/s Controls) P=0.282 P=0.173 P=0.273 P=0.088
Mean P50 Amplitude 
(µV)+SD    
Affected Eye 4.78+1.96 4.99+1.83 4.45+1.08 4.78+1.65
Unaffected Eye 4.95+2.59 4.81+1.76 5.44+1.76 5.25+1.96
P-value (v/s Unaffected 
eye) P=0.417 P=0.388 P=0.032 P=0.234
P-value (v/s Controls) P=0.484 P=0.328 P=0.179 P=0.284
Mean N95 Latency 
(ms)+SD    
Affected Eye 101.10+6.98 99.13+3.37 99.33+3.00 100.89+4.33
Unaffected Eye 99.96+3.29 99.41+5.05 99.28+3.81 101.94+5.78
P-value (v/s Unaffected 
eye) P=0.279 P=0.429 P=0.482 P=0.283
P-value (v/s Controls) P=0.006 P=0.036 P=0.019 P=0.001
Mean N95 Amplitude 
(µV)+SD    
Affected Eye 11.06+3.24 9.82+4.21 8.22+3.02 6.48+3.20
Unaffected Eye 12.57+5.68 11.51+4.06 11.43+3.77 12.34+3.34
P-value (v/s Unaffected 
eye) P=0.181 P=0.128 P=0.006 P<0.0005
P-value (v/s Controls) P=0.331 P=0.374 P=0.014 P<0.0005

PERG- Pattern Electroretinogram; ON- Optic Neuritis

OCT RNFL

Due to disc edema, affected eyes showed an increased mean RNFL 
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thickness (µm) of 123.50+29.30 (range 101 to 195 µm) at presentation. 
It reduced significantly to 80.38+8.77 µm (range 65 to 99 µm) over 6 
months (p<0.005). No thinning was noted in fellow eyes. Statistically 
significant thinning in RNFL thickness in affected eyes compared to 
fellow eyes was first seen at 3 months post-treatment (p<0.0005). 
Control subjects had a mean RNFL thickness of 107.56+6.58 µm (range 
96 to 118 µm). Affected eyes of patients showed statistically significant 
thinning in mean  RNFL when compared to fellow eyes as well as 
control subjects at 6 months post follow up (p<0.0005 and p<0.0005, 
respectively). 

OCT GCC thickness

On OCT evaluation for ganglion cell complex thickness, mean GCC 
thickness in affected eyes reduced significantly from 95.01+6.70 µm 
at presentation to 75.74+8.32 µm at 6 months (p<0.005).  Reduction 
in mean GCC thickness in fellow eyes from 94.35+7.01 µm at presentation 
to 92.19+6.11 µm at 6 months was also noted (p=0.03). Mean GCC 
thickness was 93.89+3.61 µm in control subjects. Thinning in GCC 
in affected eyes when compared to fellow and control eyes was 
statistically highly significant over 6 months follow up period (p<0.0005 
and p<0.0005, respectively).

Correlation between PERG and OCT

On evaluation of correlations between various parameters at 6 months, 
there was no significant correlation between P50 wave latency and 
amplitude with OCT GCC thickness While N95 latency also showed 
similar results, however N95 wave amplitude revealed statistically 
significant correlation with GCC thickness at 6 months (Pearson’s 
coefficient=0.517, p=0.040). There was a statistically significant 
correlation between N95 amplitude when compared with GCC 
thickness (Adjusted R2=0.726, P value<0.0005). On regression analysis, 
5.23 µm decrease in GCC thickness resulted in 1µV decrease in N95 
amplitude.

DISCUSSION

The clinical and demographic profile of the patients in our study 
was similar to that reported in the Optic Neuritis Treatment Trial 
(ONTT) but was significantly different from study on  Asian population 
by Wang et al. 2001.1,18 Retrobulbar neuritis was more common 
presentation than papillitis. Rapid visual recovery was noted in all 
patients with only two patients (12.5%) having incomplete visual 
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recovery. Various studies have previously reported residual abnormalities 
in contrast sensitivity, colour vision and VF in cases ON and MS 
even after complete recovery of high contrast VA.1,19,20,21 We found 
similar results in our study. 

Multiple studies in patients of MS and those with ON have given 
conflicting results on evaluation of PERG. Most of these studies have 
been cross-sectional.

PERG has been previously studied in cases of MS and known optic 
nerve demyelination showing 40% PERG abnormality, with 85% of 
these abnormalities affecting the N95 component.12 

Our study revealed results conflicting with some of the previous 
studies.13,14 Unlike previous cross-sectional studies, our study was a 
longitudinal study in patients of acute unilateral ON. Our study 
confirmed the hypothesis of retrograde degeneration of retinal ganglion 
cells in cases of optic nerve injury due to ON by showing a progressive 
significant decrease in N95 amplitude over 6 months follow up. We 
found no significant changes in P50 wave in the affected eyes indicating 
that P50 wave is principally affected by retinal and macular dysfunction 
and might not be affected by retinal ganglion cell loss.

A number of studies have shown RNFL loss on OCT in patients with 
ON. Previous studies have reported that in MS associated ON, loss 
of RNFL thickness is in the range of 5–40 ìm, averaging at 10–20 
mm.12,13,20,22 Most of these have been cross-sectional studies.It has been 
shown that axonal loss continues in the affected eyes for atleast 12 
months after acute ON, but most thinning in RNFL occurs by 6 months 
(Costello et al. 2006)23.

Our study also had similar results having significant thinning in 
mean RNFL thickness in affected eyes at 6 months inspite of visual 
recovery seen in these patients. This confirmed the reports of previous 
studies.10,12,20-22 Even though, we evaluated patients of acute isolated 
unilateral ON not associated with MS, RNFL thinning seen in our 
study was similar to previous studies conducted in isolated as well 
as MS associated ON.

SD-OCT is an effective non-invasive tool that produces high resolution 
images of the ocular internal tissue microstructures. Few previous 
studies have reported decrease in GCC thickness in eyes affected 
with ON with most of these studies being cross-sectional.10,24,25 Garas 
et al. reported that ganglion cell thickness decreased in affected eyes 
of ON patients on OCT24.Davies et al. reported significantly lower 
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GCL volumes in MS patient eyes as compared to control eyes. GCL 
volumes were significantly lower in MS eyes with a prior history of 
ON as compared to MS eyes without a prior history of ON.25 Syc B 
et al. reported a significant thinning of the ganglion cell layer (GCL) 
plus the inner plexiform layer (IPL), in eyes affected by ON at 3 
months and 6 months follow up in comparison to the unaffected 
eyes.10 Using GCC protocol in Spectral Domain-OCT RTVue, we 
found a significant reduction in mean GCC average thickness in 
affected eyes as compared to fellow eyes at 6 months which corroborates 
with the previous studies.10,24 This signified ganglion cell loss in cases 
of ON.

Contrary to the study by Syc B et al. we found a small but significant 
reduction in mean GCC average thickness in the fellow eyes as well.10 
This could signify subclinical inflammation and neuronal loss in the 
fellow eyes of patients with unilateral ON. Thus, GCC average thickness 
can be an effective tool for analysing the RGC loss in cases of ON 
and can help greatly in understanding the pathophysiology of this 
disease.

This is the first study to prospectively evaluate PERG and Retinal 
Ganglion Cell Layer thickness in cases of acute optic neuritis. On 
correlating PERG parameters with Ganglion Cell Complex assessment 
on OCT, we found statistically significant correlation of N95 amplitude 
with GCC thickness (Pearson’s coefficient=0.517, p=0.040), while no 
significant correlation was found between other PERG parameters 
and GCC thickness. The study revealed that 72.6% of the change in 
N95 wave in these cases was attributable to ganglion cell loss (Adjusted 
R2=0.726). This not only confirmed the pathophysiological basis of 
abnormalities seen in these cases on progressive evaluation of PERG 
in our study but also suggested that GCC thickness or loss of ganglion 
cells is an excellent predictor of changes seen in N95 wave of PERG 
in cases of ON.

Despite few limitations (small sample size, short follow up of 6 
months), our study was able to clearly define and delineate longitudinal 
changes occurring in PERG and ganglion cell complex on OCT in 
cases of acute ON. This is the first study to prospectively evaluate 
PERG and GCC thickness and to find the correlation between the 
two in cases of ON. The statistically significant reduction in N95 
amplitude and GCC thickness validated and confirmed the neuronal 
loss that occurs in cases of ON and MS. Absence of swelling in the 
ganglion cell complex in the acute stages of ON is particularly 
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advantageous to get true baseline values for longitudinal evaluation 
that are not confounded by the edema that usually affects the RNFL 
layer leading to abnormally high baseline values before showing 
thinning on prospective evaluation. Thus, longitudinal evaluation 
of PERG, and quantifying neuronal loss by OCT GCC thickness can 
probably provide better outcome measures in neuroprotection trials 
evaluating effectiveness of neuroprotective agents in cases of ON 
and MS. Therefore, we recommend that PERG and OCT RNFL and 
GCC thickness assessment should become an integral part of a 
comprehensive workup of every patient with ON and MS.
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Time Domain Anterior Segment Optical 
Coherence Tomography 
in Diagnosis and Management of Ocular 
Surface Squamous Neoplasia
Dr. Rath Suryasnata, Dr. Ruchi Mittal, Dr. Swati Singh, 
Arnav Ghosh

PURPOSE

To evaluate the role of Time Domain-Anterior Segment Optical 
Coherence Tomography (TD-ASOCT) in the diagnosis and management 
of Ocular Surface Squamous Neoplasia (OSSN) by clinico-pathological 
correlation and serial imaging. Design: Prospective non-comparative 
interventional series

PARTICIPANTS 

Ten eyes of 10 consecutive patients with OSSN, 2 with pterygia and 
one patient with pinguecula

METHODS

TD-ASOCT (Visante OCT 3.0; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) was 
performed in 10 consecutive patients with clinical suspicion of unilateral 
OSSN, pterygium and pinguecula and the site of optical section 
marked with India ink (Camelin). After surgical excision the 
histopathological sections at the predetermined marked points were 
correlated with TD-ASOCT images. Three patients needed interferon 
alfa-2B (IFN)/mitomycin C (MMC) and underwent serial imaging 
to monitor treatment response.

MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES

TD-ASOCT images, histopathology, clinical course and outcome of 
OSSN.

Dr. Rath Suryasnata, MS FRCS, Ophthalmic Plastic Surgery, Orbit 
and Ocular Oncology, L V Prasad Eye Institute, Bhubaneswar, India

This paper was conferred with the AIOS -  OCULAR PATHOLOGY 
AWARD for the BEST PAPER of Same Session.
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RESULTS

The mean age of the group was 49 + 16 (range 25-85) years, 11 were 
males and median follow-up was 6 (1-18) months.TD-ASOCT imaging 
characteristics included an abrupt transition, epithelial hyper-reflectivity 
with or without thickening, clear plane of separation and basal 
membrane. Based on the imaging characteristics, OSSN were classified 
into 4 types. A hyper-reflective thickened epithelial lesion with a 
clear plane of separation (type I) was seen in 3 and without a clear 
plane (type II) in 3 patients. A hyper-reflective non-thickened epithelial 
lesion (type III) was seen in 1 patient and hyper-reflective epithelium 
with clear plane and hyper-reflective basal membrane (type IV) was 
seen in 3 patients. All invasive OSSN had no clear plane of separation. 
Based on clinico-pathological correlation the basal hyper-reflective 
membrane may represent the thickened basement membrane. TD-
ASOCT in pterygia and pinguecula showed an intact epithelium 
with normal thickness/reflectivity and underlying hyper-reflectivity. 
Overall there was good correlation between TD-ASOCT and histopathology 
in OSSN and benign lesions. Serial TD-ASOCT in patients on IFN/
MMC showed progressive, gradual and consistent decrease in 
thickening, hyper-reflectivity over time.

CONCLUSION

Commercially available TD-ASOCT is non-invasive and useful in 
diagnosis of OSSN and may be used to detect invasive disease. Serial 
imaging in OSSN on immunotherapy/chemotherapy helps in 
surveillance and titration of treatment duration. 

Ocular Surface Squamous Neoplasia (OSSN) has clinical variants 
characterized by elevated, papillomatous and leukoplakic lesions 
usually straddling the corneal limbus.1-5 Atypical variants like corneal 
OSSN pose a diagnostic challenge.1 To this day histopathology remains 
the gold standard for definitive diagnosis in atypical and extensive 
lesions. Noninvasive techniques like impression cytology, ultrasound 
bio-microscopy, Anterior Segment Optical Coherence Tomography 
(ASOCT) and confocal microscopy have been reported to be effective 
in diagnosis and management of OSSN.6-8 Impression cytology detects 
OSSN in 77-80% but fails to provide details pertaining to the depth 
of the infiltration.6 Ultrasound biomicroscopy and confocal microscopy 
provide details of cellular differentiation but have limited application 
as they are contact-techniques and need relatively longer time for 
image capture.6
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Ultra High Resolution Optical Coherence Tomography (UHR OCT) 
has an axial resolution of 3 microns with scanning speed of 26000 
axial scans per second.6 Shousha et al have reported UHR OCT as a 
novel, noninvasive technique to diagnose and manage Conjunctival 
Intra epithelial Neoplasia (CIN).6 Thomas and colleagues have reviewed 
the literature on utility of UHR OCT in management and differentiation 
of OSSN from other ocular surface lesions like pannus, pterygium 
and corneal degenerations.9 Though UHR OCT machines are commercially 
available – Bioptigen SD OCT (Bioptigen Inc., Research Technology 
Park, NC) and Copernicus HR SOCT (Optopol Technologies SA, 
Zawiercie, Poland) – much of the published literature on UHR OCT 
in OSSN are based on custom-built machines.6,8,9  Accessibility of 
most ophthalmologists to UHR OCT is limited owing to its cost and 
the fact that custom-built machines are primarily used for research 
purposes. Our primary objective was to correlate the imaging 
characteristics of OSSN on Time Domain Anterior Segment Optical 
Coherence Tomography (TD-ASOCT) with histopathology (gold 
standard) and possibly derive imaging characteristics that can 
differentiate between conjunctival intra-epithelial neoplastic lesions, 
invasive OSSN and benign ocular surface lesions. The secondary 
objective was to evaluate if serial TD-ASOCT can be of help in 
surveillance of OSSN treated with immunotherapy and/or chemotherapy.

METHODS

All cases of clinically diagnosed OSSN who presented to the oncology 
service of L V Prasad Eye Institute, Bhubaneswar, India between 
July 2014 and December 2015 were included in this study. The study 
was approved by the institutional ethics committee (2014-28-IM-6) 
and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Surface of 
the lesion was marked at multiple points with India ink (Camelin) 
before surgery. The built-in high resolution corneal scan protocol of 
the TD-ASOCT (Visante OCT 3.0; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA) 
was used. The pre-marked points were scanned using high resolution 
standard anterior segment single-scan protocol. All patients of OSSN 
were counselled about the options of treatment including complete 
tumour excision with margin clearance and cryotherapy to the 
conjunctival edges, chemotherapy with mitomycin C (MMC) and/
or immunotherapy with interferon alpha 2B (IFN) therapy. In those 
who chose surgery, a standard excision was performed and the margins 
were sent separately for histopathological examination. This was 
followed by double-freeze-thaw cryotherapy to the conjunctival edges 
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and an amniotic membrane graft to cover the defect. Excised tissue 
was anatomically oriented on Whatmans’ filter paper, carefully marked 
and sent for histopathological examination, where grossing and 
processing was performed, conforming to the markings. A thorough 
histopathological evaluation was performed by an experienced 
ophthalmic pathologist (RM). TD-ASOCT characteristics were correlated 
with histopathological sections.

Those patients who opted for immunotherapy and/or chemotherapy 
(IFN or MMC) underwent TD-ASOCT before initiation of treatment 
and at regular monthly intervals to look for signs of resolution. To 
enable differentiation from benign degenerative conditions TD-ASOCT 
was performed before surgery in 2 cases of pterygia and a pinguecula. 

RESULTS

Thirteen cases were included in this study. There were 11 males and 
the mean age of the group was 49+16 (range 25-85) years. There were 
10 cases of OSSN, 2 pterygia and one case of pinguecula in this group. 
AJCC TNM Staging showed T3N0M0 in 8 and T2N0M0 in 2 patients 
(Table 1). Median follow-up for the group was 6 (range 1-18) months. 
Morphological variants of OSSN included 3 cases each of nodular, 
leukoplakic and papillomatous types and a single case with a gelatinous 
appearance. There was one case of multifocal OSSN involving the 
left bulbar and upper tarsal conjunctiva. Diffuse OSSN was seen in 
2 patients and these were treated with topical and subconjunctival 
IFN and MMC. 

Table 1: Demography, clinical and histopathologicaldiagnosis, treatment 
and outcome of OSSN
Case Age Clinical Primary Final Follow-
No /Sex Diagnosis Management Histopatholo- up 
  (AJCC TNM  gical Diagnosis   
  Stage)  
1 42/M OSSN  Severe
  (T3NOMO) Excision Dysplasia 18 months
2 51/M OSSN  Invasive
  (T3NOMO) Excision SCC 2 months
3 85/M OSSN  Carcinoma
  (T3NOMO) Excision -in-situ 1 month
4 34/M OSSN  Invasive
  (T2NOMO) Excision SCC 10 months
5 30/F OSSN  Severe
  (T3NOMO) Excision Dysplasia 6 months
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6 64/F OSSN  Invasive
  (T3NOMO) Excision SCC 4 months
7 45/M OSSN  Severe
  (T2NOMO) Excision Dysplasia 6 months
8 36/F Pterygium Excision Pterygium 2 months
9 43/M Pterygium Excision Pterygium 5 months
10 36/F Pinguecula Excision Pinguecula 4 months
11 65/F Multifocal Topical and 
  OSSN Subconjunctival
  (T3NOMO)   IFN+ topical 
   MMC + 
   Excision NA 18 months
12 43/M OSSN Topical and
  (T3NOMO)   Subconjunctival 
   IFN NA 14 months
13 66/F OSSN Topical and
  (T3NOMO)   Subconjunctival
    IFN +MMC NA 12 months

TD-ASOCT characteristics

Imaging characteristics found on optical sections of TD-ASOCT 
included an abrupt transition, hyper-reflectivity, epithelial thickening, 
clear plane of separation, a basal hyper-reflectivity and back shadowing. 
Based on the presence/absence of these characteristics (table 2) OSSN 
were divided into 4 types.

Type I - Hyper-reflective Thickening with clear plane

Three patients with a clinical diagnosis of OSSN had a clear plane 
of separation between hyper-reflective thickened epithelium and 
underlying tissue. This clear plane of separation was seen across 
optical sections on TD-ASOCT. 

Case - A 42 year old male presented with a progressive limbal lesion 
in his left eye of 6 months duration. Slit lamp examination showed 
a gelatinous conjunctival mass straddling the temporal limbus (figure 
1A) with no intrinsic vascularity. A few feeder vessels were present. 
TD-ASOCT images showed an abrupt transition to a thickened hyper-
reflective epithelial lesion with clear plane of separation (arrow; figure 
1B) from underlying tissue. Focal areas showed shadow effect. 
Histopathological examination showed irregularly thickened epithelium 
with surface maturation and almost full thickness replacement by 
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atypical squamous cells with hyperchromatic nuclei (star; figure 1C) 
consistent with severe dysplasia. Eighteen months after excision the 
left eye had a conjunctival scar with no local recurrence. TD-ASOCT 
sections showed normal conjunctival epithelium with hyper reflectivity 
in sub-epithelial layer possibly secondary to the scar.

Type II -Hyper-reflective Thickening without clear plane

Three patients showed hyper-reflectivity with obscuration of underlying 
tissues. No clear plane of separation could be seen. Histopathology 
showed invasive squamous carcinoma in all of them.

Case - A 51 year old farmer had a raised conjunctival mass of 8 
months duration in left eye. Slit lamp examination of the left eye 
showed a large papillomatous mass extending from 7-11’0 clock of 
the nasal bulbar conjunctiva (figure 1D) straddling the limbus and 
encroaching the cornea. Presence of large nasal feeder vessels and 
intrinsic vascularity led to a clinical diagnosis of OSSN. TD-ASOCT 
images through the lesion showed an abrupt transition to a hyper-
reflective epithelial lesion without an underlying clear plane (figure 
1E).  Multiple hypo-reflective foci were present (asterisk; figure 1E) 
and there was obscuration of underlying tissue due to the shadow 
effect. Complete excision with 4 mm of healthy conjunctival margin 
and double-freeze-thaw cryotherapy to edges was performed. On 
histopathology the epithelium showed surface keratinization, marked 
acanthosis and papillomatosis, and an abrupt transition with adjacent 
uninvolved epithelium, (figure 1F); deeper part of the lesion showed 
invasive cell masses (Inset: 1F). Foci of hypo-reflectivity on TD-ASOCT 
corresponded to the edematous inflamed fibrovascularstromatolites 
on histopathology sections. Final visit at 4 months after excision 
showed loco-regional control with normalization of the ocular surface 
on clinical examination and TD-ASOCT.

Type III - Hyper-reflectivity without thickening

A single case showed hyper-reflectivity without thickening. A 30 
year old female presented with decreased vision in the left eye. She 
had ipsilateral cataract and diminished amplitude on visual evoked 
potential. Slit lamp examination showed a keratinized partially 
pigmented lesion involving the limbus from 3-7’0 clock (figure 1G) 
with no intrinsic vascularity. TD-ASOCT images showed a hyper-
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reflective epithelial lesion without thickening (arrowhead; figure 1H). 
Significant shadowing effect precluded delineation of underlying 
layers. A complete excision of the lesion was done. Histopathology 
showed moderate to severe dysplasia of epithelium, and actinic 
stromal changes with no evidence of stromal invasion (figure 1I).

TD-ASOCT for Pterygium

TD-ASOCT was performed in a 36 year old female with a nasal 
pterygium (figure 1J) in the left eye. The intact epithelium appeared 

Figure 1A-C: A 42-year-old male presented with a left limbalconjunctival gelatinous 
lesion involving the temporal limbus. TD-ASOCT images show an abrupt transition 
to	a	thickened	hyper-reflective	epithelial	lesion	with	clear	plane	of	separation	(type	I;	
arrow) from the underlying tissue. Focal areas showed shadow effect. Histopathological 
examination (H&E, X100) showed irregularly thickened epithelium with surface maturation. 
More than two-thirds of the epithelium (black star) showed replacement by atypical 
squamous cells with hyper chromatic nucleiconsistent with severe dysplasia. 
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hypo-reflective (figure 1K) and with an underlying hyper-reflectivity. 
TD-ASOCT characteristics of OSSN like abrupt transition, epithelial 
hyper-reflectivity were absent. Histopathology of the excised tissue 
showed an intact epithelium (figure 1L) with normal maturational 
sequence of epithelial cells. Surface of the epithelium showed deposits 
of the India ink used to mark the lesion (white star; figure 1L). 

D-F: A 51-year-male had a left conjunctival mass. Slit lamp examination 
shows a large papillomatous mass extending from 7 to 11’0 clock of 
the nasal bulbar conjunctiva and encroaching the cornea. TD-ASOCT 
shows an abrupt transition to a hyper-reflective epithelial lesion 
without an underlying clear plane (type II).  Multiple hypo-reflective 
foci (asterix) are seen that correspond to the loose edematous stromal 
connective tissueon histopathology. Obscuration of underlying tissue 
was seen due to the shadow effect. Histopathological examination 
(H&E, X100) showed markedly thickened epithelium with papillomatosis 
and full thickness atypia. Inset shows invasive tumour masses. 

G-I: A 30-year-female had a keratinized partially pigmented lesion 
involving the limbus from 3 to 7’0 clock with no intrinsic vascularity 
on slit-lamp photograph. TD-ASOCT images show a hyper-reflective 
epithelial lesion without thickening (type-III; arrowhead). Significant 
shadowing effect precluded delineation of underlying layers. 
Histopathology (H&E, X100) showed severe epithelial dysplasia 
without invasiveness. Actinic degeneration of stroma is noted.

J-L: A 36-year-female underwent excision for a left nasal pterygium. 
TD-ASOCT shows an intact epithelium which appeared dark (hypo-
reflective) with an underlying hyper-reflectivity. Typical TD-ASOCT 
characteristics of OSSN like abrupt transition, epithelial hyper-
reflectivity were absent. Histopathology (H&E, X100) shows stratified 
squamous to stratified columnar epithelium with goblet cells, with 
absence of epithelial atypia. Surface of the epithelium shows deposits 
of the India ink (white star; Camelin) reminiscent of the marking 
done

Type IV - Hyper-reflectivity with clear plane and basal membrane

Three patients had an abrupt transition to a hyper-reflective thickened 
epithelium with a clear plane and an overlying intensely hyper-
reflective basal membrane.  
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Figure 2 A-F: A 65-year-female presented with a left conjunctival lesion. Slit-lamp 
photograph shows a large papillomatous lesion at the superior corneo-scleral limbus 
from 9-3’O clock. Large feeder vessels and intrinsic vascularity are present. The 
ipsilateral upper eyelid shows velvety texture involving the length of the upper tarsal 
conjunctiva. TD-ASOCT of the bulbar lesion shows an abrupt transition to a hyper-
reflective	epithelial	lesion	with	clear	plane	of	separation	from	underlying	tissue.	There	
was	an	intensely	hyper-reflective	basal	layer	(type	IV,	arrow)	above	the	clear	plane.	
TD-ASOCT	of	the	upper	eyelid	lesion	showed	epithelial	hyper-reflectivity	with	clear	
plane and an overlying basal membrane (arrowhead). Histopathology (H&E, X100) 
showed full thickness epithelial atypia with hyperchromasia involving full-thickness 
epithelium consistent with of carcinoma-in-situ. The epithelial basement membrane 
and	superficial	stromal	collagen	appeared	thickened	and	edematous	(black	star;	figure	
2E) with plump stromal cells. Six months after treatment with monthly cycles of topical 
and subconjunctival interferon alpha2B for 2 months and monthly topical MMC for 4 
months shows good response with decrease in thickness on TD-ASOCT and disappearance 
of	the	hyper-reflective	basal	layer.
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Case – A 65 year old female presented with a conjunctival lesion of 
6 months duration. On examination she was found to have large 
papillomatous lesion at the superior corneo-scleral limbus from 9-3’O 
clock (figure 2A) in left eye. Large feeder vessels were seen and 
intrinsic vascularity was present. The upper eyelid showed a 
papillomatous lesion (largest dimension 24mm) involving the entire 
length of the upper tarsal conjunctiva (figure 2B). A clinical diagnosis 
of multifocal OSSN of the bulbar and tarsal conjunctiva was made. 
TD-ASOCT of the bulbar lesion showed an abrupt transition to a 
hyper-reflective epithelial lesion with clear plane of separation from 
underlying tissue. There was an intensely hyper-reflective basal layer 
(arrow; figure 2C) above the clear plane. TD-ASOCT of the upper 
eyelid lesion showed epithelial hyper-reflectivity with clear plane 
(arrowhead; figure 2D) and an overlying basal membrane.  Primary 
management consisted of complete excision of the bulbar OSSN. 
Histopathology showed full thickness replacement of epithelium by 
atypical squamous cells with absence of stromal invasion consistent 
with carcinoma-in-situ. The epithelial basement membrane and 
superficial stromal collagen appeared thickened and edematous (black 
star; figure 2E) with plump stromal cells, which is hypothesized to 
cause hyper-reflectivity in the basal layer. She received 2 injections 
subconjunctival IFN in the superior fornix (1Million units/ml X 6 
cycles) at one month interval and topical IFN 4 times a day for one 
month. Repeat TD-ASOCT showed a poor response. Subsequently 
she received 4 cycles of topical MMC (0.04%) in which one cycle 
consisted of MMC given 4 times a day for 4 days in a week for 4 
weeks. Serial TD-ASOCT was done for surveillance of the eyelid 
lesion. The lesion responded dramatically with progressive decrease 
in thickness on TD-ASOCT (figure 2F) and disappearance of the 
hyper-reflective basal layer. A small residual lesion was excised. 
Eighteen months after treatment she had loco-regional control with 
normalization of the bulbar and palpebral conjunctiva. 

TD-ASOCT for Surveillance

Two cases of diffuse OSSN (cases 12 and 13; Table 1) were treated 
primarily with IFN/MMC therapy. Both patients received 6 cycles 
of IFN (subconjunctival injection; 1million units/ml) followed by 4 
cycles of topical interferon (1million units/ml) given at regular intervals 
of one month. One patient (case 13; Table 1) needed 1 cycle of topical 
MMC (0.04%) for small residual OSSN. Serial TD-ASOCT was done 
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Figure 3 A-I: A 43-year-male presented with a conjunctival lesion involving the limbus from 
1-7’O	clock	in	right	eye.	TD-ASOCT	shows	thickened	epithelial	hyper-reflectivity	with	clear	
plane of separation at nasal and inferior limbus. The patient was treated with monthly cycles 
of subconjunctival and topical interferon alpha 2B (1million units/ml). Slit-lamp photographs 
and TD-ASOCT after 2 months (D-F) and 8 months (G-I) shows dramatic improvement. 
Serial TD-ASOCT shows progressive decrease in thickness of the OSSN.It must be noted 
that	TD-ASOCT	at	8	months	shows	residual	thickened	epithelial	hyper-reflectivity	at	nasal	
limbus (H) versus restoration of normal architecture at inferior limbus (I).

to document response and showed progressive and consistent decrease 
in the thickness of the lesion (Figure 3 and 4). 

Case - A 43 year old male presented with a conjunctival lesion (figure 
3A-C) straddling the limbus from 1-7’O clock in right eye. After 3 
months of subconjunctival injection and topical IFN,TD-ASOCT 
showed a decrease in the thickness of hyper-reflective epithelium 
(figure 3D-F). While clinical restoration of the normal architecture 
was achieved at 5 months, TD-ASOCT showed residual hyper-
reflectivity necessitating prolonged topical interferon therapy. Fourteen 
months after initiation of IFN, TD-ASOCT showed restoration of the 
normal architecture in all sectors except the nasal limbus (figure 
3G-I).
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DISCUSSION

Custom designed UHR OCT has been reported to have an adjuvant 
diagnostic role in differentiating OSSN from benign simulating 
lesions.6, 8 We found the commercially available TD-ASOCT showed 
excellent correlation with histopathology (gold standard) in OSSN 
and benign conditions of the ocular surface. In addition to the abrupt 
transition, hyper-reflective thickened epithelium described earlier, 
the presence/absence of a clear plane of separation and the thickened 

Figure 4A-F: A 66-year-old female presented with papillaomatousconjunctival lesion 
involving 7 clock hours with of the inferior limbus in left eye. The lesion involved the 
nasal bulbar and the inferior forniceal conjunctiva. TD-ASOCT showed thickened 
epithelial	hyper-reflectivity	with	clear	plane	of	separation	(type	I).	Monthly	cycles	of	
subconjunctival and topical interferon alpha 2B (1million units/ml) were given for 6 
months followed by one cycle of topical mitomycin C (0.04%). Slit-lamp photographs 
and TD-ASOCT 3 and 8 months after initiation of treatment show clinical response 
and decrease in thickness respectively. 
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hyper-reflective basal layer were unique on TD-ASOCT and may 
have a role in differentiating conjunctival intra epithelial neoplasia 
(CIN) from invasive squamous carcinoma. Finally TD-ASOCT was 
useful in surveillance of OSSN on topical/subconjunctival IFN and/
or topical MMC therapy.

OSSN is a clinical diagnosis except in atypical cases where feeder 
vessels, intrinsic vasculature, keratin and staining with Rose-Bengal 
are absent. Biopsy is the gold standard for diagnosis of OSSN. The 
advent of medical management has ushered in the use of non-invasive 
imaging modalities both for the diagnosis and surveillance of OSSN.6-11 
ASOCT is a non-invasive diagnostic imaging tool and gives in-vivo 
optical sections of the ocular surface. Typical UHR OCT imaging 
characteristics of OSSN include an abrupt transition from normal 
epithelium to hyper-reflective thickened epithelium.8 The hyper-
reflectivity is postulated to be because of the hyper-cellularity and/
or an increased nuclear cytoplasmic ratio of the dysplastic epithelial 
cells. Commercially available TD-ASOCT used in our series can be 
used to delineate the typical imaging characteristics in OSSN. Our 
experience with TD-ASOCT describes two unique features in OSSN 
– presence/absence of a clear plane of separation and a hyper-reflective 
basal layer. Correlation of the imaging and histopathological characteristics 
in our series showed that an abrupt transition to a hyper-reflective 
thickened epithelium with a clear plane of separation was likely to 
be seen in CIN. We postulate this clear plane of separation corresponds 
to the intact basement membrane in CIN. Interestingly absence of 
the clear plane of separation in all the 3 cases of invasive squamous 
carcinoma, strengthens our hypothesis. Second was the hyper-reflective 
basal layer above clear plane of separation in 3 patients of CIN. This 
could either be the thickened basement membrane/thickened basal 
layer of dysplastic cells with denser nuclei or the thickened stromal 
connective tissue. Normal conjunctiva did not have this hyper-reflective 
basal layer. Another feature was the presence of hypo-reflective foci 
on TD-ASOCT. These were found to correspond with stromal edematous 
cores in papillomatous lesions. We believe the above unique characteristics 
on TD-ASOCT may aid in differentiating CIN from invasive disease. 

UHR OCT has been found to be of benefit in differentiating OSSN 
from benign surface lesions like pterygia.8 Kieval and associates 
prospectively studied 17 cases each of OSSN and pterygia.8 Hyper-
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reflectivity in a pterygium was always sub-epithelial and the intact 
epithelium appeared dark on optical sections. Measurement of the 
epithelial thickness in OSSN and pterygia showed a statistically 
significant difference. Based on this they concluded that UHROCT 
showing an epithelial thickness of >142 microns were likely to be 
OSSN with 94% sensitivity and 100% specificity.8 In our study TD-
ASOCT could delineate the intact epithelium which was seen as dark 
layer and the sub-epithelial hyper-reflectivity in pterygia. 

Persistence of epithelial thickening and/or hyper-reflectivity beyond 
clinical resolution has been documented in OSSN. UHR OCT seems 
to have a role in surveillance of OSSN on interferon/MMC/5-fluorouracil 
treatment. In our study TD-ASOCT was useful to document the 
response to IFN therapy. In a case of multifocal OSSN involving the 
eyelid and bulbar conjunctiva, sequential TD-ASOCT showed gradual 
and consistent decrease in thickness of the epithelium. In addition 
the hyper-reflective basal layer seen in earlier scans disappeared 
with restoration of the normal architecture. In another case of diffuse 
OSSN (case 13; Table 1) managed with IFN and MMC, sequential 
TD-ASOCT could document residual disease (figure 3H). In our 
experience documenting response to treatment with TD-ASOCT 
helped in patient compliance as they observed the interval change 
over time.

We acknowledge the limitations of our study. First, the small numbers 
of patients in our study are at best exploratory on the role of TD-
ASOCT in routine diagnosis and management of OSSN. However 
wider application in large cohorts is imperative and necessary. Second, 
TD-ASOCT has lower resolution (18 microns) and this limits finer 
details that can be discerned with UHR OCT. Third, OSSN variants 
like leukoplakic and thick invasive types have significant shadow 
effect precluding the imaging details. Finally, we realize that while 
TD-ASOCT aided optical sections may point towards CIN there may 
be micro-invasive or invasive disease lurking elsewhere. This limitation 
exists even for histopathology and improved versions of ASOCT 
with wider scan-width, higher resolution and faster capture may be 
of help in the future. 

In conclusion, despite the limitations, our study shows for the first 
time the promising role of commercially available TD-ASOCT in 
diagnosis of OSSN. Most ophthalmologists across the world have 
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access to TD-ASOCT. Imaging characteristics like the clear plane of 
separation and the hyper-reflective basal layer could aid differentiation 
of CIN from invasive disease.Finally sequential TD-ASOCT in patients 
on IFN/MMC was found to be useful in titrating treatment duration. 

Acknowledgement:We gratefully acknowledge the support of Triveni 
Earthmovers for part funding of this research.
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Diagnostic Value of Optical Coherence 
Tomography and Electroretinography 
Parameters in Primary Open Angle 
Glaucoma
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ABSTRACT

Purpose: To find diagnostic value of optical coherence tomography 
(OCT) and electroretinography (ERG) parameters in primary 
open angle glaucoma (POAG).

Materials and Methods: The OCT and ERG parameters of 71 POAG 
eyes were compared with cup-disc ratio and visual field mean 
and pattern standard deviation (MD & PSD).

Results: Keeping cup-disc ratio, MD and PSD respectively as standard, 
highest sensitivity was found in focal loss of volume (FLV) 
(83.33% w.r.t. cup-disc ratio; 93.61% w.r.t. MD; 94.28% w.r.t. 
PSD), vertical cup-disc ratio (VCDR) (95.45%; 95.74%; 94.28%), 
infero-temporal quadrant (IT) (90.90%; 93.61%; 94.28%) and 
N95 amplitude (N95A) (96.96%; 95.74%; 94.28%) and highest 
specificity was found in average count (AvC) (60%; 70.83%; 
77.77%), disc area (DA) (40%; 41.66%; 50%), nasal-upper quadrant 
(NU) (40%; 41.66%; 38.88%) and N95 latency (N95L) (60%; 
66.66%; 52.77%).

Conclusion: FLV, VCDR, IT and N95A are good screening tests and 
AvC, DA, NU and N95L have good diagnostic value.
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INTRODUCTION

In glaucoma, retinal ganglion cell (RGC) death can be caused both 
by pressure-dependent damaging factors and pressure-independent 
damaging factors.1 RGC death is permanent since mammalian nerves 
do not regenerate. Thus in glaucoma, retinal ganglion cell survival 
can be enhanced by lowering down intraocular pressure (IOP), 
normalizing altered blood flow1 and by use of neurotrophic factors.1 

Raised IOP results in an alteration of the blood supply to the optic 
nerve head to affect normal RGC function,2 but it is the risk factor 
which is quite amenable to correction. Thus the primary aim of 
glaucoma treatment involves lowering of IOP.

Amongthe methods used to assess RGC function, electrophysiological 
tests (EPT) and automated perimetry, studies the functional aspects 
while optical coherence tomography (OCT) studies the structural 
aspects.2,3,4 It has been found that functional loss precede structural 
loss and a good correlation has been noted between the two as well 
as anatomical changes induced in optic nerve head due to glaucoma.4

The  patternelectroretinogram (PERG) has been shown to be potentially 
useful as a measure of detecting early glaucomatous changes.5,6  Full-
field flash ERG has been well established as a measure of photoreceptor 
and bipolar activity.However a response n newly identified called 
photopic negative response (PhNR), has been found to be dependent 
on RGC activity.7 OCT measures the relative time-of-flight delay of 
a typically near infrared source after it is reflected by structures at 
different depths within tissue sample.3 Thus it measures  retinal 
nerve fibre layer (RNFL) changes and optic nerve head (ONH) 
parameters. These tests have been claimed to diagnose glaucomatous 
changes even before perimetric defects occur,  and hence utilized 
for pre-perimetric diagnosis. 

In this study, we evaluated the OCT and EPT parameters, before 
and after treatment of open angle glaucoma (OAG), attained by 
lowering IOP and compared these with normal values of Indian 
population. The studies investigating these testing techniques useful 
in detection of glaucoma have been limited5-31 and none has studied 
their diagnostic value. In this study we have aimed to find the diagnostic 
values of various parameters which would tell about the sensitivity 
and specificity values of these parameters. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of 71 eyes of newly diagnosed primary open angle glaucoma 
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patients in the age group of 20–60 years were included in a nonrandomized 
interventional study without control group. This study was conducted 
in the Department of Ophthalmology, Guru Nanak Eye Centre, New 
Delhi from November 2014 to March 2016. 

According to the available literatures, it is found (Niyadurupolaet 
al33) that lowering of IOP increased the amplitude of PERG by 54%. 
To find this difference whether significant or not at 95% confidence 
level, with 80% power, the sample size would be 82 eyes. Considering 
the attrition rate a total of 40 eyes were planned for this study. However, 
71 eyes were included in the study.

The inclusion criteria were subjects of open angle glaucoma, in age 
group of 20-60 years and those who could attain best corrected distance 
visual acuity of atleast 6/60 separately in each eye. The subjects who 
had undergone previous glaucoma surgery, subjects having retinal 
diseases, central nervous system disease or systemic disease like 
diabetes, hypertension, etc. which can influence the retinal ganglion 
cell function and confound results; subjects having any media opacity 
like corneal opacity, significant cataract, vitreous hemorrhage, etc.; 
and subjects with unreliable standard automated perimetry (SAP) 
results, were excluded from the study. 

A detailed personal and family history to rule out significant ocular 
disease, retinal disease, central nervous system disease or systemic 
diseases like diabetes, hypertension, etc. was taken. 

The subjects underwent detailed ocular examination including visual 
acuity, refraction for best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) for both 
distance and near (N6 in both eyes separately), IOP measurement 
by Goldmannapplanation tonometry, slit lamp examination to rule 
out any anterior or posterior segment abnormality and stereoscopic 
fundus examination on slit lamp using 90.0 D lens. For gonioscopy,Goldmann 
single mirror indirect gonioscope and a slit lamp viewing system 
were used.After cleaning the gonioscope and anesthetizing the cornea 
of patient, gonioscope was carefully placed over the cornea using 
coupling jelly. A 1 mm light beam was reduced to a very narrow slit 
and care was taken to avoid light falling on the pupil and to avoid 
accidental indentation during examination. The angle in each quadrant 
was graded using Shaffer’s grading. Stereoscopic optic disc photographs 
– both colourand red-free for retinal nerve fiber layer were taken on 
the Fundus camera after dilating the pupils. Central corneal thickness 
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(CCT) was performed by A scan ultrasonography using SonomedPacScan 
300AP.

Subjects underwent standard automated perimetry on the Humphrey’s 
Field Analyzer using the 24-2 testing protocol by SITA-Standard 
strategy.

Before initiation of treatment, a baseline examination with Humphrey’s 
Field Analyzer 24-2 testing, spectral domain OCT (Optovue version 
4.0), flash ERG and PERG was done and parameters were recorded. 

These were compared with normative data for our population group 
to find the sensitivity and specificity values.

OBSERVATIONS AND RESULTS

The present study is nonrandomized interventional study without 
control group conducted in the Department of Ophthalmology, Guru 
Nanak Eye Centre, New Delhi. A total of 71 eyes of newly diagnosed 
primary open angle glaucoma patients in the age group of 20 – 60 
years were included in study. 

The mean age of our subjects was 52.20 ± 15.87 years and range being 
20-60 years, with standard deviation of 11.47 yrs.The number of eyes 
of male subjects was 48 (66.6%) and female subjects was 23 (32.4%). 
(There was systemic disease in 19 (26.8%) and 52 (73.2%) did not 
have any systemic disease) (how many cases, eyes are 71 but no of 
patients?). Three (4.2%) had family history and 68 (95.8%) did not 
have any systemic disease (need correction). The number of eyes 
which received medical treatment was 60 (84.5%), surgical treatment 
was 10 (14.1%) and both was 1 (1.4%).The topical drops used for 
treatment included latanoprost, timolol, brimonidine, bimatoprost 
and travaprost. Target IOP was  achieved in all the eyes. 

The mean OCT “GCC average” before treatment was 80.53±12.91 
and after treatment was 81.45 ±13.00 (mean difference being -0.92; 
1.14% change; p=0.29, NS); mean OCT “GCC superior” before treatment 
was 82.57±12.39 and after treatment was 82.85 ±13.41 (mean difference 
being -0.28; 0.34% change; p=0.74, NS); mean OCT “GCC inferior” 
before treatment was 79.06±15.03 and after treatment was 80.79 ±14.74 
(mean difference being -1.73; 2.19% change; p=0.11, NS); mean OCT 
“GCC S minus I” before treatment was 3.48±8.40 and after treatment 
was 2.94 ±9.89 (mean difference being 0.54; 15.52% change; p=0.60, 
NS); mean OCT “GCC FLV” before treatment was 7.15±5.09 and 
after treatment was 7.07 ±5.18 (mean difference being 0.09; 1.13% 
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change; p=0.78, NS); and mean OCT “GCC GLV” before treatment 
was 18.19±10.94 and after treatment was 18.21 ±10.62 (mean difference 
being -0.01; 0.11% change; p=0.99, NS). There was no SS change in 
any of OCT GCC parameter induced by treatment of glaucoma.

The mean OCT ONH “Disc Area” before treatment was 2.10±0.14 
and after treatment was 2.15 ±0.35 (mean difference being -0.05; 
increased by 2.38%; p=0.09, NS);mean OCT ONH “Cup Area” before 
treatment was 1.42±0.58 and after treatment was 1.34 ±0.60 (mean 
difference being 0.07; reduced by 5.63%; p=0.09, NS);mean OCT ONH 
“Rim Area” before treatment was 0.78±0.56 and after treatment was 
0.87 ±0.57 (mean difference being -0.09; increased by 11.54%; p=0.09, 
NS); mean OCT ONH “Rim volume” before treatment was 0.08±0.12 
and after treatment was 0.12 ±0.21 (mean difference being -0.04; 
increased by 42.86%; p=0.72, NS);mean OCT ONH “NH Volume” 
before treatment was 0.23±0.30 and after treatment was 0.26 ±0.32 
(mean difference being -0.03; increased by 15.72%; p=0.19, NS); mean 
OCT ONH “Cup Volume” before treatment was 0.44±0.36 and after 
treatment was 0.39 ±0.37 (mean difference being 0.05; reduced by 
10.91%; p=0.04, SS); mean OCT ONH “CD Ratio” before treatment 
was 0.68±0.21 and after treatment was 0.61 ±0.24 (mean difference 
being 0.07; reduced by 10.00%; p=0.01, SS); mean OCT ONH “HCD 
Ratio” before treatment was 0.85±0.15 and after treatment was 0.76 
±0.22 (mean difference being 0.09; reduced by 10.59%; p=0.003, SS); 
mean OCT ONH “VCD Ratio” before treatment was 2.24±12.19 and 
after treatment was 0.76 ±0.19 (mean difference being 1.48; reduced 
by 66.03%; p=0.31, NS); mean OCT ONH “RNFL average” before 
treatment was 86.59±18.37 and after treatment was 84.96 ±17.86 (mean 
difference being 1.63; reduced by 1.88%; p=0.16, NS); mean OCT 
ONH “RNFL Superior” before treatment was 88.28±20.64 and after 
treatment was 86.33 ±19.74 (mean difference being 1.95; reduced by 
2.21%; p=0.28, NS); and mean OCT ONH “RNFL Inferior” before 
treatment was 85.21±20.65 and after treatment was 83.83 ±19.46 (mean 
difference being 1.37; reduced by 1.62%; p=0.26, NS). Among OCT 
ONH parameters, there was statistically significant change in OCT 
ONH Cup volume, CD Ratio and HCD ratio following treatment 
while rest of parameters did not get SS change after treatment.  

The mean OCT RNFL (parapapillary) “SN” before treatment was 
93.13±31.76 and after treatment was 92.56 ±31.26 (mean difference 
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being 0.56; reduced by 0.61%; p=0.86, NS);mean OCT RNFL (parapapillary) 
“NU” before treatment was 62.18±23.04 and after treatment was 63.90 
±31.26 (mean difference being 0.56; increased by 2.77%; p=0.86, 
NS);mean OCT RNFL (parapapillary) “NL” before treatment was 
59.24±19.60 and after treatment was 58.97 ±20.44 (mean difference 
being 0.27; reduced by 2.46%; p=0.85, NS);mean OCT RNFL (parapapillary) 
“IN” before treatment was 92.21±27.93 and after treatment was 92.65 
±27.80 (mean difference being -0.44; increased by 0.48%; p=0.87, 
NS);mean OCT RNFL (parapapillary) “IT” before treatment was 
92.86±30.82 and after treatment was 93.61 ±31.89 (mean difference 
being -0.75; increased by 0.81%; p=0.82, NS);mean OCT RNFL 
(parapapillary) “TL” before treatment was 57.37±15.17 and after 
treatment was 64.80 ±61.36 (mean difference being -7.44; increased 
by 12.95%; p=0.31, NS);mean OCT RNFL (parapapillary) “TU” before 
treatment was 63.91±20.19 and after treatment was 62.03 ±21.05 (mean 
difference being 1.94; reduced by 2.94%; p=0.35, NS);mean OCT RNFL 
(parapapillary) “ST” before treatment was 98.32±28.80 and after 
treatment was 96.66 ±29.02 (mean difference being 1.66; reduced by 
1.69%; p=0.68, NS);mean OCT RNFL (parapapillary) “average” before 
treatment was 79.86±18.42 and after treatment was 84.95 ±17.87 (mean 
difference being 5.09; increased by 6.37%; p=0.006, SS);mean OCT 
RNFL (parapapillary) “superior” before treatment was 80.86±21.15 
and after treatment was 81.48 ±20.30 (mean difference being 0.62; 
increased by 0.77%; p=0.79, NS);and mean OCT RNFL (parapapillary) 
“inferior” before treatment was 78.93±18.42 and after treatment was 
79.15 ±19.09 (mean difference being 0.22; increased by 0.28%; p=0.91, 
NS).Among OCT RNFL parameters, there was statistically significant 
change in OCT RNFL (parapapillary) “average” only due to effect 
of treatment while rest of parameters did not get SS change after 
treatment.  

The mean PERG N35 latency before treatment was 35.73±6.91 and 
after treatment was 31.64 ±8.43 (mean difference being 4.09; reduced 
by 11.45%; p=0.00, SS);mean PERG P50 latency before treatment was 
56.23±9.50 and after treatment was 54.50 ±10.18 (mean difference 
being 1.73; reduced by 3.08%; p=0.26, NS); mean PERG N95 latency 
before treatment was 96.01±15.52 and after treatment was 92.05 ±10.98 
(mean difference being 3.95; reduced by 4.12%; p=0.08, NS);mean 
PERG P50 amplitude before treatment was 1.85±2.08 and after treatment 
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was 2.49 ±2.38 (mean difference being -0.63; increased by 34.59%; 
p=0.03, SS);mean PERG N95 amplitude before treatment was 3.02±2.53 
and after treatment was 3.29 ±2.89 (mean difference being -0.26; 
increased by 8.94%; p=0.48, NS);and mean PERG N95/P50 (amplitude) 
ratio   before treatment was -2.79±9.17 and after treatment was -0.15 
±3.65 (mean difference being -2.63; increased by -94.62%; p=0.02, SS). 
Among PERG parameters, following treatment, there was statistically 
significant change in N35 latency, P50 amplitude and N95/P50 ratio 
while rest of parameters did not get significant change after treatment. 

In order to find the diagnostic value, the pretreatmentvalues of various 
diagnostic parameters were used to find the sensitivity and specificity 
values and ismentioned in the tables below.

Table 1- showing sensitivity and specificity of each testing technique 
w.r.t diagnostics of cup to disc ratio in fundus

S. No. Parameters  Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
1 Cup disc ratio >4 =disease
 GCC average (µm) 16.66 60
 GCC Superior (µm) 77.27 40
 GCC inferior (µm) 80.3 40
 GCC FLV% (µm) 83.33 20
 GCC GLV% (µm) 81.81 40
 Optic nerve head Disc area 43.93 40
 Vertical Cup : Disc 95.45 20
 Cup area 92.42 40
 Rim area 84.84 20
 Average RNFL thickness 86.36 20
 RNFL average (parapapillary)(µm) 86.36 20
 RNFL superior (µm) 81.81 20
 RNFL inferior(µm) 86.36 20
 TL(µm) 84.84 40
 TU(µm) 77.27 0
 ST(µm) 89.39 40
 SN(µm) 83.33 40
 NU(µm) 72.72 40
 NL(µm) 77.27 0
 IN(µm) 83.33 0
 IT(µm) 90.9 20
 Pattern ERG P50 latency 83.33 20
 Pattern ERG N95 latency 50 60
 Pattern ERG P50 amplitude 95.45 40
 Pattern ERG N95 amplitude 96.96 0
 A latency 89.23 28.57
 B latency 80 42.86
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 A amplitude 27.66 88
 B amplitude 43.08 57.14
 PhNR amplitude 83.08 57.14
 Visual Field Analysis MD 68.18 60
 Visual Field Analysis PSD 50 60

Table 2 showing sensitivity and specificity of each testing technique 
w.r.t diagnostics of Visual Field Analysis MD values
S. No. Parameters  Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)
 Visual Field Analysis 
 MD >6 =disease
 GCC average (µm)  
 GCC Superior (µm) 12.76 70.83
 GCC inferior (µm) 78.72 29.16
 GCC FLV% (µm) 87.23 37.5
 GCC GLV% (µm) 93.61 37.5
  85.1 29.16
 Optic nerve head Disc area  
 Vertical Cup : Disc 38.29 41.66
 Cup area 95.74 8.33
 Rim area 89.36 8.33
 Average RNFL thickness 87.23 20.83
  87.23 16.66
 RNFL average 
 (parapapillary)(µm)  
 RNFL superior (µm) 91.48 20.83
 RNFL inferior(µm)  
 TL(µm) 91.48 31.03
 TU(µm) 91.48 25
 ST(µm) 89.36 29.16
 SN(µm) 80.85 25
 NU(µm) 93.61 25
 NL(µm) 87.23 29.16
 IN(µm) 78.72 41.66
 IT(µm) 85.1 33.33
  87.23 20.83
 Pattern ERG P50 latency 93.61 16.66
 Pattern ERG N95 latency  
 Pattern ERG P50 amplitude 91.48 33.33
 Pattern ERG N95 amplitude 57.44 66.66
  91.48 4.16
 A latency 95.74 0
 B latency  
 A amplitude 91.49 20
 B amplitude 85.11 36
 PhNR amplitude 23.08 85.71
  53.19 76
 Visual Field Analysis PSD 87.23 36
  72.34 95.83
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Table 3 showing sensitivity and specificity of each testing technique 
w.r.t diagnostics of Visual Field Analysis PSD values 
S. No. Parameters  Sensitivity Specificity
 Visual Field Analysis 
 PSD >6 =disease
 GCC average (µm)  
 GCC Superior (µm) 14.28 77.77
 GCC inferior (µm) 80 27.77
 GCC FLV% (µm) 85.71 27.77
 GCC GLV% (µm) 94.28 27.77
  82.85 22.22
 Optic nerve head Disc area  
 Vertical Cup : Disc 40 50
 Cup area 94.28 5.55
 Rim area 88.57 8.33
 Average RNFL thickness 88.57 19.44
  85.71 13.88
 RNFL average 
 (parapapillary) (µm)  
 RNFL superior (µm) 91.42 16.66
 RNFL inferior (µm) 88.57 25
 TL (µm) 88.57 16.66
 TU (µm) 91.42 25
 ST (µm) 94.28 36.11
 SN (µm) 94.28 19.44
 NU(µm) 88.57 25
 NL(µm) 82.85 38.88
 IN(µm) 88.57 30.55
 IT(µm) 88.57 19.44
  94.28 13.88
 Pattern ERG P50 latency  
 Pattern ERG N95 latency 91.42 25
 Pattern ERG P50 amplitude 51.42 52.77
 Pattern ERG N95 amplitude 88.57 2.77
  94.28 0
 A latency  
 B latency 91.43 16.22
 A amplitude 80 24.32
 B amplitude 28.57 83.78
 PhNR amplitude 48.57 62.16
  88.57 29.73
 Visual Field Analysis MD  
  97.14 63.88

DISCUSSION

The present study is a nonrandomized interventional study without 
control group conducted in the Department of Ophthalmology, Guru 
Nanak Eye Centre, New Delhi. A total of 71 eyes of newly diagnosed 
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primary open angle glaucoma patients in the age group of 20 – 60 
years were included in study to find outcome of glaucoma treatment 
on these eyes with use of OCT and electrophysiological tests (need 
to remove as already mentioned in result).

The number of eyes enrolled by various authors in their study varied 
from 11 eyes to 95 eyes of OAG.5,12,13,15,18,19 In this study a total of 71 
eyes of newly diagnosed primary open angle glaucoma patients in 
the age group of 20 – 60 years were included

While Aydin et al,15 Chang,16 Rebolleda,17 Sogano,18 Shirakashi,20  and 
Raitta,21 studied RNFL changes; Kotecha,14 Lesk, Topouzis,22 and Irak19 
studied ONH changes; Fortune et al3 and Raghu et al13 studied both 
RNFL and ONH changes with treatment; we however studied all 
three available parameters i.e. OCT GCC, OCT RNFL and OCT ONH 
parameters and found the effect on these following treatment. While 
Fortune et al3 and Wittstorm12 compared OCT RNFL changes with 
multifocal ERG, we compared OCT changes with both pattern and 
flash ERG. 

Ventura and Porciatti stated that reduction in IOP yielded improvement 
in PERG amplitude.10 Investigations of patients with early glaucoma 
by PERG have demonstrated a strong correlation between reduction 
in PERG amplitude and prolongation of PERG latency with loss of 
ganglion cells.32,33,34 Van Toi et al found reported electrophysiological 
changes in response to changes in IOP. Tytla et al reported a subset 
of ocular hypertensive eye with an initial flicker sensitivity loss that  
disappeared after pharmacological reduction of IOP using timolol 
0.5%.35 Other studies suggest that increased IOP is associated with 
decreased counterphase flicker sensitivity in normal subjects.36 We 
found a decrease in latency of N35, P50 and N95 waves and an 
increase in amplitude of P50 and N95 waves. The ratio of N95/P50 
also reduced numerically.

While various authors found variable changes in OCT and PERG 
parameters, however they have not evaluated sensitivity and specificity 
values of OCT and PERG parameters by comparing these with gold 
standards i.e. Fundus and Field changes for diagnosing open angle 
glaucoma. Additionally normative data for relevant population groups 
were absent for these authors to find sensitivity and specificity values 
of diagnostic parameters of OCT and PERG.

We have already found the normative data for OCT parameters and 
PERG parameters in Indian population group.37,38 We compared the 
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values of the OCT and PERG diagnostic parameters and compared 
these values with values of fundus and field changes which are 
considered gold standards for diagnosing primary open angle glaucoma. 

Keeping cup-disc ratio, MD and PSD respectively as standard, highest 
sensitivity was found by us in focal loss of volume (FLV) (83.33% 
w.r.t. cup-disc ratio; 93.61% w.r.t. MD; 94.28% w.r.t. PSD); vertical 
cup-disc ratio (VCDR) (95.45%w.r.t. cup-disc ratio; 95.74%w.r.t. MD; 
94.28%w.r.t. PSD), infero-temporal quadrant (IT) (90.90%w.r.t. cup-
disc ratio; 93.61%w.r.t. MD; 94.28%w.r.t. PSD) and N95 amplitude 
(N95A) (96.96%w.r.t. cup-disc ratio; 95.74%w.r.t. MD; 94.28%w.r.t. 
PSD) and highest specificity was found in average count (AvC) 
(60%w.r.t. cup-disc ratio; 70.83%w.r.t. MD; 77.77%w.r.t. PSD), disc 
area (DA) (40%w.r.t. cup-disc ratio; 41.66%w.r.t. MD; 50%w.r.t. PSD), 
nasal-upper quadrant (NU) (40%w.r.t. cup-disc ratio; 41.66%w.r.t. 
MD; 38.88%w.r.t. PSD) and N95 latency (N95L) (60%w.r.t. cup-disc 
ratio; 66.66%w.r.t. MD; 52.77%w.r.t. PSD).

CONCLUSION

Focal loss of volume (FLV), vertical cup-disc ratio (VCDR), RNFL 
infero-temporal quadrant (IT) and N95 wave amplitude (N95A) are 
good screening tests and GCC Average Count (AvC), OCT Disc Area 
(DA), RNFL Nasal Upper (NU) and N95 wave Latency (N95L) have 
good diagnostic value.
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Bowman’s Imaging - A Novel Imaging 
Marker for Detecting Keratoconus
Dr. Kalyani Deshpande, Dr. Rohit Shetty, Dr. Rushad Shroff,  
Dr. Abhijit Sinha Roy

INTRODUCTION

Keratoconus (KC) is a degenerative corneal disease, accompanied 
by chronic steepening of the cornea, thinning of the epithelium and 
stroma.1 Corneal topography and tomography play an important 
role in diagnosis of the disease.1 However, assessment of the fellow 
eyes in unilateral KC subjects is a challenging task as the progression 
of the disease can last over a decade and serial follow-up of the 
patient is required to assess the true onset of KC.2-6 These eyes may 
be classified as forme fruste keratoconus or FFKC.4 Several detection 
scores, based on corneal tomography, have been developed for 
diagnosis of FFKC eyes but these are almost entirely dependent on 
the measurement device, which may differ in terms of resolution 
and accuracy.2-5

While tomography forms the crux of diagnosis of KC, morphological 
changes may also serve as sensitive indicators of presence of KC.7 
The Bowman’s layer is thinner in KC eyes and this has been shown 
both in vivo and in vitro.7,8 A recent study has speculated that this 
irregular thinning may be a marker for FFKC eyes supported by in 
vivo evidence from KC eyes.7 New indices, using high resolution 
optical coherence tomography (OCT), quantified the thinning of the 
Bowman’s layer in KC eyes, and showed high sensitivity and specificity.7 
A major advantage of the proposed indices was that the results were 
reproducible with any OCT of resolution adequate to image the 
Bowman’s layer.7 In this study, a new index, called the Bowman’s 
Roughness Index (BRI), was developed to quantify the irregularity 
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in the Bowman’s layer in KC and FFKC eyes using high resolution 
OCT. Sensitivity and specificity of BRI was also compared with the 
other tomography based indices, namely, corneal wavefront aberrations2,4 
and Belin-Ambrosio enhanced ectasia Display overall Deviation index 
(BAD-D).9 

METHODS

The study was a prospective, observational, cross-sectional study 
approved by the ethics committee of Narayana Nethralaya Multi-
specialty eye hospital, Bangalore, India. Informed consent was obtained 
from all the subjects. The study was conducted in accordance with 
the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. 82 eyes of 61 subjects between 
20 to 50 years of age were included in the study. Eyes were classified 
as normal, FFKC or KC based on corneal tomography (Pentacam, 
OCULUS Optikgerate Gmbh, Germany) and slit-lamp examination. 
Eyes (n=30) with normal tomography and no clinical signs of KC 
such as Fleischer ring,Vogt striae, scissoring of the red reflex, an 
abnormal retinoscopy, and curvature asymmetry leading to abnormalcorneal 
astigmatism were classified as normal. Eyes (n=31) were classified 
as KC based on evidence of corneal steepening, stromal thinning, 
asymmetric astigmatism, corneal scarring and other clinical indicators 
as described above. FFKC (n=21) eyes were the clinically normal 
fellow eyes of unilateral KC subjects. These eyes appeared similar 
to normal eyes upon clinical examination and may also be referred 
to as “subclinical” KC.4

The Bowman’s layer images were acquired with high resolution (870 
nm) hand held spectral domain OCT (Envisu, Bioptigen Inc., Morrisville, 
USA). A scan of the central cornea, 3 mm in size, was acquired along 
the nasal-temporal direction such that the scan divided the cornea 
into two halves approximately upon visual examination. The acquired 
image had a lateral resolution of 3 mm and an axial resolution of 1.93 
ìm. The Bowman’s layer was segmented from the image using Graph 
theory and Dijkstra’s algorithm (Math Works Inc., USA).10 Theirregularity 
was quantified using the method described. The segmented anterior 
edge of the Bowman’s layer is marked. The 3rd order polynomial fit 
to the segmented edge is marked. The algebraic sum of the enclosed 
areas was named the Bowman’s Roughness Index (BRI). In a perfectly 
smooth layer, BRI would be 0.0 as there would be no shaded areas 
enclosed between the actual edge and its polynomial fit. A 3rd order 
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polynomial was chosen since a paraxial approximation (2nd order 
polynomial) cannot capture mathematically the spatial variation of 
the 2nd order gradient of corneal elevation. An order of the polynomial 
greater than 3 would capture the irregularity (pink line) better and 
may reduce the magnitude of BRI. However, the same order of the 
polynomial was used in normal, FFKC and KC eyes and therefore, 
the theoretical spatial resolution of the polynomial was the same in 
all the eyes.

Also the anterior edge of the epithelium and it’s polynomial fit of 
order 3 was obtained. The difference in elevation between the polynomial 
fit to the anterior edge of the epithelium and the anterior edge of the 
Bowman’s layer provided the epithelium thickness. From Pentacam, 
flat axis keratometry (K1), steep axis keratometry (K2), maximum 
keratometry (Kmax), mean keratometry (Kmean), central corneal 
thickness (CCT) and the BAD-D index were analyzed. Also from 
Pentacam, the lower (LOA) and higher order (HOA) anterior surface 
and total (anterior plus posterior surface) corneal wavefront aberrationswere 
analyzed using Zernike polynomials up to 8th order and an analysis 
zone size of 6 mm. All variables were presented as mean ± standard 
error of the mean (SEM) after assessing normality of distribution. 
Group means of variables were assessed with analyses of variance. 
The sensitivity, specificity and accuracy of each variable were assessed 
with receiver operator characteristics (ROC). A p-value less than 0.05 
was considered statistically significant and was Bonferroni corrected 
for multiple group comparisons. Statistical analyses were performed 
with MedCalc v15.8 (MedCalc Software, Belgium).

RESULTS

Mean age of subjects in normal, FFKC and KC group was 26±1, 24±2 
and 25±2 years (p=0.79), respectively. K1 (p=0.02), K2 (p<0.001), 
Kmean (p=0.001), Kmax (p<0.001) and CCT (p<0.001) of KC eyes 
differed significantly from normal and FFKC eyes. However, IOP 
was similar among all the groups (p=0.11). Mean BRI of normal was 
significantly higher than mean BRI of KC and FFKC eyes (p=0.001). 
Mean epithelium thickness of normal was significantly greater than 
mean epithelium thickness of KC eyes (p=0.001). BAD-D differed 
significantly between all the groups (p=0.001). Root mean square of 
anterior and total corneal lower and higher order corneal aberrations 
of normal and FFKC were significantly lower than KC eyes (p=0.001).
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BAD-D index had overall the best area under the ROC curve, sensitivity 
and specificity between normal and KC eyes as well as between 
normal and FFKC eyes. BRI had overall the next best area under the 
ROC curve, sensitivity and specificity between normal and KC eyes 
as well as between normal and FFKC eyes. The RMS of anterior and 
total LOA and HOA had similar area under the ROC curve, sensitivity 
and specificity between normal and KC eyes as well as between 
normal and FFKC eyes. Interestingly, BRI had the highest sensitivity 
among all the indices as compared to the RMS of corneal wavefront 
aberrations and BAD-D index.

DISCUSSION

Screening of FFKC is vital so that such corneas can be eliminated 
from potential risks of ectasia as a result of intervention.5 Morphological 
changes in KC eyes such as thinning and steepening have been 
characterized extensively in several studies but only a few of them 
have  assessed both FFKC and KC eyes in the same study.2-5 A 
classification system using anterior corneal surface aberrations reported 
nearly 100% sensitivity but a widely varying specificity ranging from 
68% to 97% in detection of FFKC eyes using OrbscanIIz topographer 
(Bausch & Lomb, New York, USA).2 Another study using GALILEI 
Scheimpflug imaging system (ZiemerOphthalmic Systems AG, Port, 
Switzerland) reported a sensitivity and specificity of 92% and 97%, 
respectively in detection of FFKC with a classification system based 
on corneal tomographic and aberrometric parameters.3 A third study 
using Pentacam reported a sensitivity and specificity of 89% and 
82%, respectively, in the detection of FFKC eyes using the BAD-D 
index.9 Another study using OPD-scan (NidekCo. Ltd., Gamagori, 
Japan) reported a sensitivity and specificity ranging from 71% to 
90% and from 73% to 95%, respectively, in the detection of FFKC 
with corneal aberrations.11 Thus, there is considerable variability 
among studies, which may be attributed to differences between the 
patient populations in different studies and also differences between 
the measurement techniques (Placido disk, Scheimpflug). 

Another confounder in assessment of corneal anterior topographic 
parameters is the masking effect of the true severity of the degenerate 
cornea by the epithelium.12,13 Since epithelium in normal corneas is 
of uniform thickness, curvatures measured at the anterior corneal 
surface are expected to be similar to curvatures at the Bowman’s 
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layer-epithelium interface.operatively in KC eyes of grade 1 severity 
on Amsler-Krumeich severity scale indicating that a FFKC eye could 
have undergone adverse changes at the Bowman’s layer well before 
any manifestation at the anterior corneal surface was observed.12,13 
This also indicates that degradation (thinning and irregularity) of 
the Bowman’s layer can be completely missed in conventional 
tomography (Palcido-disk and Scheimpflug) unless the epithelium 
is removed. The epithelium is thinner at the location of the cone and 
thicker in regions away from the cone, which explains the compensatory 
role of the epithelium in masking the true severity of the disease.13 
In this study as well, epithelium thickness of KC eyes was significantly 
lower than the thickness in normal eyes. 

In this study, high resolution OCT was used to quantify the irregularity 
in the central region of normal, FFKC and KC eyes without any 
contact with the patient eye unlike ultrasound based techniques.13 
It was able to quantify in vivo the sub-epithelium morphological 
changes independent of the masking effect of the epithelium, which 
would not have been possible with either Placido disk or Scheimpflug 
imaging systems in normal clinical setting. The study clearly showed 
that BRI was altered in KC eyes but was similar in FFKC and KC 
eyes. The decrease in BRI in KC indicated that with thinning, the 
irregularity  also became less. This may have a biomechanical attribute 
since a thinner layer will be stretched more due to the in-plane 
mechanical stress induced by IOP or it may simply be an effect of 
tissue volume loss in FFKC and KC. These effects need to be evaluated 
further in future studies. Thus, morphological changes in the Bowman’s 
layer probably occur very early during the progression of the disease 
as stated earlier. While BAD-D enjoyed overall the best diagnostic 
performance, it had considerably lower sensitivity than BRI (96.6% 
vs. 80.7%) in the detection of FFKC from normal eyes. In contrast, 
BRI had lower specificity than BAD-D (53.3% vs. 100%). In an earlier 
study, thinning of the Bowman’s layer was studied in two ways: 
local thickness vs ratio of thickness at the location of the cone to 
thickness away from the cone in an unaffected region of the cornea.7 

It was found that the latter method had significantly higher sensitivity 
and specificity in the detection of KC from normal eyes than the 
former method of using just local thickness of Bowman’s layer as a 
diagnostic index. Thus, it may be possible to further improve the 
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overall sensitivity and specificity of BRI by normalizing the BRI at 
the location of the cone with itscorresponding magnitude in the 
peripheral unaffected cornea of the same eye. 

A limitation in the imaging of the peripheral cornea is a significant 
drop in signal to noise ratio away from the central cornea, which can 
affect the resolution of the Bowman’s layer.10 However, advancements 
in the field of OCT are rapidly occurring, which may allow quantification 
of the BRI of the peripheral cornea as well in the near future. In this 
study, corneal aberrations had lower area under the ROC curve 
compared to BAD-D and BRI but its’ sensitivity and specificity were 
similar to some recent studies on FFKC eyes, particular in case of 
anterior surface aberrations.2,11 In summary, BRI is a new technique 
for the quantification of the irregularity of the Bowman’s layer and 
was able to show disease specific changes in the Bowman’s layer of 
the FFKC eyes, which were similar to the changes in the KC eyes.  
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Outcomes of Intravenous 
Methylprednisolone Pulse Therapy (IVMP) 
and Immunomodulation in Thyroid Eye 
Disease (TED)
Dr. Abhilasha Maheshwari, Dr. Raksha Rao, Dr. Sonal Chaugule, 
Dr. Santosh G Honavar

INTRODUCTION

• Thyroid eye disease is a 
progressive disorder caused 
by an autoimmune mechanism 
directed to orbital antigens, 
in particular to eye muscles 
leading to fibroblast 
proliferation, increased 
glycosaminoglycan and release of pro inflammatory cytokines.

• Clinical  features : Lid retraction, diplopia due to EOM restriction, 
proptosis

• Indication for treatment : Active TED with CAS > 3

• Oral and intravenous steroids have been the mainstay of treatment

• We describe the role of multimodal approach to control the activity 
of thyroid eye disease

AIM

To study the outcomes of IVMP pulse therapy and immunomodulation 
in thyroid eye disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

• Study design : Retrospective non-comparative consecutive 
interventional case series.
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• Study population : 30 patients (47 eyes) with active TED

• Methods:

• Complete clinical evaluation comprising of visual acuity, colour 
vision, extraocular muscle movements, diplopia charting, Hertel's 
exophthalmometry and Schirmer's test.

• Imaging : CT scan (axial and coronal) was performed.

• Patients were started on initiation does of 500 mg of IVMP over 
3 consecutive days followed by 3 weekly pulses of 500 mg IVMP 
each up to a total of 6 pulses, thus, giving a total of 4 gm of IVMP

• Oral Azathioprine 50 mg or Oral Mycophenolate mofetil 500 mg 
twice a day was started after the 3rd pulse of IVMP in case of 
suboptimal response and was continued for atleast 6 month

RESULTS
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IMPROVEMENT IN EXOPHTHALMOS

• Unilateral : Attaining symmetry 
with the normal eye

• Bilateral : Less than 20 mm on hertel's 
exophthalmometer

• No. of Eyes = 25

• No of patients = 17

• Mean improvement in exophthalmos = 2.7 mm (Range 1-9 mm)

IMPROVEMENT IN DIPLOPIA

• Resolution  of diplopia in primary and 
down gaze

• No of patients = 19

• Prisms/EOM surgery for residual 
diplopia = 10 eyes

REMISSION FROM ACTIVITY

 
 

39-year-old Female with Unilateral Proptosis  and Lid Retraction Improved after 6 
Months of Treatment.
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DISCUSSION
 Kauppinen- Kauppinen- Our Study
 Makelin  Makelin (IVMP + 
 (IVMP)  (OP)  IMM)
No of Patients 18 15 30
Sex F/M 17/1 14/1 13/17
Mean Age (Years) 46.4  3.4 46.1  3.0 46.6    9.7
Smoker Yes/No/Not known 6/8/4 5/10/0 9/15/6
Proptosis improved (mm) 0.8 0 2.7
Diplopia improved 25% 0% 47.3%
Improvement in activity Score 1.5 2 6.8

1. Kauppinen-Makelin. R, Karma. A, Leinonenet. E et al. High 
dose intravenous methylprednosolone pulse therapy versus oral 
prednisone for thyroid associated ophthalmopathy. Acta Ophthalmol. 
Scand. 2002;80:316-21

49-year-old Male with Bilateral Proptosis and Lid Retraction improved after 8 months 
of Treatment.

58-years-old Female with Left Hypotropia  and Diplopia improved 3 Months After 
Treatment

5-4 years Old Female with Right Hypertropia and Diplopia Improved 6 months after 
treatment.
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DISCUSSION

• IVMP therapy is an established treatment in improving inflammation 
in active TED. It is more efficacious than oral steroids and has 
less systemic adverse events.

• Initiation of treatment in the active phase imfluences the final 
outcome positively by reversing the inflammatory effects of TED 
and preventing fibrosis.

• Immunomodulators are the disease modifying agents, when used 
as a maintenance treatment help to sustain the inactive state of 
the disease and prevent ocular complications

• Treatment duration of 6 months appears to be sufficient for 
maximum effectiveness.

CONCLUSION

Monitored IVMP pulse therapy with short-term immunomodulation 
is safe and effective in controlling disease activity and improving 
functional outcomes in TED.
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Risk Factors for Orbital  Implant Exposure 
After Evisceration: A Case Control Study of 
93 Patients
Dr. Gupta Roshmi, Dr. Parvathi T. Hari, Dr. Anjali Kiran, Dr. Bhawna 
Piplani

ABSTRACT 

Aim: To study patients with implant exposure vs without, to analyze  
risk factors for exposure.

Methods: Case control study; Group A- implant exposures after 
evisceration, Group B - without exposure, matched follow up.  

Results: Group A - 32 eyes of implant exposure, median 18 months; 
Group B follow up median 36 months. Chi Squared test, Odds 
Ratio (OR) calculated; panophthalmitis-OR 1.3, p=0.6; phthisical 
eye - OR 1.4, p=0.43; prior surgeries- OR 1.55, p=0.33.  Group 
A had 62.5% porous implants, Group B 55.7%,- OR 1.3, p=0.5. 
Mean implant size in Group A 19.06 mm, Group B 18.78 mm- 
no statistical difference. Multiple logistic regression analysis 
showed no significant factor. Surgeon factor was not analysed 
since there were multiple surgeons.

Conclusion: Implant material, panophthalmitis, phthisical scleral 
shell, prior surgery showed higher trend of exposure, but none 
conclusive. Larger size of implant was not significant. More 
weightage should be given to meticulous surgery and close 
followup.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A retrospective review of records of patients who underwent evisceration 
and implant between 2009 Jan -2014 April. Informed consent was 
provided by all patients who underwent surgery.
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Patient details like age, gender, the indication for surgery, surgical 
technique, implant used and post operative complications were noted 
from the records. Patients with exposure of implant and patients 
with a minimum follow up of two years were included as controls. 
The surgeries were performed by different surgeons, who  followed 
the same technique; however, the surgeons varied in level of skill 
and experience; the surgeon factor could not be analysed due to the 
large number of surgeons including residents and surgeons in training.

In patients with exposure of implant, the duration since the surgery,presence 
of symptoms like pain, bleeding, discharge on presentation were 
noted.

Statistical analysis was performed using Medcalc. The odds ratio 
and chi square test was calculated and multiple logistic regression 
analyzed to evaluate the effect of various factors like type of implant, 
age of patient, gender, indication for surgery.

RESULTS

A total of 93 eyes of 93 patients were included in the study. Group 
A had 32 eyes with mean follow up of 18 months. The mean age of 
the patients in this group A was 41.56years (16-80 years).

Group B had 61 eyes, with mean follow up of 36 months.Mean age 
was 32.18 years (3-70 years).

In group A- average duration following surgery to detection of implant 
exposure was 20 months.

Among the 32 patients, infection was present in 6, 20 eyes were 
phthsical and 12 had undergone prior surgeries. Non porous implant 
(silicone12, PMMA 1) was used in 13 patients, Porous implants used 
in 19(biopore11, hydroxyapatite 2, bioceramic 6). Average implant 
size used was 19.06mm(18 -20 size).

Among the patients who presented with exposure, nine presented 
with pain, eight of them had discharge and five patients presented 
with bleeding from the socket.

Group B patients had an average follow up of 37 months (12-65 
months). Among the 61 patients infection was present in 9; Phthisis 
bulbi in 33 and 17 had undergone prior surgery.

Non porous implant was used in 27 patients and the rest was porous 
implant. Average diameter of implant used 18.7mm(16-22 size).Group 
A had 62.5% porous implants and group B had  55.7%.
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The odds ratio was calculated, was found that type of implant, size, 
presence of previous infection, surgeries were not significant. 

 Odds Ratio P value
Infection 1.3 0.6
Phthisical eye 1.4 0.43
Multiple prior surgeries 1.55 0.33

Porous implant 1.3 0.5

DISCUSSION

There have been numerous studies comparing different implants 
used in evisceration and its outcome. Implant exposure rates in the 
existing literature varies from 0% to 21% 1. 

Porous implants are preferred by many surgeons as the fibrovascular 
in growth into the implant reduces the rate of exposure, improves 
prosthesis motility and cosmesis. Similarly our surgeons also preferred 
porous implant over non porous.We found that the type or the size 
of the implant were not important factors that lead to development 
of exposure. Though the average size of implant in group A was 
higher, it was not statistically significant. 

The use of implant in infected eyes has been extensively studied by 
various groups. In a recent study by,Dresner  et al2one  porous 
polyethylene exposure was reported in a series of 11 patients 
with Pseudomonas aeruginosa endophthalmitis. Another study by 
Tawfik et al 3reported no complications with the use of porous implants 
in endophthalmitis. That study shows the possibility of successful 
primary porous orbital implant placement in patients with endophthalmitis. 
Our study also showed similar results with no significant complications 
in cases where porous or non porous implant was placed in eyes 
with endophthalmitis. It being a retrospective study we could not 
assess the extent of infection, as it may probably play a role in 
development of exposure due to presence of scleral melt.

In this series most common indication for surgery was phthisis bulbi. 
Placing a large implant in a phthisical eye to correct the volume loss, 
may lead to inadequate sclera cover over the implant and cause 
exposure. Though we found no significant difference in both the 
groups, the axial length of the phthisical eye should be considered 
while determining the size of implant. Another important factor is 
the surgical technique used. As there were multiple surgeons, we 
could not analyze the surgical techniques.
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Most patients who had exposure were detected only during routine 
evaluation. Some of the patients had symptoms like bleeding, discharge 
and pain.

The draw backs of this study include, the surgeon factor not taken 
into account, as variable technique has been found to have an impact 
on the outcome. Postoperative factors like inflammation/ infection 
that could have led to the exposure could not be studied.

CONCLUSION

Implant size or types of implant used are not the only factors important 
to avoid exposure or extrusion of implant. Meticulous surgery is the 
key to avoid implant exposure.
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Evaluation of Selective Intra-Arterial 
Chemotherapy for the Treatment of 
Intraocular Retinoblastoma
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INTRODUCTION

Retinoblastoma (RB) is the most common intra-ocular malignancy 
seen in children. The incidence is approximately i1 in 18000 live 
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births worldwide. The average age of presentation is 24 months in 
unilateral cases and 12 months in bilateral cases. One third of affected 
children have bilateral disease. The management of RB often presents 
as a challenge to the ophthalmologist.  Depending on the stage of 
disease at diagnosis, the goals of therapy are life salvage, globe salvage 
and preservation of functional vision. For over a decade, systemic 
chemotherapy combined with focal therapy has been the mainstay 
of globe-preserving treatment for less advanced disease. Although 
this treatment approach has resulted in good outcomes, systemic 
chemotherapy can lead to serious toxic side effects includingmyelosuppression 
and infection. As a result, newer treatment approaches have focused 
on localized delivery of chemotherapy to minimize the systemic side 
effects of chemotherapy. One such novel approach is selective intra-
arterial chemotherapy (SIAC), which delivers targeted chemotherapy 
to the eye harbouring the tumour via the ophthalmic artery.1-6 The 
aim of this study was to evaluate the efficacy and safety of SIAC in 
intraocular RB.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study was a prospective, interventional study.Prior approval 
was taken from the Ethics Committee of our Institute. Patients were 
recruited from the RB Clinic of our Centre after an informed consent. 
The inclusion criteria was cases of intraocular RB (Group B, C or D, 
according to the International Classification System), that were 
refractory to systemic chemotherapy. Cases with advanced intraocular 
Group E RB and extra-ocular disease were excluded. Demographic 
details such as age, gender, laterality, family history, and prior treatment 
history were noted. Baseline ocular examination was done under 
anaesthesia which included a detailed anterior segment and fundus 
examination. Findings noted included the size, number and location 
of tumours, and the presence of vitreous and/or sub-retinal seeding.
RetCam documentation and B-scan ultrasonography was done. 
General physical and systemic examinations were carried out, and 
appropriate investigations were performed. 

Procedure of intra-arterial chemotherapy: The SIAC procedure was 
carried out in the department of Interventional Neuroradiology at 
our Institute. Before the procedure, the child underwent a complete 
general physical examination, systemic examination, and investigations 
such as haemogram, liver and kidney function test,prothrombin time 
and coagulation profile. The procedure was done under general 
anaesthesia under aseptic conditions.The ophthalmic artery of the 
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eye to be treated was selectively catheterized via the internal carotid 
artery under fluoroscopic visualization and chemotherapy was infused 
into the eye. The technique involved the passing of a catheter (Guiding 
catheter) via a femoral artery puncture on the intended side of treatment. 
A 5F sheath was inserted into the femoral artery, and the patient was 
anti-coagulated with intravenous heparin. A guide wire and a micro-
catheter were then used to access the vascular supply to the eye, 
with special attention to the angioanatomy and blood flow patterns 
in each patient using fluoroscopy visualization. A selective angiogram 
was performed to verify the angioanatomy and placement of the 
microcatheter. After accessing the ophthalmic artery, melphalan drug 
(3-5 mg) was diluted in 30 ml of normal saline and injected manually 
in a pulsatile fashion over 30 mins to reach the ophthalmic artery. 
After completion of drug infusion, the catheter was removed and 
haemostasis of the femoral artery was achieved. The child was kept 
under observation for 24 hoursto look for any procedure-related 
complications. Ophthalmic examination under anaesthesia was 
performed  3 weeks after the SIAC procedure.In case of a partial 
response to treatment, the SIAC procedure was repeated. After 
completion of treatment, all cases were followed up at two monthly 
intervals for a minimum period of 6 months. The main outcome 
measures wereprocedural success, tumour regression, and systemic 
and local complications. The rate of 
procedural success determined by 
successful catheterization of the 
ophthalmic artery.Efficacy of treatment 
was judged on the basis of tumour 
response to chemotherapy, 
theappearance of regression pattern, 
disappearance or calcification of 
vitreous seedsand/or sub retinal 
seeds and the absence of tumour 
recurrence on follow-up.The safety 
of treatment was assessed on the 
basis of systemic and/or ocular 
complications, if any. 

RESULTS

A total of 24 children (25 eyes) were recruited for the SIAC procedureduring 
2014-2015. These included 13 boys and 11 girls. The mean age was 
3.3 years (SD±1.1). The disease was unilateral in 10 patients and 

Figure 1. Selective catheterization of 
the ophthalmic artery (arrow) in a two 
year old child with retinoblastoma
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bilateral in 14 patients. Eight eyes were Group B, 2 eyes were Group 
C, and 15 eyes were Group DRB. A total of 54 sessions of the SIAC 
procedure were performed. The mean number of sessions per eye 
was 2.2 (Range, 1-3).Ophthalmic artery catheterization was successful 
in 51/54 sessions (94.4%). The mean follow up was 10.8 months(SD±2.2). 
In two eyes (Group D), the SIAC procedure was abandoned, hence, 
the efficacy of treatment was evaluated in 23 eyes.  At last follow up, 
the tumours had regressed in 15 of the 23 eyes (65.2%). Group B eyes 
showed a much better tumour control rate (8/8, 100%), as compared 
to group C (1/2, 50%) and group D(6/13, 46.1%) eyes.No major 
systemic complications such as stroke, sepsis or neutropenia were 
noted.  Local complications included patchy hair loss and skin 
pigmentation on the forehead, ptosi, and redness of the eye, which 
were transient in nature and resolved over a period of time. 

DISCUSSION

SIAC delivers targeted, high dose chemotherapy to the eye in children 
with RB. In 2004, the Japanese investigators Yamane and Kaneko 
described thetechnique of ‘selective ophthalmic artery infusion’ 
(SOAI), where a micro-balloon catheter was positioned by a trans-
femoral artery approach at thecervical segment of the internal carotid 
artery just distal to the orifice of the ophthalmic artery.7,8 The Japanese 
technique of selective ophthalmic artery infusion was further developed 
into direct intra-arterial (Ophthalmic artery) infusion under the 
pioneering work of Abramson and Gobinin New York.1,2 They 
introduced the technique of super-selective infusion by advancing 
a micro-catheter into the orifice of the ophthalmic artery by a trans-
femoral artery approach.Recently, studies from the West have 
recommended intra-arterial chemotherapy as a safe and effective 
treatment for advanced intra-ocular RB.SIAC has been reported to 
be associated with an overall success rate of 55-100% in salvaging 
the globe, in addition to the advantage of very low systemic toxicity.
Our study shows showed an excellent rate of procedural success and 
satisfactory rate of globe salvage, with no significant side effects, in 
eyes that were otherwise destined for enucleation.

CONCLUSION

SIAC is effective for globe salvage in selected cases of RB after treatment 
failure of intravenous chemotherapy.  It is a feasible and safe procedure 
in a multi-disciplinary setting.
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Topo-Guided Cross-Linking: Outcome 
Study and its Relationship to Cellular 
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INTRODUCTION

Keratoconus is a corneal disease characterized by progressive thinning 
and protrusion of cornea.1 In patients with progressive keratoconus 
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with a clear central cornea and thinnest corneal thickness >400 microns, 
corneal cross-linking (KXL) can reduce the risk of progression.2 
Keratoconus is a localized disease hence the treatment should be 
localized and not uniform.3 However, the mechanisms underlying 
the focal disease and the effect of the molecular factors on treatment 
outcomes remain unknown.

PURPOSE

To study clinical and biomechanical outcomes of topography-guided 
customized corneal cross-linking and its relationship to cellular 
biomarkers.

METHODS

We conducted prospective study on 17 keratoconic eyes that underwent 
novel topography-guided cross-linking (Avedro Inc., USA) using a 
programmable beam pattern with differential surface dose at location 
of cone. A patient specific UV beam was designed centered on the 
cone. Energy delivered varied from 10 J/sq. cm in the center to 3 J/
sq. cm in periphery. Maximum area treated was 8mm. Epithelium 
was analyzed for biomarkers. Topography and deformation amplitude 
were measured at 6 months. Eyes with progressive keratoconus having 
corneal thickness >370 microns at the thinnest location were included. 
Exclusion criteria included central or paracentral scarring, concurrent 
corneal infections and other ocular co-morbidities. Images were 
captured on PentacamHR (Oculus Optikgeräte GmbH). Images 
captured onPentacam HR were exported to the KXL-II machine. The 
advantage of KXL II,areprogrammable illumination measurements 
pattern, real time eye tracking and real time riboflavin dosimetry.

Outcome measures were assessed using-

• Mean residual spherical 

• Equivalent-MRSE 

• Flat keratometry- K1

• Steep keratometry- K2

• Maximum keratometry Kmax

• Lower order aberration- LOA

• Higher order aberration- HOA
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• Total aberration- TOA 

• Mean Deformation Amplitude- DA

RESULTS

Mean MRSE reduced by 0.53±0.35D (p=0.15). Mean keratometry 
reduced by -0.25±0.23D (p=0.30). The mean deformation amplitude 
reduced significantly by -0.04±0.02 (p=0.025) suggesting biomechanical 
improvement. We also studied the epithelium of the cone area in 
these 17 eyes collected during the surgery. Eyes were categorized 
into good prognosis (MRSE difference post-op minus pre-op e” 0 
and bad prognosis if its < 0). Trend shows increased expression of 
LOX (Lysyl oxidase) in patients with good outcomes as compared 
to the patients with bad outcomes,whereas TNFα (Tumor Necrosis 
Factor alpha) expression is less in patients with good outcomes as 
compared to the patients with bad outcomes. Expression of Collagen 
was found to be similar in the both groups. Keratoconuspatients 
exhibit reduced LOX mRNA expression levels in corneal epithelial 
cells.

CONCLUSION

Customized beam profile based on topography showed improvement 
in Refractive and Keratometric indices at 6 months though not 
statistically significant. Corneal Biomechanics showed significant 
reduction in Deformation Amplitude post treatment. Biomarker 
analysis from epithelium of cone and periphery preoperatively, can 
predict postoperative outcomes in such patients.  
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Spectacle Mounted Synoptophore: An 
Innovative Approach for Household 
Orthoptics
Dr. Sanjoy Chowdhury, Dr. Nilanjan Chowdhury, Dr. Hitesh Patel

ABSTRACT

Amblyopia is a common problem in children. Early diagnosis, occlusion 
and orthoptic exercise are mainstay for management. Orthoptic 
exercises on synoptophore require institutional approach which is 
not available to most people.

Purpose: To study feasibility and outcome of customized trial frame 
mounted miniature synoptophore made from low cost locally 
available materials.

Methods: Miniature synoptophore was designed from locally available 
“bio-scope” toys mounted on trial frame, fitted with LED light 
for alternate flashing.10 amblyopic patients were given this 
for use at home for 4 weeks and 10 amblyopic exercising on 
synoptophore installed at hospital were used as controls.

Results: Acceptability was more with miniature spectacle mounted 
synoptophore and results were comparable with hospital 
controls.

Conclusion: Innovative home exercise for amblyopia is possible 
with trial frame mounted miniature synoptophore

INTRODUCTION

Synoptophore is an electrical instrument which compensates for the 
angle of squint and allows the stimuli to be presented to both eyes 
simultaneously. It is used to diagnose ocular muscular imbalance 
and treating them by orthoptic method. Synoptophore is also useful 
for treating amblyopia by alternate flashing. 
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Occlusion therapy and patching of the good eye has been described 
for more than 200 years and remains the accepted treatment.1 Compliance 
is often a major problem because of the child’s dislike of occlusion 
owing to visual, skin irritation, psychological and social reasons 
prospectively. Orthoptic and pleoptic treatment of amblyopia2 have 
been maintained in Europe since 1950 using the principle that providing 
the amblyopic eye with the appropriate kind of visual stimulation 
or making specific functional demands on it, during the period of 
occlusion therapy, might accelerate the improvement in its vision.3 
Orthoptic treatment being institution based availability and compliance 
remains a problem. Any device for home orthoptics may be helpful. 
Trial frame and toy Bioscope/binoculars can be used to design such 
instrument. Innovation consists of seeing what everybody has seen 
and thinking what nobody has thought. 

Spectacle Mount Synoptophore (SMS) made from locally available 
materials can be customized and provided to each patient for orthoptic 
treatment along with occlusion to improve vision in Amblyopes.

AIM

To study feasibility and outcome of customized trial frame mounted 
miniature synoptophore made from low cost locally available materials.

METHODS 

SMS is designed and assembled from locally available cheap components 
(Illustrations 1-6)

1. Trial frame: adjustable to angle of deviation in squint cases

2.  Small binocular whose inner wall is covered with nonglossy 
sticking paper

3.  LED bulb and switches

4.  Synoptophore slides cut according to the size and shape of binocular 
tube

BRIEF DESCRIPTION 

A trial frame fitted with two eyepieces made from small plastic conical 
toys/binoculars with convex lenses (available in village fare to see 
different pictures viz. bioscope). Eye pieces can be moved according 
to the angle of deviation. Pictures are made from synoptophore slides. 
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This is an eye wear or spectacle to improve vergence. Alternate 
stimulation can be done in amblyopia (lazy eyes). They can be further 
reinforced with LED lights fitted with the eye pieces. Desired optical 
correction can also be used to correct refractive errors.

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE INNOVATION

Lazy eyes are common in children which if detected and treated 
early can give good visual outcome. Besides occlusion, different 
orthoptic exercises on synoptophore require institutional approach. 
This is time consuming hampering studies and not accessible /available 
everywhere. Simple spectacle designed with very low cost materials 
will help the amblyopic patients exercise at home. Convergence 
deficiency or excess is very common among prolonged computer 
users. This simple device can improve vergence faculty with daily 
10 minutes exercise.

RESULTS

Miniature synoptophore was designed from locally available “bio-
scope” toys or binocular mounted on trial frame, fitted with LED 
light for alternate flashing.10 amblyopic patients were given this for 
use at home for 4 weeks and 10 amblyopic exercising on synoptophore 
installed at hospital were used as controls.

DISCUSSION

Amblyopia is the most common cause of monocular visual impairment 
in children.3 Most cases are associated with strabismus in infancy or 
early childhood. Less frequent are anisometropia, combination of 
strabismus and anisometropia or visual deprivation. About 25 percent 
of patients have visual acuity in the amblyopic eye worse than 6/36 
and about 75 per cent have acuity of 6/36 or better. (need reference) 
Occlusion therapy and patching of the good eye has been described 
for more than 200 years and remains the accepted treatment. It is 
generally held that the response to treatment seems best when instituted 
at an early age and is poor after the age of 8 years. Compliance is 
often a major problem because of the child’s dislike of occlusion 
owing to visual, skin irritation, psychological and social reasons. 
Other alternative treatments to occlusion therapy have been reported 
such as pharmacological penalization by installation of a long acting 
topical cycloplegic agent: atropine sulfate, and using drug treatment: 
Levodopa and Carbidopa, in amblyopia.3 Orthoptic and pleoptic 
treatment of amblyopia have been maintained in Europe since 1950 
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Figure 1: Binocular tube used as main 
body which was mounted on trial frame

Figure 6: SMS ready for use 
with slits for inserting slides

Figure 3: Different 
slides,	 reflecting	
occluder

Figure 4: Whole 
device with different 
components

Figure 5: Underside of the SMS with 
switches connecting LED lights to 
illuminate slides which can perform 
alternate	flashing

Figure 2: Customised slides and LED 
bulbs, switches

Figure 7: SMS  in use.

using the principle that providing the amblyopic eye with the appropriate 
kind of visual stimulation or making specific functional demands 
on it, during the period of occlusion therapy, might accelerate the 
improvement in its vision. Recently home based video games4, dichoptic 
movie viewing5.6 etc. are also being studied. In this study compliance 
and visual outcome was better as this SMS could be customized 
according to patients’ preference.
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However this being a prototype needs further refinement before 
commercial use.

CONCLUSION

(verylarge conclusion. Some of it should be in introduction and 
discussion)

Innovative home exercise for amblyopia is possible with trial frame 
mounted miniature synoptophore. This study suggests that amblyopia 
can be improved with the help of orthoptic stimulation by using 
spectacle mount synoptophore. It can improve the level of vision, at 
the first phase, to a certain degree for the children to accept the 
patching and resume their usual daily life. Thus, the compliance of 
the treatment can be well achieved. 

Science and technology are  fundamental for economic development 
of a country. India is developing nation with world leading technological 
advancements in many fields; computer technology is one of them. 
Mammoth population of more than 125 crore is cited as a reason 
behind all problems. But affordable medicare and technology can 
help to solve this. Einstein once said “Innovation is not the product 
of logical thought, although the result is tied to logical structure”. 
For this, interaction between science and industry is required. Innovative 
research to find products which can be made locally can reduce the 
cost. Patenting our innovative idea, design or discovery is the first 
step. Primary source of support for patented technology is the employer 
of the inventor, usually the assignee.  
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The Lines of Vision: Correlation of Visual 
Acuity With IS-OS Junction & ELM Integrity 
in Blunt Trauma Patients
Dr. Sneha Batra

INTRODUCTION

Ocular trauma is one of the commonest causes of preventable vision 
loss worldwide.1,2 In India, the percentage of population affected by 
ocular trauma at some point in their lives, has been reported to be 
2.4% to 3.97% in various studies.3,4 While in most contusion injuries, 
it is the anterior segment of the eye which bears the maximum brunt 
of the injury, the impact of the posterior segment trauma is usually 
long standing and sometimes even has permanent consequences. 
The anterior segment injuries usually have a florid manifestation 
and in their presence, it is usually difficult to predict the final visual 
recovery.

In recent studies, the microstructural defects in the outer retina have 
been shown to have a significant visual prognostic implication in 
numerous diseases such as diabetic macular edema5, age related 
macular degeneration6, uveitic macular edema7, hereditary retinal 
dystrophies8, epiretinal membrane9 and macular hole.10 However, 
very few studies have been done to identify its prognostic role in 
blunt trauma patients.

In this prospective, observational study, we attempt to evaluate the 
relationship between visual acuity and (i) changes in the inner segment-
outer segment junction (IS/OS) and (ii) external limiting membrane 
(ELM) in the foveal region in post blunt trauma patients.
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METHODS

This prospective, non-randomized, observational study was conducted 
in an apex tertiary centre in Jharkhand over a period of 11 months 
(October, 2014 – August, 2015). A total of 38 eyes of 35 patients who 
satisfied the following criteria were included for the study:

Inclusion criteria: i) Blunt trauma patients with Glasgow Coma Scale 
score 15/15.

Exclusion criteria: i) Previous intraocular surgery or laser;  ii) Media 
opacity (corneal/ lenticular/vitreal);  iii) Pre-existing corneal, uveal 
or retinal diseases;  iv) IOP > 25 mm Hg;  v) Systemic diseases affecting 
the eye.

The method of selection was non-randomized since it included blunt 
trauma patients, and any patient who statisfied the above criteria, 
and consented to participate in the study was recruited.

The following examination protocol was implemented for all the 
selected subjects:

1) Detailed informed consent in patient’s own language

2) Subjective refraction to obtain Best Corrected Visual Acuity (BCVA) 
and converted into logMAR scale for statistical analysis.

3) Slit-lamp biomicroscopy

4) IOP by GoldmannApplanation Tonometry

5) Gonioscopy

6) Dilated fundus examination with +90D lens and Indirect 
Ophthalmoscopy.

All the above examination was done on the first visit, as well as after 
1 month.

Macular scan was obtained using the Cirrus HD OCT machine (Carl 
Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA). Three macular cube scans (512 X 128) 
were recorded for each eye. All scans were recorded by the same 
observer masked for the visual acuity. OCT scan was repeated at 1 
monthpost trauma for all patients.

Each patient was assigned into two groups based on the integrity of 
the IS/OS junction and ELM according to the following criteria:

• MAINTAINED (+) : No discontinuity seen in the line
• DOUBTFUL (±) : Discontinuity < 100m
• BREACHED (-) : Definite discontinuity > 100m
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SPSS software (IBM SPSS Statistics v19.0) was used for all statistical 
calculations. ANOVA test was applied to perform the test of significance. 
p<0.05 was taken to be clinically significant.

RESULTS

A total of 38 eyes of 35 subjects were enrolled for the study, which 
included 11 female patients (31.43%) and 24 male patients (68.57%). 

The detailed demographic profile is 
shown in Table 1. 57.14% were in 
the age group of 20-40 years, as is 
commonly expected in any trauma 
study.

The results are shown in Table 2 and 
3 and graphically represented in Fig 
1 and 2. Significant differences were 
found between IS/OS (+), IS/OS (±) 
and IS/OS (“) groups in BCVA (mean 

± SD in logMAR in the 3 groups being 0.51 ± 0.12, 1.03 ± 0.06 and 
1.25 ± 0.11 respectively, p < 0.001). There were significant differences 
between ELM (+), ELM (±) and ELM (“) groups in BCVA (mean ± 
SD in logMAR in the 3 groups being 0.33 ± 0.06, 0.85 ± 0.1 and 1.20 
± 0.12 respectively, p < 0.001). There was a strong correlation (r = 

Fig. 2 Graph showing distribution of visual 
acuity with integrity of elm

Fig. 1 Graph showing distribution of visual 
acuity with integrity of is/os junction

Table 1. Age and sex distribution 
of subjects

 Age  Female Males Total
 Group
 (in years)   
 <20 3 4 7
 20-40 7 13 20
 40-60 1 5 6
 >60 0 2 2
 Total 11 24 35

Table 2. Variation of visual acuity with 
integrity of is/os junction

  IS/OS IS/OS IS/OS
  Maintai doubt- brea-
  ned ful ched
 Visual  0.51 ± 1.03 ±	 1.25	±
 Acuity (in  0.12 0.06 0.11
  log MAR)

Table 3. Variation of visual acuity with 
integrity of elm

  ELM ELM ELM
  Maintai doubt- brea-
  ned ful ched
 Visual  0.33 ± 0.85 ± 1.20 ±
 Acuity (in  0.06 0.1 0.12
  log MAR)
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0.881) between ELM and IS/OS integrity for the same patient. Hence 
in both the groups, a trend of decreasing visual acuity at one month 
was noted as the amount of disruption of the line went increasing.

DISCUSSION

With newer advances in technology, and a better understanding of 
the retinal anatomy and functioning, it has been possible to delineate 
certain lines on the OCT which are integral to vision. Newer HDOCT 
machines give an explicit resolution of the layers of the retina which 
could not be seen before. The four hyper-reflective horizontal lines 
seen on a macular scan on OCT, the breach of which, have a negative 
impact on the visual function of the eye, have been termed as the 
“lines of vision” in this study. These include, from bottom upwards, 
the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), the cone outer segment tip 
(COST) line, the inner segment-outer segment (IS/OS) junction, and 
the external limiting membrane (ELM). In various studies these lines 
have been shown to have visual and prognostic significance in 
numerous diseases.5-10 These lines are believed to correspond to the 
ultrastructure of the photoreceptor cells, hence a breach in the foveal 
area is usually associated with permanent damage to the visual 
potential of the area. However, the exact microscopic localization of 
these lines has been a matter of much debate, and recently it has 
been shown in some studies that the IS/OS junction actually represents 
the ellipsoid zone of the inner segment.11

Whatever the exact anatomical location of these lines, their breach 
has been consistently reported to be associated with poor visual 
outcomes in a number of diseases. Also, their integrity post vitreo-
retinal surgery has also been shown to have significant correlation 
with visual acuity postoperatively.12

In patients with blunt trauma, few studies have been done to find 
out the role of these lines among those having commotio retinae.13-19 
Commonly, these patients show an increase in reflectivity/intensity 
of the (IS/OS) junction13-19, however some studies have also reported 
loss or attenuation of these lines.13,17-18 The appearance of these lines 
have sometimes been reported to return to normal14, 17, 19, although 
variable visual recovery is seen to be correlated to the region of the 
initial disruption in these patients.13,18 These latter results are consistent 
with the original findings of Sipperley et al., who hypothesized that 
the resultant visual loss in commotio retinae may be determined by 
the amount of photoreceptor damage occurring during the initial 
trauma.20
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In our study, we recruited patients who presented with blunt ocular 
trauma, and who were not suffering from any previous ocular pathology. 
OCT scans were taken in the first visit and repeated after one month. 
It was seen that although the visual acuity in the first visit was highly 
variable, mainly due to a number of concomitant anterior segment 
injuries such as traumatic uveitis, hyphema, corneal edema; the final 
visual acuity attained after one month was highly correlated with 
the amount of breach in the IS/OS junction as well as ELM line noted 
on the OCT in the foveal region. Thus, it could be concluded that 
these lines can be used as a visual prognostic indicator in blunt trauma 
patients in order to explain about final possible visual outcome after 
the anterior segment injuries have settled.

The factors which were important were: i) presence of disruption of 
the line of vision ii) length of disruption and  iii) location of the 
disruption (whether subfoveal or juxtafoveal).

The limitations of the study were: i) Sample size < 50 ii) Subjects 
were chosen for the study in a non-randomisedmanner and iii) Subjects 
were not followed-up beyond 1 month. Hence, a larger trial for a 
longer duration on this topic is recommended to further confirm 
these findings.

CONCLUSION

While a number of studies have been conducted to find out the role 
of the lines of vision in various retinal diseases, there have been very 
few to evaluate the same for blunt trauma patients. Ours is a pilot 
study proposing the prognostic role of the IS/OS junction and the 
ELM in these patients. Our study conclusively showed that visual 
acuity was progressively decreasing with increasing severity of injury 
to the line of vision.

In blunt trauma patients, the visual acuity at presentation may not 
always reflect the true ultimate prognosis. While traumatic uveitis, 
berlin’sedema, hyphemaetc subside with time, damage to retina may 
have a permanent impact on the final visual acuity. OCT is an invaluable 
tool for explaining the visual prognosis to the patient with the help 
of these “lines of vision”.
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Polymerase Chain Reaction and its 
Correlation with Clinical Features and 
Treatment Response in Tubercular Uveitis
Dr. Bhagya Sudheer, Dr. Rathinam Sivakumar, Dr. Prajna Lalitha

INTRODUCTION

Ocular tuberculosis is an extra pulmonary dissemination of Mycobacterium 
tuberculosis (MTB)primarily from the lungs. Although ocular 
presentation is relatively less common than the pulmonary disease, 
the ocular manifestations present clinically with or without pulmonary 
involvement. The diagnosis and treatment of ocular tuberculosis is 
challenging. This is mainly due to the overlapping clinical presentations, 
lack of systemic evidence of disease and difficulty in obtaining ocular 
tissues samples.

Examination of enucleated eyes with confirmed histopathological 
diagnosis ofIntr a Ocular Tuberculosis (IOTB) have revealed the 
paucibacillary nature of the disease, thus explaining the lack of 
mycobacterial culture positivity from the ocular fluid. Even the clinical 
signs of IOTB have wide variation in anatomic location, morphological 
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appearance, and ancillary investigations. The lack of diagnostic criteria 
and gold standard tests carries a potential risk of either under or 
over diagnosis. Undiagnosed, TB uveitis carries high visual morbidity, 
whereas overzealous treatment with anti- TB drugs, in the absence 
of infection, carries a significant risk of systemic side effects. 

Nucleic acid amplification techniques such Polymerase Chain Reaction 
(PCR) has emerged as a powerful tool for rapid and accurate detection 
of the mycobacterial genome, with a high specificity and a variable 
sensitivity. PCR can be performed with a very small sample size, 
hence being helpful for ocular fluids. 

The recent guidelines for the diagnosis of IOTB include clinical, 
radiological, laboratory tests such as a positive PCR, and response 
to treatment with anti-tubercular drugs. Due to the high specificity 
of PCR, a positive test with a good clinical treatment response can 
confirm the diagnosis.

The purpose of our study was to assess the diagnostic utility of nested 
MTB PCR in clinically suspected tubercular uveitis and to determine 
its correlation with treatment.

METHODOLOGY

A retrospective, observational case study was performed on patients 
with a positive MTB PCR on ocular fluid analysis from April 2012 
to March 2015 at the Aravind Eye Hospital in Madurai, India. Diagnosis 
of IOTB was based on clinical features suggestive of ocular tuberculosis 
including granulomatous keratic precipitates, hypopyon, iris, disc 
and or choroid granulomas, active vasculitis, choroiditis and healed 
chorioretinal scars along blood vessels. These ocular findings were 
included in the diagnostic criteria for IOTB. Moreover, patients were 
also selected if there was no response to oral steroids. All patients 
had to have a minimum follow-up of 6 months to be eligible for this 
study. 

Patient records were reviewed for demographic data, disease course 
including past history of tuberculosis and treatment received, immune 
status, laboratory investigations such as complete blood count, purified 
protein derivative (PPD) skin test, and serum angiotensin converting 
enzyme (ACE), radiological tests including computerized tomography(CT)
scan of the thorax and/ or ultrasonography (USG) of the abdomen 
to investigate active foci of TB. The disease course and treatment 
received prior to ocular sampling, best corrected visual acuity (BCVA), 
intraocular pressure (IOP), anterior and posterior segment findings, 
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polymerase chain reaction (PCR) results, post paracentesis treatment 
and response to treatment were also reviewed and analysed. 

The anti-tubercular treatment (ATT) for the initiation phase (first 2 
months) included four drug therapies: rifampicin, isoniazid, pyrazinamide 
and ethambutol. The continuation phase (following 4 months) consisted 
of two drug therapy: rifampicin and isoniazid. The dose for each 
drug was calculated based on body weight. 

BCVA was recorded using the log MAR chart and the initial and 
final visual acuity was compared for all patients. 

Determination of the site of ocular fluid/tissue sampling was based 
on clinical exam and site of intraocular inflammation. Anterior chamber 
paracentesis was done in 14 patients, vitreous tap in 28 and vitreous 
biopsy in the remaining 14 patients. The procedure was performed 
under sterile precautions in the operation theatre. 

PCR analysis was performed according to previously published 
protocols.The main outcome measure was the correlation of the PCR 
results with the clinical features and response to antitubercular therapy. 
The response was assessed with the improvement in the final visual 
acuity and disappearance of vitreous haze. The frequency of management 
change (defined as any change in treatment strategy directly attributable 
to PCR findings) was also analyzed. 

STATISTICS

The demographic and treatment variables are presented with frequency, 
percentage and medians. Mean (SD) along with the range was given 
for continuous variables. A non-parametric test, Wilcoxon-Signed 
Rank test was used to analyze the ordinal variable (BCVA). The p 
value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical 
analysis was done by statistical software STATA 11.1 (Texas, USA).

RESULTS

A total of 85 patients underwent PCR testing for IOTB. Among these, 
56 patients had follow up for 6 months. The demographics and the 
clinical features of the patients are shown in Table 1. The mean age 
of the patients was 38 years (12 to 73 years) with a slight female 
preponderance (males 21,37.5 %; females 35, 62.5%). Uveitis was 
unilateral in 40 (55.5%) eyes and bilateral in 32 eyes (44.4%). Past 
history of tuberculosis was present in 14 (25%) patients, all of whom 
received the complete course of the four drug regimen of anti- tubercular 
treatment (10 patients who had pulmonary TB received 6 months of 
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Table 1. Demographic information andclinical features
Mean Age 38 Yrs (Range 12 to 73 yrs)
 0-30 21 (37.5%)
  31-60 30 (53.6%)
 >61 05 (8.9%)

Gender 
 Male 21 (37.50%)
 Female 35 (62.50%)

Affected Eye 
 Unilateral 40 (71.4%)
 Bilateral 16 (28.6%)

Visual Acuity in Affected Eye 
 e”6/24(%) 25 (35.7%)
 <6/24 – 6/60(%) 08 (11.4%)
 <6/60 0R WORSE (%) 37 (52.9%)

Mean (SD) IOP in Affected Eye 13.94 (±4.81) mmHg 

Duration  
 Acute 31(55.35%)
 Chronic 25(44.64%)

Anatomical type of Uveitis 
 Anterior 10 (13.9%)
 Intermediate 09 (12.5%)
 Posterior 17 (23.6%)
 Panuveitis 36 (50%)
 Scleritis with AU 01 (1.4%)
 Scleritis with Panuveitis 03 (4.2%)

Anterior Segment Findings 
 Granulomatous KP 29 (40.3%)
 Nongranulomatous KP 23 (31.9%)
 No KP 20 (27.8%)
 AC Reaction 67 (93.1%)
 Hypopyon 05 (7.0%)
 PAS 04 (7.14%)
 PS 14 (25%)
 Iris Granulomas 03 (4.2%)
 Cataract 20 (27.8%)
 Pseudophakia 14 (19.4%)

Posterior Segment Findings 
 CME 20 (27.8%)
 Vitritis 67 (93.1%)
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 Retinitis 20 (27.8%)
 Choroiditis 10 (13.9%)
 Vasculitis 13 (18.1%)
 Serous/Exudative RD 10 (13.9%)
 Choroidal Granuloma 10 (13.9%) 
 Disc Granuloma 04 (5.6%)
  Chorioretinal Scar 14 (19.4%)

Immune Status 
 Immunosuppressants 05 (8.9%)
 Uncontrolled DM 01 (1.8%)
 HIV 03 (5.4%)

Past H/O TB 14 (25%)

CT Thorax Showing Evidence of TB 07 (12.5%)

Patients with PPD Test e” 15MM 17 (30.4%)
IOP = Intraocular pressure, AU = Anterior uveitis, KP = Keratic precipitate, 
PAS = Peripheral anterior synechiae, PS = Posterior synechiae, CME = 
Cystoid macular edema, DM = Diabetes mellitus, HIV = Human 
immunodeficiency syndrome, TB = Tuberculosis, CT = Computerised 
tomography, PPD = Purified protein derivative

ATT and the remaining 4 had extra pulmonary TB and received 9 
months to 1 year of ATT). 

Initial visual acuity of 6/60 or worse was seen in 37 (52.9%) patients. 
The mean IOP was 13.94 (± 4.81) mmHg. There were 31 (55.35%) 
patients who had an acute episode of uveitis and 25 (44.64%) patients 
with chronic uveitis. Recurrence was seen in 8 patients. Anterior, 
intermediate, posterior, and pan uveitis was found in 10 (13.9%), 9 
(12.5%), 17 (23.6%), and 36 (50%) eyes respectively. In the 10 eyes 
which had presented with anterior uveitis, hypopyon was present 
in 5 eyes and iris granulomas in 3 eyes. Scleritis with pan uveitis and 
scleritis with anterior uveitis was seen in 3 (5.35%) and 1 (1.4%) eye, 
respectively. 

The significant posterior segment findings were vitritis 67 (93.1%) 
eyes, choroidal granulomas 10 eyes (13.9%) either solitary or multiple, 
disc granulomas 4 eyes (5.6%), exudative vasculitis 13 (18.1%), and 
chorioretinal scars along the blood vessels 14 eyes (19.4%). Retinitis 
was the presenting clinical feature in 20 eyes (35.7%). Choroiditis, 
exudative retinal detachments, and cystoid macular edema were 
also present. Ophthalmic exam details are described in Table 2. 

The PCR results were positive for MTB in 24 (42.8%) patients among 
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Table 2. Describes the PCR results in different groups

Total no of PCR Positivity for MTB 24 (42.85%)
No. of PCR MTB + In AC tap (N=14) 08 (57.14%)
No. of PCR MTB + In Vitreous tap (N=28) 11 (39.28%)
No. of PCR MTB + In Vitreous Biopsies (N=14) 05 (35.71%)

PCR Positivity 
Acute Uveitis (N=31) 16 (51.61%)
Chronic Uveitis (N=25) 08 (32%)
Anterior Uveitis (N=10 eyes) 05 (50%)
Intermediate Uveitis (N=9 eyes) 03 (33.3%)
Posterior Uveitis (N=17 eyes) 05 (29.4%)
Pan Uveitis (N=36 eyes) 09 (25%)
AU with Scleritis (N=1 eye) 01 (100%)
Pan Uveitiswith Scleritis (N=3 eyes) 01 (33.3%)
PCR MTB = Polymerase Chain Reaction Mycobacterium Tuberculosis, 
AC = Anterior Chamber, AU = Anterior Uveitis

whom 16 (51.61%) had acute uveitis and 8 (32.5%) had chronic uveitis. 
Looking at the PCR results among the different clinical presentation 
we found it is positive in 5 (50%) patients with anterior uveitis, 3 
(33.3%) patients with intermediate uveitis, 5 (29.4%) patients with 
posterior uveitis, 9 (25%) patients with pan uveitis and 1 (100%) 
patient with scleritis with anterior uveitis and 1 (33.3%) patient with 
scleritis with pan uveitis. PCR results were negative in 32 (57.1 %) 
patients. 

Twenty-six patients were started on ATT and the MTB PCR results 
were positive in 16 of these patients. On analysing the clinical response 
to treatment we found that all these patients had showed a positive 
response to ATT at the end of 6 months with complete resolution of 
inflammation and a 2 line improvement in vision. In the remaining 
10 patients whose PCR was negative only 6 showed responses to 
treatment and the other 4 had to be switched to antiviral therapy 
with oral steroids. After a change in the treatment all 4 patients had 
complete resolution of the disease.

Among the 30 patients who did not receive ATT initially, 22 were 
MTB PCR negative and 8 were MTB PCR positive. Of the 22 PCR 
negative patients, only 2 were given an ATT trial as these patients 
had shown no response to immunosuppressants they were receiving 
and had a necrotic PPD with an elevated ESR. At the end of 6 months 
these 2 patients had a complete resolution of symptoms with ATT. 
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Whereas in the 8 patients whose PCR was positive, 6 were started 
on ATT and had response to therapy, whereas among the remaining 
2, 1 had clinical features strongly suggestive of ARN and thus was 
started on antivirals and the other was a known case of VKH on 
methotrexate thus a change to mycophenolate mofetil brought the 
disease under control.

The number of patients who had a change in their initial treatment 
after MTB PCR results were 25. Among these 25, eight patients received 
ATT after the analysis; these patients were initially treated with oral 
steroids and or oral antivirals. Four patients had a change from their 
original therapy of ATT to antivirals and had PCR for MTB which 
was negative. In the rest of the 13 patients, 5 received antivirals, 4 
oral steroids, 2 anti-toxoplasma therapy and 2 immunosuppressants. 
One patient (no.35) who received oral steroids at one month follow-
up had developed a retinal detachment of the affected eye, and had 
undergone pars plana vitrectomy with silicon oil injection, with an 
attached retina and a BCVA of 6/60 at 6 months follow-up.

We found 80% correlation with the PCR results and the treatment 
response. The sensitivity was 73.3% and specificity was 92.3% with 
positive and negative predictive values of 91.7% and 75% respectively 
(Table 3).

DISCUSSION

In our study we found a good clinical agreement between the PCR 
results of intraocular fluids to the treatment response in clinically 
suspected tuberculous uveitis. The PCR results strengthened our 
clinical diagnosis. The sensitivity and specificity of the test was 73.3% 
and 92.3 % respectively. All the patients receiving anti-tubercular 
treatment showed complete resolution of symptoms at the end of 
the study period.

Table 3. Describes the correlation of the PCR results with the  treatment  
response and the sensitivity and specificity of the PCR test

 Clinical response No clinical response Total
PCR + 22 2 24
PCR - 08 24 32
 30 26 56
Sensitivity Specificity Positive Predictive  Negative Predictive
  value Value
73.3% 92.3% 91.7% 75%
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The most common manifestation of intraocular TB seen is posterior 
and pan uveitis. In our study population panuveitis was the predominant 
clinical presentation. As tubercular uveitis is a granulomatous disease, 
29 eyes of 56 patients had granulomatous KP’s at presentation. The 
most common clinical features associated with PCR positivity for 
MTB were hypopyon uveitis (4 out of 5), choroidal granulomas (5 
out of 10) and vasculitis (5 out of 11). Hypopyon uveitis though a 
rare manifestation of the disease was seen in 5 of the eyes. Among 
them 4 had a positive PCR result for MTB.

The reported positivity for PCR in various studies ranges from 33.33% 
for tubercular retinal vasculitis to as high as 66.67% for granulomatous 
pan uveitis. PCR positivity was higher in those who presented with 
acute rather than with chronic form of uveitis. This may be due to 
the nature of the disease or the prior treatments the patient may have 
received. 

Response to treatment is an important clinical sign for confirmation 
of diagnosis. All our patients received the initiation phase of ATT 
with 4 drugs and the maintenance phase with 2 drugs for a period 
of 6 to 9 months depending on the clinical severity of the case with 
tapering doses of oral steroids. As proven in previous studies the 
treatment helps in reducing the antigenic load in the ocular tissue 
and reduces the recurrences significantly. The response to ATT over 
4-6 weeks is one of the diagnostic features of IOTB.

Diagnosis of IOTB needs a high degree of clinical suspicion with 
corroborative laboratory and radiological findings. Though smear 

Table 4. Analysis of the change in the treatment plan after PCR results

Clinically suspected TB Uveitis and 
treatment initiated for MTB 26 (46.42%)
Anti TubercularTreatment (ATT) 
not started 30 (53.57%)
Change in initial Treatment 25 (83.33%)
No. of patients started on ATT after 8 (32%)  (6 PCR +VE
 PCR results and 2 –VE)
No. of patients in whom ATT was stopped  4 (16%) (PCR –VE
after PCR results in all 4)
No. of patients in whom ATT was not  1 (4%) (Clinical picture
started even after + PCR MTB result of ARN)
ATT = Anti Tubercular Therapy, PCR = Polymerase Chain Reaction, MTB 
= Mycobacterium Tuberculosis, ARN = Acute Retinal Necrosis
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and culture is the gold standard confirmatory test due to lack of 
sample, molecular diagnostic tests such as PCR has an important 
role. A positive PCR clinches the diagnosis whereas a negative test 
implies us to rely on our clinical diagnosis. An adequate clinical 
response to treatment is hence a valuable tool in these cases.
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New Universal Attachment for Peyman 
Wessels Landers /132 D Lens for Retinal 
Wide Angle Viewing
Dr. Raju Sampangi, Dr. Hemalatha B C

INTRODUCTION

Modern vitrectomy was introduced by Dr Robert Machemer in 1970, 
since then many improvements in surgical techniques and surgical 
instrumentation are continuously been developed. One of the most 
important improvements is the use of wide-angle viewing system 
(WAVs) during retinal surgeries. The use of WAVsgives operating 
retina surgeons a panoramic view of the surgical field thereby improving 
the safety and efficiency of the surgicalprocedures.

Wide angle viewing systems can be classified as contact and non-
contact viewing systems. Commonly used contact lens systems are 
the Miniquad XL from Volk and wide field lens from Ocular instruments. 
Non contact wide angle viewing systems includethe BIOM1 by Oculus 
instruments, Resight by Zeiss, EIBOS by Moller Wedel, Peyman–
Wessels–Landers  lens (PWL)2 and 132 D Upright Vitrectomy Lens 
by Ocular instruments. 

Each viewing system has advantages and disadvantages.PWL lens 
provides wide-field upright images without an inverter while the 
132D lens requires the inverter. The PWL lens and 132 D lenseswere 
originallydesigned in such a way that they are attached to the wrist 

Dr. Raju Sampangi, MD, (AIIMS) DNB, Director and Retina Consultant, 
Nethraspandana Eye hospital, Bangalore., No. 156, Kantha Nivas, 
3rd Stage, 3rd Phase, 1st Block, Banashankari, Bangalore 560085
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rest of the operating table using standard 
clamp, straight rods, and linkage system. 
This is independent of the microscope 
(Figure 1). This arrangement has the 
advantage that the focus can be adjusted 
with the footswitch of the microscope; 
however one needs to readjust the lens 
arrangement to maintain the view and 
centring i.e appropriate XYZ position. 
This drawback is the main reason as to 
why this lens system is not commonly 
used although it is less expensive than other noncontact lens systems. 

We have developed a new universal holding system for the PWL 
lens and 132 D to overcome the possible disadvantages of the original 
design. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The new lens holder is attached to the 
microscope unlike the original attachment 
that is attached to the wrist rest of the 
operating table. It consists of 2 main 
parts: a vertical rod attached to the 
microscope and is fixed.It allows for 
attaching the lens holding part. The lens 
holder consists of a rotating bar with 
ring at the lower end and a system for 
adjusting vertical position of the rotating 

bar(Figure 2).

The ring at the lower end holds the PWL lensand the barcan be 
rotated 210 degrees, this allows for swivelling the lens into position 
during surgery and can be swivelled out when not 
in use (Figure 3).This arrangement is in turn attached 
to a screw based rotational system which translates 
into up and down movement for the rotating bar 
carrying the lens.  This vertical movement helps to 
adjust the distance between the lens and the corneal 
surface during surgery. Closer the lens is to the 
cornea larger the field of view. The height can be 
adjusted to 1mm precision. The lens holder can be 
steam sterilised for surgery. 

Figure 1

Figure 3

Figure 2
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Only for the first time the surgeon needs 
to set up the new holding system by adjusting 
the position of the ring of rotating bar;once 
set, the lens holder is precisely held at the 
centre of the microscope. The PWL lens is 
placed in the ring of the rotating bar to get 
a wide angled view of the retina.  The swivel 
design allows the surgeon to effortlessly 
switch between anterior segment and 
posterior segment during surgery just by 
rotating the bar. As the PWL lens comes 
with an inbuilt prism re-inverter there is 
no need for any other inverter to be attached 
to the microscope. Another innovation that 

we have done is the same lens holder with a minor modification in 
the rotating bar can hold the 132 D lens to achieve a wide angle 
viewing of the retina. This 132 D lens however requires the inverter 
to be fixed to the microsco (Figure 4)

The advantage of this viewing system 
is it can be attached to any microscope 
by altering the fixed part that attaches 
to the microscope. The view is comparable 
to other wide angle viewing systems 
for all practical purposes. Comparative 
wide angle retinal views with PWL lens, 
132 D lens and contact wide angle with 

Figure 4 (Attachment with 132 
D lens)

Figure 5 View with PWL lens in 
fluid	filled	eye

Figure 7	View	with	132D	 lens	 in	fluid	filled	
eye

Figure 6 View with PWL lens in 
air	filled	eye
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Volk Miniquad Xl are shown in Figures 
5, 6, 7 and 8. One can use the microscope 
footswitch for focus unlike other 
systems where the condensing lens 
needs adjustment for focus. This ability 
to use microscope footswitch allows 
for very crisp retinal viewing during 
surgery, this also obviates the need 
for a condensing lens when using 
either PWL lens or the 132 D lens.

DISCUSSION

PWL lens or 132 D lens can be bought separately and can be used 
with our attachment. The newly developed universal lens holding 
system for the PWL lens/ 132 D lens gives us the versatility of a 
non-contact wide angle viewing system and imaging capability of 
a contact viewing system. This combination can be a cost effective 
alternative to the existing viewing systems. 

Additional Media

Following youtube videos of the surgery done using this attachment 
can be viewed 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vip8fQV0NnA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KWtfGLmMhh8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X4Rp1yacK0U
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A Online Nomogram to Predict Visual and 
Anatomical Outcomes in Macular Hole 
Surgery
Dr. Sharad Bhomaj

INTRODUCTION

We owe our patients a scientific answer about the outcome of the 
surgery we propose to do . Anatomical closure may not always result 
in visual success in macular hole surgery. Vision loss can also occur. 
International literature reports show hole closure rates vary from 
80-92%, visual success in 40-83% and visual loss in 8-26% cases. 

• Idiopathic Macular Holes (MH) are defects of retinal tissue involving 
the anatomic fovea, causing central visual loss  and /or  metamorphopsia.

• A meta analysis on 1654 eyes treated using different techniques 
reported that 87.5% of eyes achieved anatomic success, with 12.5% 
failing to close.5

• As the number of macular hole surgeries has been on the rise , 
analysis of predictive factors determining the  anatomical and  
functional success  of the surgery has assumed great importance 
to aid both the surgeon and the patient to take evidence based,informed 
decisions  prior to the surgery 

Based on a detailed, multiple logistic regression analysis  of various 
OCT parameters in 44 cases of macular hole surgery, we found that 
using multiple OCT indices and parameters in unison is the only 
way to reliably predict outcomes. Using MLDMinimum linear diameter), 
ELM integrity, grading the cystic edema of hole edges, MHI (Macular 
Hole Index), HFF (Hole Form Factor) and THI (TractionalHole Index), 
we  present a nomogram to reliably predict both anatomical and 
visual outcomes. To avoid time spent on manual calculations of OCT 
indices, this online nomogram does all calculations and gives a 
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numerical score for hole closure and visual success .

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Design

 Retrospective,consecutive, interventional case series between April 
2011- April 2015

Setting

 Private vitreo retinal practice, single surgeon

Intervention

 23 G PPV for macular hole surgery

Main Outcome Measure

 Predictive value of pre-op OCT parameters with respect to anatomic 
closure and visual outcome  after macular hole surgery 

Inclusion Criteria

 Cases undergoing 23 G PPV for idiopathic macular holes

Minimum follow up of 3 months after surgery

Exclusion Criteria

 Co-existing macular or optic nerve pathology which could affect 
the visual outcomes of surgery 

• All eyes underwent a comprehensive clinical evaluation including 

• Presenting best corrected visual acuity

• Laterality 

• Anterior segment bio-microscopic examination to look for lens 
changes 

• Direct and indirect fundus examination.

• Pre operative OCT 

• At the baseline examination, OCT scan was registered and saved 
as a reference image

Macular hole indices were calculated from images

• Macular hole Minimum Linear Diameter (MLD) – Minimal horizontal 
extent of the hole (Measurement b- Fig 1)
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• Macular hole Base Diameter(BD) – distance measured at the level 
of retinal pigment epithelium (Measurement a-Fig 1)

• Tractional Hole Index(THI) – e / b (e= Vertical distance between 
the RPE and the highest portion of macular hole(Height -MHH, 
b= MLD)

• Macular Hole Index(MHI) – e / a (e= MHH, a= BD)

• Surgery consisted of standard three port pars planavitrectomy, 
peeling of the epiretinal membranes if present and the inner limiting 
membrane with subsequent instillation of a gas tamponade (C3F8).

• After surgery, patients were asked to maintain a prone position 
for atleast 1 week

• Postoperatively patients were viewed at the end of one week and 
assessed for postoperative isual acuity and underwent repeat 
OCT.

• Anatomical success was defined as closure of the hole with 
restoration of anatomical continuity

RESULTS

a = Minimum linear diameter 

b = right arm length 

c =  left arm length 

d = Base hole diameter 

e = hole height 

OCT   n=  VA P HOLE P
INDEX  VALUE number IMPROVED  value  CLOSED   value 
MLD <400     19  10 (52.63%) 0.625 18 (94.73%) 0.004*
 >400 25 15 (60%) 0.438 21 (84 %) 0.03
BD <800 10 5   (50%) 0.598 9 (90 %) 0.02
 >800 34 20 (58.82%) 0.422 30 (88.23%) 0.0031*
THI>1.4 <1.41 35 21 (60 %) 0.396 31 (88.57%) 0.0012*
 better >1.41 9 4 (44.44%) 0.723 8 (88.88%) 0.004*
MHI>0.5 <0.5 30 17 (56.66%) 0.062 28 (93.33%) 0.002*
 better  >0.5 14 8 (57.14%) 0.615 11 (78.57%) 0.004*
HFF> 0.5  <0.5  4  3 (75%)*  0.023 3(75%)  0.005*
better >0.5  40  22(55%)*  0.042 36(90%)  0.003*
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ELM formed   32 22(68.75%) 0.728 30(93.75%) 0.004*
Cystic 
edema of 
hole edges   34 20(58.82%)  0.637  31(91.18%)  0.001*
Atrophic hole 
edges   10 5 (50%)  0.701  8 (80%)  0.004* 

 Prognostic  parameter 
Hole closure rate prediction MLD < 400 94.73% 
 ELM formed 93.75%
 Cystic edema 91.18%
 BD < 800 90% 
 MHI<0.5 90%
Hole non -closure  predictor Co-existing retinal pathology 
 BRVO
 Absence of cystic edema 
Visual improvement prediction ELM formed 68.75%
 THI <1.4 60% 
 Cystic edema 58.82%
 MHI >0.5 57.14% 
Poor visual  outcome predictor  Atrophic hole edges –Absence of cystic edema 
 Co-existing retinal pathology  - 
 BRVO, DryAMD , Diabetic retinopathy 

Outcome Parameter Oct Parameter  Score  Max Score
Hole closure rate prediction MLD < 400 ELM 1  4
 integrity  1
 Cystic edema   1 - bulbous
   0.5 -minimal
MHI <0.5 1
Visual improvement prediction  HFF <0.5 ELM 2 6
 integrity   2
 Cystic edema  1 - bulbous
 THI< 1.4  0.5 -minimal
   1
Visual loss predictor  Co-existing   0  Healthy 
 macular pathology  macula
   - 0.5 Mild disease 
   - 1 Moderate disease
   - 2 Severe disease 

CONCLUSIONS

Pre-operative OCT parameters were generally more useful for predicting 
hole closure (anatomic success) than for postop visual outcomes 
(visual success)
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MLD < 400 microns was the OCT 
parameter with highest predictive 
power for macular hole closure 
rate at 94.73% followed by presence 
of Pre-op cystic edema of hole edges 
at 91.18%

No OCT parameter reliably predicted 
the postoperative visual outcome with Macular hole index (MHI) 
provinding the highest predictve value of 57.14%

ELM integrity had a good power to predict hole closure 93.75% as 
well as visual success 68.75% after macular hole surgery

Combination of OCT parameters - MLD, ELM integrity, pre-op cystic 
edema is useful to predict visual and anatomic success

Presence of co-existing retinal pathologies like BRVO, AMD, Diabetic 
retinopathy can adversely affect visual outcomes and hole closure 
as well as liable to cause visual loss after surgery
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PCV AND CSR: Same Spectrum Diseases?
Dr. Vanee Sheth Shah, Dr. George J Manayath, Dr. V.R. Saravanan, 
Dr. Narendran V 

ABSTRACT

Purpose: To study cases with features of polypoidal choroidal 
vasculopathy (PCV) and central serous retinopathy (CSR) 
simultaneously, on multimodal imaging.

Method: A review of 181cases of suspected PCV which underwent 
fundus fluorescein angiography(FFA) and indocyanine green 
angiography (ICGA) from Aug’15 to May’16 was done, to look 
for cases with features of CSR in the same eye. History, Best 
Corrected Visual Acuity (BCVA), optical coherence tomography 
(OCT), FFA and ICG findings were evaluated.

Results: 5cases (2.8%); 3 males & 2 females with mean age 63.2yrs 
were included. OCT showed notched pigment epithelial 
detachment (PED) in 3 and irregular PED in 2 cases with 
subretinal fluid/subretinal haemorrhage over a thick choroid 
with dilated outer choroidal PACHYVESSELS. FFA showed 
stippled hyperfluorescence at polyp area and a separate CSR 
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leak -Ink blot in 2 and Smoke stack in 3 cases. On ICGA,multiple 
polyps were noted suggestive of PCV.

Conclusion: The coexistence of PCV, CSR and thick choroid in same 
eye at the same time strongly suggest that these diseases have 
association and perhaps originate from predisposed thick 
choroid (PACHYCHOROID SPECTRUM).

Key Words: Central serous chorioretinopathy, pachychoroid, polypoidal 
choroidal vasculopathy 

INTRODUCTION

Polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (PCV) was described by Yannuzzi 
et al1 as a condition consisting of peculiar subretinal polypoidal 
vascular lesions associated with serous and hemorrhagic pigment 
epithelial detachments.Central serous chorioretinopathy (CSR)2 is 
characterized by idiopathic detachment of neurosensory retina. Usually 
a self limiting condition, but chronic cases are associated with atrophic 
changes in the RPE. Choroidalneovascularization (CNVM)3may also 
develop in some cases. 

There are reports in literature linking PCV and CSR. The history of 
CSR is seen more commonly in eyes with PCV4. In a case series by 
Park et al5, changes of chronic CSR have been demonstrated in eyes 
with PCV. PCV can also masquerade as persistent or recurrent CSR6. 
Although the pathogenesis of these diseases is not clear, choroidal 
circulation abnormalities leading to congestion and hyperpermeability 
with thickened choroids are associated with both these clinical 
entities.7,8,9 

However, till date there is no direct evidence yet connecting these 
clinical entities and with the advancement in imaging techniques, 
the visualization of choroid has become better. Hence, we studied 
the multimodal imaging features in cases of suspected PCV, looking 
for simultaneous presence of features of CSR.

METHODS

The clinical and imaging data of 181 cases of suspected PCV which 
underwent simultaneous fundus fluorescein angiography (FFA) and 
indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) from a period of August 
2015 to May 2016 atDepartment of Vitreoretina services,Aravind Eye 
Hospital were reviewed to look for features of CSR. The relevant 
history, best corrected visual acuity(BCVA) and clinical features were 
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noted. The spectral domain optical coherence tomography(OCT) and 
enhanced depth imaging (EDI)-OCT images (SpectralisHeidelbergEngineering 
and/or DRI OCT Triton plus, Topcon) as well as FFA and ICGA 
(Spectralis; Heidelberg Engineering) were reviewed.

PCV was suspected on the basis of presence of tall, peaked pigment 
epithelial detachment (PED) with a notch or irregular pigment epithelial 
detachment (PED) with subretinal fluid (SRF) or subretinal haemorrhage 
(SRH) on OCT and the diagnosis of PCV was confirmed on ICGA if 
focal hyperfluorescence suggestive of polyp was seen within the first 
6 minutes on ICGA. Active CSR was identified by presence of 
characteristic pattern of leak on FFA- smoke-stack or ink blot, along 
with presence of SRF with or without serous PED on OCT. The 
subfoveal choroidal thickness was measured manually using calipers.

RESULTS

Of the 181 cases reviewed, 5 eyes of 5 patients (2.8%), 3 males and 2 
females, were identified with features of active PCV as well as active 
CSR simultaneously in the same eye. The mean age was 63.2 years 
(52 to 70 years). 3 patients had history of systemic hypertension. The 
BCVA in the affected eye was 6/18 in three cases, 6/12 in one case 
and 6/9 in one case. On OCT, notched PED was seen in 2 cases and 
irregular peaked PEDs were seen in 4 cases. SRF was noted in all 
cases at the site of polyp or CSR. The mean subfovealchoroidal thickness 
was 371.2 µm. On FFA, the ink blot pattern of CSR leak was noted 
in 2 cases and 3 cases showed smoke-stack leak. A separate area of 
stippled hyperfluorescence was noted on FFA, which corresponded 
to the area of polyps on ICGA.Interestingly, in cases with the smoke-
stack leak, a small micro retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) rip was 
identified on OCT. ICGA showed a cluster of polyps in all cases. The 
location of polyps was macular in 2 cases and extra macular in 3 
cases. Case presentations of all the cases are detailed below.

Case 1

A 52 year old female presented with the complaint of defective vision 
in right eye (RE) for the past 6 months. She had history of injury in 
the left eye(LE) in childhood following which the eye had become 
phthisical. On examination, her BCVA in RE was 6/18. Anterior 
segment was within normal limits. Fundus examination revealed 
large amount of SRF almost extending from superior to inferior arcade 
vessels with a speck of SRH(Figure 1 A). OCT revealed a large, tall 
and notched PED; with a polyp beneath the undersurface of RPE 
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and SRF. Enhanced depth 
imaging (EDI) revealed a thick 
choroid with subfoveal 
choroidal thickness (CT) of 
406µm with dilated outer 
choroidal vessels (Figure 1 
B). On FFA, smoke stack leak 
was noted superonasal to 
fovea(Figure 1 C,D) and ICGA 
revealed bunch of polyps 
inferior to fovea along with 
choroidal hyperpermeability 
in late phase corresponding 
to site of CSR leak (Figure 1 
E,F). On reviewing the OCT, 
a micro RPE ripwas also noted 
in the region corresponding 
to the CSR leak on FFA (Figure 
1 G).

Case 2

A 70 year old male presented 
with defective vision in the 
LE for past 2 months. He had 
been diagnosed as having 
occult CNVM in the LE and 
had received a single dose of 
IV Ranibizumab 1 month back. 

He had a history of vitreous haemorrhage in the RE and had undergone 
vitrectomy for the same 2 years back, but did not recover vision in 
that eye. He was on treatment for hypertension and ischemic heart 
disease. His BCVA was hand movements in RE and 6/12 in LE. 
Anterior segment examination showed immature cataract in both 
eyes. Fundus examination revealed a subfoveal scar in RE and a 
serous PED with SRH in the LE. OCT of RE showed foveal thinning 
with subretinal scar and dilated outer choroidal vessels with subfoveal 
CT of 401µ(Figure 2 A)and LE showed multiple irregular PED with 
a tall peaked PED with SRF and minimal SRH with dilated outer 
choroidal vessels andsubfoveal CT of 464µm (Figure 2 B,C). FFA and 
ICGA of RE showed staining of the scar tissue whereas in the left 
eye,an extrafoveal ink blot leak was noted superotemporal to the 
fovea on FFA (Figure 2 D,E) along with multiple polyps at the fovea 

Figure 1 Case 1 A) Colour fundus photograph 
of	 RE	 showing	 subretinal	 fluid(SRF)	 with	
subretinalhaemorrhage (SRH) B)  EDI OCT 
image showing notched PED with SRF with 
subfovealchoroidal thickness(CT) of 406µm C) 
FFA early stage and D) FFA late stage  showing 
a smoke-stack leak superonasal to fovea with 
gradual	 filling	of	 dye	 in	PED	and	 	 a	 stippled	
hyperfluorescence	inferior	part	of	the	PED	E)	
ICGA early phase and F) ICGA late phase showing 
a bunch of polyps(thin arrow) in area of stippled 
hyperfluorescence	and	choroidalhyperpermeability	
(thick arrow) in late phase at the site of CSRR 
CR leak G) Micro RPE rip (circle) in area 
corresponding to smoke-stack leak.
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with late choroidal hyperpermeability at site of ink blot leak on ICGA 
(Figure 2 F,G).

Case 3

A 65 year old male had been diagnosed as having occult CNVM in 
the LE and was treated with PDT with bevacizumab in 2011. He had 
ischaemic heart disease. His BCVA was 6/9 in RE and 6/18 in LE. 
Anterior segment showed immature cataract in both eyes. On fundus 
examination, RE showed a serous PED while in the LE, SRH with 
SRF and minimalsubretinal scarring was seen. OCT of RE showed 
a normal foveal contour with a serous PED and in LE, irregular PEDs 
with SRH was seen in the macular region and a large amount of SRF 
with a tall PED along inferior arcade was seen. In both eyes the 
choroid was thickened with CT being 300µm in RE and 357µm in 
LE. On FFA, some window defects with pooling of dye in PED were 
noted in RE, ICGA was normal. In the LE, a smoke stack leak was 
noted inferotemporal to macula and aRPE rip was seen still temporal 
to that with profuse leak on FFA and a cluster of polyps at the fovea 
on ICGA. OCT done through the smoke-stack leak area, showed a 
micro RPE rip corresponding to the leakage.

Figure 2 Case 2 A) RE OCT shows foveal thinning with subretinal scar and dilated 
outer choroidal vessels and subfoveal CT of 401µ B) LE OCT showing multiple irregular 
peaked PED and SRF with minimal SRH C) EDI OCT showing dilated outer choroidal 
vessels and subfoveal CT of 464µm D) FFA early phase and E) FFA late phase 
showing	stippled	hyperfluorescence	with	late	leakage	in	foveal	region	and	an	extrafoveal	
ink	blot	leak	superotemporal		to	fovea	with	blocked	fluorescence	temporal	to	fovea	
F) ICGA early phase G) ICGA late phase shows a bunch of polyps at the fovea and 
choroidalhyperpermeability(arrow head)  at the site of ink blot leak.
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Case 4

A 67 year old male presented with the complaint of defective vision 
in the LE since past 14 days. He was on treatment for diabetes mellitus 
and hypertension. His BCVA was 6/6 in RE and 6/18 in LE. Anterior 
segment examination was within normal limits in both eyes. Fundus 
examination revealed RPE changes at the fovea in the RE and PED 
with subretinal hard exudates in LE. OCT of RE showed RPE irregularity 
while LE showed SRFwith  hardexudates and a PED inferonasal to 
fovea along with fibrin.Double layer sign was present on OCT. The 
subfoveal CT in LE was 360µm. FFA and ICGA of RE were within 
normal limits. In LE, FFA showed an inkblot leak inferonasal to fovea 
and multiple polyps were noted superior to fovea on ICGA.

Case 5

A 62 year old female presented with the complaint of defective vision 
in both eyes since 6 months. She was on treatment for systemic 
hypertension. On examination, her BCVA was 6/9 in both the eyes. 
She had immature cataracts in both the eyes. The retinal evaluation 
of RE showed a very large serous PED extending between the arcade 
vessels with subretinal deposits at edge of PED with SRF. LE showed 
some subretinal deposits temporal to macula and a large PED with 
subretinal deposits nasal to disc. OCT of RE showed a large PED 
with SRF with vitelliform deposits at the posterior pole and a large  
irregular PED with SRF superior to the disc with double layer sign. 
LE OCT showed RPE changes with irregular PEDs. OCT taken nasal 
to disc showed a micro RPE rip. In the left eye, although the subfoveal 
CT was 269µm, the sublesional CT was 423µm. FFA and ICGA of 
RE showed branched vascular network with polyps superior to disc 
where as in LE, along with branched vascular network and polyps 
superior to disc, a smoke stack leak was noted nasal to disc corresponding 
to the micro rip on FFA.  

DISCUSSION

Pachychoroid10 is defined as abnormal and permanent increase in 
choroidal thickness which can be focal or diffuse and  is generally 
associated with dilated outer choroidal vessels. The absolute choroidal 
thickness may be less in case the choriocapillaries and Sattler layer 
vessels are attenuated.Pachychoroid is associated with choroidal 
hyperpermeability on ICGA.Warrow et al11 described “Pachychoroid 
Pigment Epitheliopathy”(PPE) as retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) 
changes with reduced fundus tessellation, overlying a thick choroid 
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but without any history of subretinal fluid. C. Pang and K. Fruend12 

have described a type I choroidal neovascularization developing 
over focal areas of choroidal thickening and termed it as “Pachychoroid 
Neovasculopathy”(PNV).

The pathophysiologic mechanisms in PCV and CSR are poorly 
understood. Arteriosclerotic changes along with engorged vortex 
veins due to chronic choroidal venous congestion have been noted 
in PCV13. Choroidal hyperpermeability along with loss of RPE function 
secondary to choroidal hydrostatic pressure has been observed in 
CSR14.Pachychoroid features have been noted in both these entities 
as well.

Hence, the pathophysiology of pachychoroid spectrum of diseases 
can be explainedas follows. In eyes with a pachychoroid, if the RPE 
is able to overcome the fluid overload, there might just be subtle 
pigmentary changes or small PED due to the stress on the RPE- called 
as PachychoroidPigment Epitheliopathy. If RPE is unable to overcome 
the fluid overload, a serous macular detachment results, in which 
case we see a CSR. In chronic stages due to the excess stress on RPE, 
micro rips may occur in the Bruch’s membrane. If these eyes develop 
a Type 1 choroidal neovascular membrane, a Pachychoroid neovasculopathy 

can be seen. A long 
standing type1 CNVM 
can develop polyps or 
the dilated choroidal 
vessels may themselves 
develop polyps at the 
terminal ends to result 
in Polypoidal Choroidal 
V a s c u l o p a t h y . 1 1  
(Figure 3)

Here, we report 5 cases with features of active PCV along with active 
CSR in the same eye simultaneously along with a thickened choroid 
and dilated outer choroidal vessels.Findings suggestive of PPE 
associated with a pachyvessel on ICGA were also noted in one eye. 
Also, the findings are seen all over the fundus and not just confined 
to the posterior pole indicating an abnormality involving the entire 
choroid. 

CONCLUSION

To the best of our knowledge, the coexistence of PCV, CSR and 

Figure 3 Schematic description of the Pachychoroid 
Spectrum of Diseases
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pachychoroid features has been unreported till now.This case series 
may provide direct evidence to the hypothesis that these diseases 
are associated and form a part of spectrum. However, larger longitudinal 
studies with longer follow-up are required to shed further light into 
the pathogenesis as well as progression of the entities belonging to 
this spectrum of diseases and may therefore help in planning better 
treatment protocols in the future.
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